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SECTION 1 

SPECIFICATION 
Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the 
rear of the manual. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Type 7A13 Vertical Plug-In is a DC coupled differential 
comparator with excellent common-mode rejection and medi- 
um gain characteristics for medium level applications. The 
Type 7A13 is designed for use in Tektronix 7000 series oscillo- 
scopes. It may be used as a differential input preamplifier 
or conventional preamplifier in addition to its use as a com- 
parator. 

In the differential input mode, the dynamic range allows 
the application of common-mode signals up to +10 or —10 
volts to be applied to the unit without attenuation. Common- 
mode rejection ratio of at least 20,000:1 at DC to 100 kHz 
permits measurements of differential signals less than 1 mV 
in amplitude on 10 volt common-mode signals. 

When used as a differential comparator, the Type 7A13 
has an effective offset range of 10,000 divisions. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The electrical characteristics described in Table 1-1 are 
valid over the stated environmental range for instruments 
calibrated at an ambient temperature of +20° C to +30° C 
and after a 20-minute warmup period unless otherwise noted. 

TABLE 1-1 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Type 7A13 

Character Performance Requirement 

1V/Div to 5V/Div; 
X10 Ve In 

At least +500V and —500V 

Differential Signal Range 
1 mV/Div to 
50 mV/Div; 
X10 Ve In 

At least 0.8 V 

10 mV/Div to 
50 mV/Div; 
X10 Ve Out 
0.1 V/Div to 
0.5 V/Div; 
X10 Ve In 

At least 8V 

0.1 V/Div to 
0.5 V/Div; 
X10 Ve Out 

1V/Div to 5 V/Div; 

X10 Ve In 

At least 80 V 

Frequency Response 
{8 Div Reference) 

FULL Bandwidth See Table 1-2, System Characteris- 
Upper Limit tics 
AC (Capacitive) 10 Hz or less 
Coupled Input 
Lower Bandwidth 
Frequency 

5 MHz Bandwidth DC to 5 MHz within 500 kHz 
Characteristic Performance Requirement 

Deflection Factor 
(VOLTS/DIV) 

Calibrated Range IT mV/Div to 5V/Div, 12 steps in 
a1, 2,5 sequence 

Within 1.5% of GAIN adjusted 
at 1 mV/Div 
Continuously variable: extends 
deflection factor to at least 12.5 
V/Div 

Gain Ratio Accuracy 

Uncalibrated (Vari- 
able) 

Common Mode Signal 
Range 

1 mV/Div to 
50 mV/Div; 
X10 Ve In 

10 mV/Div to 
50 mV/Div; 
X10 Ve Out 
0.1 V/Div to 
0.5 V/Div; 
X10 Ve In 
0.1 V/Div to 
0.5 V/Div; 
X10 Ve Out 

At least +10V and —10V 

At least +100V and —100V 

At least +500 V and —500V 

Overdrive Recovery 
(IX Attenuator at 
1 mV/Div) 

TpS to recover within 1.5mV, 
0.1 ms to recover within 0.5 mV, 
following removal of a +10V or 
—10V overdrive signal. 

Common Mode Rejec- 
tion Ratio 

1 mV/Div to 
50 mV/Div 
X10 Ve In* 

DC to 100 kHz 

See Fig. 1-2. 

At least 20,000:1, 20V P-P or less 
test signal 

100 kHz to 1 MHz At least 10,000:1, 10V P-P or less 
test signal 

1MHz to 10MHz CMRR = 10,000/frequency (MHz) 

20 MHz At least 250:1, 1 V P-P or less test 
signal 

10 mV/Div to 
50 mV/Div; X10 Ve 
Out; 
0.1 V/Div to 5 V/Div; 
X10Ve In or Out 
DC to 10kHz At least 2,000:1 

AC Coupled at 60 Hz At least 500:1 
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TABLE 1-1 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (cont) 

Characteristic Performance Requirement 

Maximum Input Voltage 

Performance Requirement 

400 nV or less at 1mV/Div in 
Type 7700-Series or 7500-Series 
indicator oscilloscope 

Characteristic 

Displayed Noise (Tan- 
gentially Measured) 

Comparison Voltage 
DC (Direct) Coupled Range OV to +10V 
DC + Peak AC Accuracy = (OT% of setting +5 mV) 

1 mV /Div to 40 VDC. 40V Peak AC, 1 kHz or Electrical Zero 0.5 mV or less 
50 mV /Div; less Ve OUT Resistance 15 kQ within 5kQ 
X10 Ve In 

10 mV/Div to 400 VDC. 400V Peak AC, 1 kHz 
50 mV/Div; or less X10 Ve Out SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

0.1 V/Div to The system characteristics listed in Table 1-2 are to specify 
0.5 V/Div; the performance of the plug-in with various combinations of 
X10 Ve In probes and in various indicator oscilloscopes. 

0.1 V/Div to 500 VDC. 500V Peak AC, 1 kHz 
0.5 V/Div; or less .! 
X10 Ve Out TABLE 1:2 
1V/Div to 5 V/Div; SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
10 Ve In " men 

70 Indi ew | T si 
AC (Capacitive) Coup- | 500 VDC Oncilocape om) ez) tn ar] nt lane Ww Te 
led Input CAL | CAL | CAL | (MHz) | [ns)_ 

Input R and C 7500 Series | None| 75 | 47 | 15 [ 25 | 35] 55 | 64 

Resistance 1 MQ within 0.15% P6053] 75 | 47 | 1.5] 25 | 35] 55 | 64 

Capacitance 20 pF within 0.4 pF at 1 MHz P6048 7 = 
ae " 7700 Series | None| 100 | 3.5 | 15 | 25 | 35| 55 | 64 

R and C Product Within I% for all deflection fac- pees} 100 Pas} 1s 1 25 35} 35 | ee 
tor settings. P6048 

Maximum Gate Current 5 
0° Cto 435°C 0.2nA or less (0.2 Div at 1 mV/Div) _(Ascuracy percentages opply to oll defection tat ee cele 
Both Inputs position of the VOLTS/DIV switch. When a probe is used, the GAIN 
Tare to +50°C |2nA or less (2Div at 1 mV/Div) must be set with the calibration signal applied to the probe tip. 

Both Inputs *EXTernal CALibrator, O°C to 50°C: The plug-in GAIN is set (within 
7 10°C of the operating temperoture) using an external calibrator 

DC Drift signal whose accuracy Is within 0.25%. 
Drift With Time (Am- 
bient Temperature 
and Line Voltage Con- 
stant) 

Short Term 1 mV P-P or less or 0.1 Div or less 
(whichever is greater) any 1 minute 
interval within 1 hour after 20 min- 
utes from turn-on. 

Long Term 1 mV P-P or less or 0.1 Div (which- 
ever is greater) during any hour 
after the first hour and 20 min- 
utes from turn-on. 

Drift With Ambient 
Temperature (Line Vol- 
tage Constant) 

2mV/10° C or less, 0.2 Div/10° C 
(whichever is greater) 

Amplifier Crosstalk 1% or less shift within 20ns of 
step of fast rise squarewave when 
switching undriven input from 
GND to AC or DC 

*INTemal CALibrotor, 15°C to 35°C: The plug-in GAIN Is set using 
the oscilloscope's own calibrotor and the instrument is operating 
within the +15°C to +35°C range. 
‘INTemal CALibrator, 0°C to 50°C: The plug-in GAIN is set (within 
10°C of the operating temperature) using the oscilloscope’s own 

jor, and the instrument is operating within the O°C to +50°C 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 

TABLE 1-3 

Type 7A13 tested alone (separate from indicator oscil- 
loscope) 

Characteristic Information 

Altitude 
Non-Operating To 50,000 feet and —55° C 

Transportation Qualified under National Safe 
Transit Committee test procedure 
1A, Category Il 
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It pertains to 1 mV/Div through 20 mV/Div deflection factors. Type 7A13 common mode rejection ratio graph 1-2, Fig. 
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SECTION 2 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the 
rear of the manual. 

INTRODUCTION 
This section opens with a brief functional description of 

the front panel controls and connectors (see Fig. 2-1). Fol- 
lowing the front-panel description is a familarization pro- 
cedure and finally a general discussion of the operation of 
the Type 7A13. 

FRONT-PANEL DESCRIPTION 
Rin = 00 
1-50 mV Iluminates when switch $10, lo- 
VAR IN ONLY cated on left side of plug-in, is 
Lamp turned cw. This indicates a + IN- 

PUT and —INPUT impedance of 
‘approximately infinity whenever 
the VOLTS/DIV switch is set be- 
tween 1 and 50mV, VARIABLE 
knob is pushed in and 1X probe 
is used. 

NOTE 
With VOLTS/DIV switch set from .1 V to 5 V, lamp 
remains on but input impedance is ~1 MQ and the 
input attenuator is uncompensated. 

COMPARISON VOLT- 
AGE (Vc) + and — 
Pushbuttons 

COMPARISON VOLT- 
AGE (Vc) Counter 

Selects polarity of comparison 
voltage. 

Reads out the voltage selected by 
the COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) 
selector switch in conjunction with 
FINE, VOLTS/DIV and PULL VAR 
for X10 Ve RANGE controls. 

COMPARISON VOLT- __ Selects one of ten voltage ranges 
AGE (Vc) Selector Switch from zero to ten volts. 

COMPARISON VOLT- 
AGE (Vc) FINE Control 

Selects a comparison voltage 
somewhere between the lower and 
upper limits of the selected band 
above. 

Provides a means of connection for 
signal measurement. It also con- 
tains a third contact for probe at- 
tenuation information. This ena- 
bles proper readout of deflection 
factor on CRT screen. 

+ INPUT Mode Switch Selects AC, DC, GND or Vc Mode 
‘of coupling for the +-INPUT chan- 
nel. 

+ INPUT Connector 

VOLTS/DIV Switch Selects one of twelve volts per 
division calibrated deflection fac- 
tors. 

VOLTS/DIV VARIABLE 
Control 

Selects an uncalibrated deflection 
factor somewhere between the 

twelve settings above. A minimum 
of 2.5 times the VOLTS/DIV switch 
setting is provided. The UNCAL 
lamp lights when the VARIABLE 
control is out of the CAL detent. 

PULL VAR FOR X10 Ve Selects a Vc Range 10X_ that 
RANGE Switch which is indicated on the VOLTS/ 

DIV Switch. This only occurs for 
10, 20, and 50 mV/DIV and .1, .2 
and .5V/DIV settings of the 
VOLTS/DIV switch. 

Same as for + INPUT connector 
above. 

Selects AC, DC, GND or Vc Mode 
‘of coupling for the —INPUT chan- 
nel. 

—INPUT Connector 

—INPUT Mode Switch 

STEP ATTEN BAL Adjusts for no vertical trace move- 
Adjustment ment as the VOLTS/DIV switch 

setting is varied from 10 to 50 
mV/DIV. 

GAIN Adjusts the amplifier gain for dis- 
Adjustment play of four divisions upon receipt 

of a 4-mV signal when the VOLTS/ 
DIV switch is set to 1 mV and the 
VARIABLE control is set to CAL. 

X10 BAL Adjusts for no vertical trace move- 
Adjustment ment as VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) 

knob is pulled out. 
VAR BAL CONTROL Adjusts for no vertical trace move- 

ment as VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) 
knob is varied throughout its 
range. 

Release Latch Pull to withdraw plug-in from indi- 
cator oscilloscope. 
Selects either the FULL bandwidth 
or 5 MHz. 

Provides a convenience outlet for 
the comparison voltage. 

BW Switch 

Ve OUT 0-10V Jack 

POSITION Control Positions display vertically on the 
CRT face. 

Ve REF-IDENT Pushbut- Internally disconnects both signals 
ton and applies Vc to both inputs. 

TEST SETUP CHART 
Fig. 2-10 shows a drawing of the front panel controls and 

connectors. This chart can be reproduced and used as a test 
setup record for special measurements and applications, or 
it may be used as a training aid for operation of the Type 
7A13. 
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Rin oo 
Switch $10 

Fig. 2-1, Front panel of Type 7A13 and location of Rj, ~ % switch $10. 

FAMILIARIZATION PROCEDURE 

First-Time Operation 

The following steps are intended to help get the trace on 
the CRT screen quickly and to prepare the unit for immedi- 
ate use. These steps are intended to acquaint you with some 
of the basic functions of the Type 7A13. 

1. Insert the unit into the oscilloscope vertical plug-in com- 
partment. 

2. Set the Type 7A13 front panel controls as follows: 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE  Pushbuttons canceled 
(Ve) Polarity 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE As is 
(Ve) Counter 

+ INPUT Mode GND 
— INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV lV 
VARIABLE In (CAL) 
STEP ATTEN BAL As is 
GAIN As is 
10 BAL As is 
VAR BAL As is 
BW 5MHz 
POSITION Midrange 

2-2 

3. Turn the Intensity control fully counterclockwise and 
turn the oscilloscope Power ON. Preset the time-base plug-in 
triggering controls for a .5 ms/div sweep rate and automatic 
triggering. 

4. Wait about five minutes for the Type 7A13 and the 
oscilloscope to warm up. 

NOTE 
About five minutes is sufficient warmup time when 
using the Type 7A13 for short-term DC measure- 
ments. For long-term DC measurements using the 
lower deflection factors, allow at least one hour. 

5. Adjust the Intensity control for normal viewing of the 
trace. The trace should appear near the graticule center. 

6. Using the POSITION control, position the trace two 
divisions below graticule center. Set VOLTS/DIV to 1 mV 
position. 

NOTE 

If trace is off screen, perform Front Panel Adjust- 
ments outlined below. 

7. Apply a 4mV peak-to-peak calibrator signal through a 
coaxial cable to the + INPUT connector on the Type 7A13. 

8. For DC coupled, single-ended operation, set the + 
INPUT Mode Switch to DC. The display should be 4 divi- 
sions of square wave amplitude with the bottom of the dis- 
play at the reference established in step 6.



NOTE 
If the display amplitude is not 4 divisions, adjust 
GAIN control until it is. 

9. For AC coupled, single-ended operation, re-position the 
display to place the bottom of the display at the graticule 
center line. 

10. Set the + INPUT Mode switch to AC and note that the 
display shifts downward about two divisions to its average 
level. 

11. Disconnect the calibrator signal from the + INPUT 
connector. Set both the + and — INPUT Mode switches to 
GND. 

12. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 m¥.—Vary the VARI- 
ABLE control throughout its range while observing the CRT 
trace, 

13. Adjust VAR BAL so that there is no trace movement 
while varying the VARIABLE control. 

14. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 10mV. Pull out the 
PULL VAR FOR X10 Ve RANGE knob while observing the 
CRT trace. 

15. Adjust 10 BAL so that there is no trace movement 
while moving the PULL VAR FOR X10 Vc RANGE knob 
in and out. 

16. Vary the VOLTS/DIV switch from 20 mV to 1 mV while 
observing the CRT trace. 

17. Adjust STEP ATTEN BAL so that the trace does not 
move while varying the VOLTS/DIV switch. 

18. Repeat steps 12 through 17 until optimum settings are 
achieved. 

19. Push in the PULL VAR FOR X10 Vc RANGE knob. 

Front Panel Adjustments 

These adjustments must be accomplished each time the 
Type 7A13 is placed in a different oscilloscope, and should 
be checked prior to any critical measurement of waveforms. 

Preset Type 7A13 controls as follows: 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE 
(Vc) Polarity Pushbuttons canceled 

Counter As is 
+ INPUT Mode GND 
— INPUT Mode GND 
VOLTS/DIV lv 
VARIABLE In (CAL) 
STEP ATTEN BAL Midrange or as is 
GAIN As is 
10 BAL Midrange or as is 
VAR BAL Midrange or as is 
BW 5 MHz 
POSITION Midrange 

Allow 20 minutes warmup time. 

VAR BAL Adjustment 

1. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 mV. 

Operating Instructions—Type 7A13 

2. Vary the VARIABLE control throughout its range while 
observing the CRT trace. 

3. Adjust VAR BAL so that there is no trace movement 
while varying the VARIABLE control. 

X10 BAL Adjustment 

1. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 10 mV. Pull out the PULL 
VAR FOR X10 Vc RANGE knob while observing the CRT 
trace. 

2. Adjust 10 BAL so that there is no trace movement 
while moving the knob in and out. 

STEP ATTEN BAL Adjustment 

1. Vary the VOLTS/DIV switch from 20mV to 1 mV while 
observing the CRT trace. 

2. Adjust STEP ATTEN BAL so that the trace does not move 
while varying the VOLTS/DIV switch. 

3. Repeat all balance adjustments until optimum settings 
are achieved. 

GAIN Adjustment 

1. Using the POSITION control, position the CRT trace two 
divisions below graticule center. 

2. Set VOLTS/DIV to 1 mV position. 

3. Apply a 4mV peak-to-peak calibrator signal through a 
coaxial cable to the + INPUT connector on the Type 7A13. 

4, Set the + INPUT Mode switch to DC. 

5. Adjust GAIN control so that the display is four divisions 
of square wave amplitude with the bottom of the display at 
the reference established in step 1. 

Examples of Voltage/Signal Measurements 

The following examples are provided to illustrate some of 
the various ways to use the Type 7A13. All examples pre- 
sume that the Type 7A13 front panel adjustments have been 
made satisfactorily. These examples can be duplicated by 
an operator to serve as familiarization exercises. 

NOTE 

In all the following examples the COMPARISON 
VOLTAGE (Vc) selector switch setting and the 
VOLTS/DIV switch setting have been set on the 
basis of a voltage input whose approximate value 
is known (and is within the maximum input signal 
range of the Type 7A13). The switch settings can 
be determined by single ended or differential com- 
parator methods, starting with the least sensitive 
VOLTS/DIV setting of 5 V. 

Example 1 

Single-ended operation, DC measurement. Measure the 
voltage output of 1.5 volt battery. (Any convenient DC 
source can be substituted by setting the deflection factor 
of the Type 7A13 accordingly.) 

2-3
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Set the Type 7A13 front panel controls as follows: 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE 
(Ve) Polarity Either + or — 

Counter As is 

+ INPUT Mode GND 

+ INPUT Connector Connected to battery posi- 
tive terminal. Negative ter- 
minal connected to ground 
lug on front panel. 

— INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV 5V 

VARIABLE In (CAL) 

STEP ATTEN BAL As is 

GAIN As is 

10 BAL As is 

VAR BAL As is 

BW 5 MHz 

POSITION Midrange 

1. Use the POSITION control to set the trace to DC-0 ref- 
erence. 

2. Place the + INPUT Mode switch to DC. 

3. Multiply the number of divisions displayed by the 
deflection factor (3 div X .5V = 1.5V). The input voltage 
amplitude is 1.5 volts +-0.3 Volts. 

Note that if the input voltage were applied to the — IN- 
PUT connector, with + INPUT Mode switch set to GND and 
— INPUT Mode switch set to DC, the 3 divisions deflection 
would be downward, since the — INPUT causes an inverted 
presentation. 

Example 2 

Differential Comparator Operation, DC measurement. 
Measure the voltage output of a 1.5 volt battery. 

Type 7A13 control settings are the same as for Example 1 
above. 

1. Set the COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) Polarity switch to 
+ and set the counter to 0150. 

2. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 20 mV and pull the VARI- 
ABLE knob out. 

3. Using the POSITION control, set the trace to DC zero 
reference (graticule center). 

4. Simultaneously place the + INPUT Mode switch to DC 
and the — INPUT Mode switch to Ve. 

5. Using COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) controls, reset the 
trace to DC zero reference. 

6. Read the value of the input voltage on the COMPARI- 
SON VOLTAGE (Vc) counter. It should be 1.5 volts 0.3 
volts. 

7. Disconnect the battery from the Type 7A13. 
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Example 3 

Single-Ended Operation—waveform measurement. 
Measure the oscilloscope Calibrator + Volts waveform and 
OC level. 

Type 7A13 control settings are same as for examples 1 and 
2 except for the + INPUT connector, which should be con- 
nected to the Calibrator + VOLTS BNC connector on the 
oscilloscope via coaxial cable. 

1. Set the oscilloscope Calibrator control to 40 mV. 

2. Set VOLTS/DIV Switch to 10 mY position. 

3. Set + INPUT Mode switch to AC and set the time base 
plug-in controls for a stable display. 

4. Compute AC waveform amplitude using the POSITION 
control to establish a reference line. (4 divisions deflection 
times 10 mV/DIV yields 40 mV.) 

5. Determine the DC level on which the waveform is rid- 
ing, using the method shown in either example 1 or 2. Note 
the DC level of the top or bottom of the waveform as de- 
sired. 

NOTE 

For signals with a high AC to DC ratio, the AC and 
DC signal components can be evaluated simultan- 
eously by using DC coupling and single-ended 
operation methods. 

6. Disconnect the calibrator signal. 

Example 4 

Differential Amplifier Operation. Measure the difference 
between the oscilloscope Calibrator + Volts output and a 
modified Calibrator + Volts output. 

Type 7A13 control settings are the same as example 3 
above with the following exception: The — INPUT Mode 
switch should be set to DC. 

1. Set the VOLTS/DIV Switch to 20 mV position. 

2. Connect a BNC T adapter to the Calibrator + Volts 
output of the oscilloscope. 

3. Build and connect a voltage divider to the BNC T as 
illustrated in Fig, 2-2. 

4. Connect the junction of the two resistors to the — IN- 
PUT connector via coaxial cable. 

5. Set the oscilloscope Calibrator + Volts output to 4 V. 

6. Simultaneously place the + INPUT and — INPUT Mode 
switches to GND. Using the POSITION control, set the trace 
to DC zero reference two divisions below the graticule hori- 
zontal centerline. 

7. Simultaneously set both the + and — INPUT Mode 
switches to DC. Adjust the time-base plug-in triggering con- 
trols if necessary to obtain a stable waveform. 

8. Measure the waveform amplitude. It will be equal to 
the difference between the two input waveforms. (Approxi- 
mately 40 mV; this is the voltage drop across the 1 kQ resis- 
tor.) 
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Connect to 
+INPUT 

Connector 

on ee 

--_ Loo 
| | 1kQ 

WWA- 
| BNC T CONNECTOR I 

| a enti On YenTEM, =| 
100 kQ 

Connect to Connect to 
Calibrator —INPUT 
+Volts Connector ‘] 

Fig. 2-2. Voltage divider for Example 4. 

Use of Ve OUT 0-10 V Tip Jack 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) can be read on a voltmeter 
or oscilloscope connected to the Ve OUT 0-10 V tip jack. The 
reading (or waveform) must be equal to the COMPARISON 
VOLTAGE Ve switch and FINE control settings. If a high im- 
pedance voltmeter (one which draws little or no current from 
the measured voltage) is used, the measured value will be 
within ++0.5% or -5mV (whichever is greater) of the Vc 
counter. 

If an accurate, low impedance measuring device is used, 
the value read will be the value applied to the selected input 
channel, but it will disagree with the COMPARISON VOLT- 
AGE Ve control setting. The amount of difference will be 
determined by the degree of loading caused by the measur- 
ing device. When the load is removed by disconnecting the 
measuring device, the voltage will return to that indicated by 
the COMPARISON VOLTAGE Ve control. 

The Ve OUT 0-10 output can be used as a voltage source, 
but the accuracy and value of Ve will vary inversely with the 
loading effect, just as it does with a measuring device con- 
nected to it. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-3. 

NOTE 

Use shielded leads whenever connecting to the Vc 
OUT 0-10 tip jack while waveform observations 
are being made. Stray voltages of 10 mV or more 
can be picked up by unshielded cables connected 
to the tip jacks. This induced noise will affect the 
CRT presentation whenever one of the INPUT Mode 
switches is in the Vc position. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

An oscilloscope with a differential amplifier is a device 
that amplifies and displays a voltage difference that exists 
at every instant between signals applied to its two input chan- 
nels. The following’ conclusions can be drawn from this def- 
inition when two signals are applied to the input of a dif- 
ferential amplifier. 

(COMPARISON VOLTAGE) 
10 

Ve = 10.0 _ 

9 

News. PM) 

8 
Ve=8.0 

7 
Ve=7.0 

6 
fd Ve=60 \ 
3 
75 —=————_ 

Ve=5.0 

4 

Ve= 4.0 

3 
Ve=3.0 

2 
Ve = 2.0 

1 
Ve=1.0 

C) 
0 500K 50K 5K 

LOAD RESISTANCE 

Fig. 2-3. Effect of external load connected to Comparison Voltage 
Ve OUT 0-10 V jack. 
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Source Impedance 
Oke +INPUT 

A WN T 9.90V 
_- 

10.004 stray ond lead 
bam Generators capacitance 

= ~~ 
aw) TL 9.95 V 

Sk INPUT 
Source Impedance 

(+INPUT) — (—INPUT) = —0.05 V 
Apparent DC CMRR = 200:1 
(See graph for effect on AC CMRR) 

ry) 

1000:1 

= at i : ~~ APPARENT 
MRR VS FREQUENCY 

FOR FIG. 2-4(A) 
LEAD STRAYS = 30 pF a 

100:1 

Hil 

= i 

= Fe 

100 Hr VkHr 10 kHx 100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 

FREQUENCY 

(B) 

Fig. 2-4, The effect of difference in source impedance upon apparent CMRR. (High impedance sources.) 

1. If two signals are in phase and of equal amplitude (here- 
after called common-mode), the output will be zero. 

2. If the two signals are in phase but of different ampli- 
tudes, the output will equal the amplitude difference. 

3. If the two signals are out of phase and of equal ampli- 
tude the output will be the phasor difference between the 
two signals. (Sinusoidal signals.) 

4. If the two signals are out of phase and of different am- 

2-6 

plitude the output signal is a complex quantity derived from 
both amplitude and phase differences. 

Common Mode Rejection 

The definition of the term “differential amplifier” implies 

a rejection of equal amplitude, coincident signals. This impli- 
cation is correct. However, the degree of rejection depends 

primarily on the symmetry of the amplifier inputs. The 
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Source Impedance 

fr. % 100.2 <iapUy 

i, NN: t 9.9990 V 
— 

10.0000 V stray and lead 
5 a Generators capacitance 

= /_~\ Ss 
aw) AWN T 9.9995 V. 

Lo son INPUT 
Source Impedance 

(FINPUT) — (—INPUT) = —0.0005 V 
Apparent DC CMRR = 20,000:1 
(See graph for effect on AC CMRR) 

a) 

APPARENT # 
MRR VS FREQUENCY 

FOR FIG. 2-5(A) : 
LEAD STRAYS 0 pF ie 

+ : “i ot 

H i 

: - ss = & 

Beat 
1000:1 

aii 

10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 

FREQUENCY 

1B) 

Fig. 2-5. The effect of difference in soure 

amount of difference signal contributed by a particular am- 
plifier at a specific frequency is documented with a math- 
ematical relationship that is called the common-mode re- 

jection ratio (CMRR). This ratio and associated terms are 
defined as follows: 

Common-Mode: Refers to signals that are identical in both 
amplitude and time. It is also used to identify the respective 
parts of two signals that are identical in amplitude and time. 

Common-Mode Rejection: The ability of a differential am- 
plifier to reject common-mode signals. 

pedance upon apparent CMRR. (Low impedance sources.) 

Common-Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR): Ratio of the deflec- 
tion factor for a common-mode signol to the deflection factor 
for a differential signal. 

NOTE 

Since the differential amplifier is part of an oscillo- 
scope, the output signal used to calculate the CMRR 
is measured from the CRT screen and VOLTS/DIV 
switch setting, Thus, a differential amplifier that 
produces a .001 volt output when driven by a 10 
volt peak to peak common-mode signal has a 
CMRR of 10 + .001 or 10,000:1. 
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Fig. 2-6. Capacitive and inductive reactance versus frequency. 
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Amplitude and Common-Mode Rejection 

In the text which follows, the term “Input Signal Range” 
means the common-mode operating range of voltage through 
which the amplifier will produce a usable output. This should 
not be confused with the maximum (non-destructive) input 
voltage, which is related to the breakdown limits of the am- 
plifier components. 

Factors Which Affect CMRR 

Frequency. Since the common-mode output voltage is 
a factor of phase differences as well as gain between chan- 
nels, the frequency of the input common-mode signal has a 
direct bearing on the CMRR. Generally, as the frequency 
of the input signal increases, the CMRR decreases. (Exception: 
with AC-coupled input, the CMRR will become higher as fre- 
quency is increased from DC to over 100 Hz.) 

Source Impedance. The specified CMRR assumes that 
the points being measured have identical source impedance. 
The source impedance and the amplifier input impedance 
form an RC divider which determines the portion of the signal 
that appears across the amplifier input, and the apparent 
effect on CMRR. See Fig. 2-4 and 2-5. 

The user may desire to construct a similar graph of CMRR 
versus frequency for specific applications where the source 
or signal. transporting lead impedances are unbalanced. Fig. 
2-6 is included for this purpose. 

Signal Transporting Leads. A principal requirement for 
maximum CMRR is that the signals arrive at the amplifier's 
two inputs with no change in phase or amplitude. Slight 
differences in attenuation factors, or phase shift between two 
input attenuators may reduce the CMRR 20% or more. 

Attenuator probes extend the usable voltage range of a 
differential amplifier by reducing the input signal level below 

X10 Probe A i 7 
+ INPUT \ 

=> a + 1 

oma \ 

Matched 
1Ma2 
resistors 

1 

—) =) INPUT > 
9mMol 

CMRR amplifier 
limitation 
introduced 
by probes 

1% (0.5% resistors) 
2% (1% resistors) 
10% (5% resi i) 

. Simplified circuit showing the limitation in CMRR thot a 
nce between attenuator probes can introduce. Differences be- 

tween probe capacitances add to the effect on AC signals. 
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1A) Right 

re | 
1 

7 
probe shield: : 
tied together 

3 Le? 

common ground 

(B) Wrong 

== 
1 

ro —F I] 

i | Ht 
$ | probe shields Differential 

| should nor be Amplifier 
1 foating 
i nll 

3 
ree | 

circuit 
under test 

4 
circuit probe shields should 

not be grounded to 
equipment under test 

. Connecting a differential amplifier across a circuit. 

the maximum common-mode input voltage. However, a re- 
duction in the apparent CMRR will usually occur because of 
component value differences within the probes. For example, 
Fig. 27 illustrates the change in CMRR (apparent) due to 
X10 probes that are within 1, 2, and 3% of their attenu- 
ation value. 
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Signal 
Source 

wa +INPUT 

Differential 
-INpUT Amplifier 

Fig. 2-9. Circuit connections for the slide-back technique described 
in the text. 

In measurements where attenuator probes must be used 
because of high voltage levels, and at the same time a high 
(above 100:1) CMRR must be maintained, the Tektronix Type 
P6023 Probe is recommended. The attenuation factor of this 
10 low capacitance probe is adjustable over a 2.5% 
range. 

Ground Connections. Proper grounding reduces signals 
generated from ground loop currents. It is usually best to 

Operating Instructions—Type 7A13 

electrically connect the probe or signal lead shields together 
at the probe body or signal source, but not to the instrument 
ground. See Fig. 2-8. 

Differential Amplifier Applications 

In differential measurements, each input to the amplifier 
acts as a reference for the other, and ground connections are 
only used for safety reasons. Fig. 2-9 illustrates a typical 
differential measurement application. 

In applications such as examining a signal superimposed 
‘on some DC level with DC coupling, an offset voltage may be 
applied to the other input of the differential amplifier to slide 
the signal back on the CRT screen. For example, if a differ- 
ential amplifier is set for a vertical sensitivity of 10mV/div 
(trace on-screen) and a +1 volt DC voltage is applied to the 
+ INPUT, the trace will be deflected upward off screen. If 
a +1] volt DC voltage is now applied to the — INPUT, the 
trace will return on screen, or the’ signal will slide back on 
screen as a result of the voltage (slide-back voltage) applied 
to the — INPUT. The DC voltage applied to — INPUT is, in 
effect, common-mode with that of the + INPUT; thus, both 
are rejected by the amplifier. 

X-Y Applications 

For X-Y applications refer to the indicator oscilloscope in- 
struction manual. 

Passive Signal Coupling Methods 

See Table 2-1 for passive signal coupling methods. 
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Type 7A13 

SECTION 3 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the 
rear of the manual. 

INTRODUCTION 

A block diagram description covering the general con- 
figuration of each circuit in the Type 7A13 is included in 
this section. Following the block diagram description is a 
detailed description of each circuit and the function of speci- 
fic components. 

Simplified drawings are provided when necessary for 
easier circuit understanding, Complete schematic diagrams 
are included in the Diagrams section. These should be re- 
ferred to throughout the detailed circuit description. 

The values of resistors on the schematics are in ohms un- 
less otherwise specified. Capacitor values are indicated in 
the following manner unless otherwise noted: Whole numbers 
indicate the value in pF; decimal numbers indicate the value 
in nF. Example, 33 is in pF and 0.1 is in pF. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 

(See Block Diagram Pullout preceding sche- 
matics.) 

INPUT Mode Switches 

A signal applied to either the + or — INPUT connector, 
‘as shown by the heavy lines on the Block Diagram, passes 
through the INPUT Mode switches to the Input Attenuators. 
The signals can be AC coupled, DC coupled or disconnect- 
ed internally. (See schematic diagram No. 1.) 

Input Attenuators 

The Input Attenuators for the + and — inputs are iden- 
tical and are conventional RC type attenuators. The adjust- 
able resistive elements facilitate matching the — and 
+ attenuators to obtain optimum DC common-mode rejec- 
tion and precise attenuation ratios. 

The attenuators (Schematic Diagram No. 1) are frequency 
compensated voltage dividers which provide constant atten- 
vation at all frequencies within the bandwidth of the instru- 
ment. This is done while maintaining the same input 
time constant (20s) for all positions of the VOLTS/DIV 
switch. 

Input Source and Emitter Followers 

The Input Source and Emitter Followers are designed to 
present a very high input impedance at the attenvator's 
output. Bootstrapping is incorporated in these stages for 
each of the + and — inputs. A Current Source is used to 
supply the proper -amount of current for these stages. Each 
side also contains an overload protection circuit to guard 
against signals larger than approximately +15 volts. 

Differential and Common Mode Signal Clamps 

The Differential and Common Mode Signal Clamps 
allow the following Differential Comparator stage to op- 
erate linearly for all input conditions. The Differential 
Mode Signal Clamp limits the output levels to approximately 
+1 volt, whereas the Common Mode Signal Clamp allows a 
window of at least +10 volts. 

Differential Comparator 

The Differential Comparator operates upon the limited 
output of the Differential and Common Mode Signal Clamps. 
The amplified signal is then applied to the X1 and X10 
Gain Switching Amplifier. The gain of the Differential Com- 
porator is approximately 1. 

X1 and X10 Gain-Switching Amplifier 

The X1 and X10 Gain-Switching Amplifier receives the 
differential signals from the Differential Comparator. Gain 
switching is accomplished by the VOLTS/DIV switch through 
relays. 

x1, X2 and x5 Gain-Switching Amplifier 

X1, X2 and X5 Gain Switching Amplifier receives the 
differential signals from the X1 and X10 Gain-Switching 
Amplifier. Gain switching is accomplished by the VOLTS/DIV 
switch through relays. 

Driver Amplifier 

The Driver Amplifier receives the differential signals 
from the X1, X2 and X5 Gain-Switching Amplifier. The 
gain of the Driver Amplifier is approximately 2.5. Its output 
signals are applied to the Output Amplifier. 

Output Amplifier 

The Output Amplifier further amplifies the differential sig- 
nals and then applies them to the input of the oscilloscope 
through pins All and B11 of the interconnecting plug. 

Trigger Amplifier 

The Trigger Amplifier receives a portion of the Output 
Amplifier signal in order to provide + and — internal 
triggers to drive the Trigger Generator circuit in the time- 
base plug-in unit. 
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—XK—====—_—= 

+50 V 

(DCPL #1) +25 V 
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R104 
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| 

Fig. 3-1. Input Source and Emitter Follower, simplified schematic diagram. 
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Feedback Limiter 

The Feedback Limiter is driven by the Trigger Amplifier 
output signals. A portion of these signals is re-applied to 
X1 and X10 Gain-Switching Amplifier to limit the incoming 
signal and prevent any of the amplifier stages from satu- 
rating or cutting off. 

Readout Logic 

The Readout Logic circuit provides the necessary output 
signals for VOLTS/DIV display on the CRT screen, These 
output signals are present at several pins of the intercon- 
necting plug. The third contacts of the 4+ and — INPUT con- 
nectors sense the attenuation of the probes and provide 
proper multiplying factors to the readout circuits. 

Ve Decimal Lamp Driver 

The Vc Decimal Lamp Driver illuminates either the X1, 
X10 or X100 lamps depending on the attenuation of the 
probe and internal attenuator. 

DETAILED CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

(See schematic diagram pullouts at rear of man- 
ual.) 

INPUT Mode Switch 

Signals applied to the + or — INPUT connector can be 
AC coupled, DC coupled or internally disconnected. When 
the INPUT Mode Switch is in the DC position, the input sig- 
nal is coupled directly to the Input Attenuator. In the AC 
position, the AC signal is coupled through capacitor Cl 
while the DC component is blocked. The GND position in- 
ternally disconnects the signal from the 7A13 and connects 
GND to the Input Attenuator. This provides a gound refer- 
ence for the amplifier without requiring removal of the 
input probes. 

When the Input Mode switch is set to Vc, the signal is in- 
ternally disconnected while the comparison voltage Vc is 
applied to the gate of the Input FET. This provides a DC 
reference for one input of the Differential Comparator while 
the signal is applied to the other. 

Input Attenuators 

The Input Attenuators work in conjunction with the VOLTS/ 
DIV switch S50. When the VOLTS/DIV switch is set to the 
1, 2, 5, 10, 20 or 50 mV/DIV position, relays K6 and K26 are 
de-energized, and K7 and K27 are energized. The relays 
are connected so the signals present at the inputs by-pass 
both attenuators. (The above description applies only when 
the VARIABLE VOLTS/DIV is depressed.) When the INPUT 
Mode switches are not set to the Vc position, the signals 
above pass through contacts K10-1 and K30-1 to the + and 
— Input Source and Emitter Followers. 

When the VOLTS/DIV switch is set o 0.1, 0.2 or 0.5 V/ 
DIV position, the following occurs: Relays K6 and K26 re- 
main in the same state; however, relays K7 and K27 change 
their states, thereby causing the two signals above to pass 
through the second attenuators. The signals then pass 
through contacts K10-1 and K30-1 as described earlier. 

Circuit Description—Type 7A13 

When the VOLTS/DIV switch is set to 1, 2 or 5V/DIV, 
the following occurs: Relays K6 and K26 change their states, 
whereas K7 and K27 remain in the same state. Thus, the 
two signals must now pass through both attenuators. The 
signals then pass through contacts K10-1 and K30-1 as de- 
scribed previously. The foregoing three cases of VOLTS/ 
DIV switch settings correspond to attenuation factors of X1, 
10 and 100. These attenuators are almost identical for 
the + and — INPUT channels. They are the conventional 
RC type attenuators. 

The attenuators (Schematic Diagram number 1) are fre- 
quency-compensated voltage dividers which provide con- 
stant attenuation at all frequencies within the bandwidth of 
the instrument, while maintaining a constant input time con- 
stant (20 j«s) for all positions of the VOLTS/DIV switch. 

Each attenuator contains an adjustable capacitor to pro- 
vide correct attenuation at high frequencies and adjustable 
shunt capacitance to provide correct input capacitance. 

Input Source and Emitter Followers 

The Input Source and Emitter Followers provide a very 
high input impedance so that they do not load down the 
attenuator circuit elements. These stages are identical for 
both channels. Therefore, the following description of the 
+ INPUT channel describes the — INPUT also. 

The + INPUT Source and Emitter Followers include Q120, 
QI30A, Q140, Q145, Q118, Q115, QH10 and QIOS and their 
associated components. Q120 and QI30A are the Source and 
Emitter Followers. Q140 and Q145 form a Current Source of 
approximately 18 mA. Q118 is a bootstrapping emitter fol- 
lower. QII5S and QII0 form overdrive protection circuit 
along with diodes CRI01, CR102, CRI10 and CRI12. Q105 
is a current source. 

The input signal appearing at the emitter of QI30A is 
very close to that which appears at the gate of Q120. That 
is, the input stage has a voltage gain very close to unity. 
The bootstrapping and active long tail help to achieve this 
efficiency. 

The Input Source and Emitter Follower provides an ex- 
tremely high input impedance and a low output impedance. 
The signal from the attenuator is applied to the gate of FET 
Q120, which operates a source follower. The source of 
Q120 is connected to emitter follower Q130 which drives 
the voltage amplifier through the disconnect circuitry. Q120 
source and Q130 emitter are coupled through R124 and 
R134 respectively, to current source Q145 and QI40. The 
output of Q130 is also applied to the base of emitter fol- 
lower Q118. The resistive tails of Q118, Q120, and Q130 
all connect to the collector of the current source Q145. The 
resistive tails effectively parallel to drive the collector ca- 
pacitance of Q145, so that the voltage differences across 
R124 and R134 are quite small. This results in a very small 
signal current through R124 and R134, making their imped- 
ance to the signal very high. R126 has negligible effect on 
the bootstrapped voltage since its impedance is much less 
than the output impedance of the constant current source. 

Q115 is an emitter follower which couples the signal 
from the emitter of Q118 to the drain of Q120 and the col- 
lector of Q130, This allows the drain and collector to fol- 
low the input and maintain approximately constant quies- 
cent conditions with large amplitude input signals. This 
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process, called bootstrapping, results in minimal transistor 
parameter changes and greatly reduced Miller capacitance. 
The R113-C113 time constant compensates for an effective 
RL time constant introduced by QI18, R112 and C112 pro- 
vide high frequency compensation for bootstrap to QUIS. 
C110 serves as a decoupling capacitor for QI18. C117 is 
for high frequency compensation. R131 and C13] provide 
thermal compensation for Q130; R131 sets DC quiescent 
conditions of Q130; R112 sets the DC quiescent point of Q120 
and Q130. R122 and C122 provide high frequency compensa- 
tion to the bootstrap signal to Q120 and Q130 from QUIS. 

Q105, Q140 and Q145 form current sousces for the input 
amplifier. 

C124 and C134 are common mode adjustments which are 
adjusted for proper phase matching between the two 
amplifiers. 

The protection circuit consists of Q110, CR112, CR110, VR 
103, CR102, CR134 and CRIO1. With inputs less than +15 V, 
Q110 is saturated, forward biasing CR110, thus essentially 
connecting the +25 V to the input amplifier. Q105 is oper- 
ating as a constant current source for biasing QI15, and 
CR112 is conducting, Current is returned to the power sup- 
ply through forward biased CR134 and the constant current 
source Q145. 47 V zener diode VRI03 is in a non-conduct- 
ing state with an anode-cathode voltage of approximately 
—41 volts DC. CR102 and CRI01 are reverse biased, and 
thus non-conducting. CR101 is a very low leakage [less than 
10 pA) low capacity (less than 1 pF) diode, in order to mini- 
mize input loading. 

If a positive signal is applied to the input, the current 
through the Q120 FET increases, thus increasing the source 
voltage, allowing it to follow the input. The Q120 FET cur- 
rent is ultimately limited by the constant current source 
Q145 such that when the input exceeds about +15 volts, 
Q120 FET drain current ceases to increase, and the Q120 
FET gate-source junction forward biases. If the input con- 
inves to go more positive, the FET source voltage follows 
the input signal, which is now supplying current to the input 
amplifier, saturating Q130, Q118, and QUIS. 

If the voltage of the signal exceeds about +25 volts, the 
voltage at the base of QII5 approximately equals or ex- 
ceds the voltage at the collector of QI05, thus reverse 
biasing CRI2 and essentially disconnecting QUIS base 
from the constant current source Q1O5. Similarly, when the 
collector voltage of saturated Q118 approximately equals 
or exceeds the emitter voltage of Q110, CRIO is reverse 
biased, thus disconnecting QI18 from the +25V supply. 
This action then allows the input amplifier to float with the 
input signal at approximately the same potential through- 
out, isolated from the + power supplied by CRI12 and CR 
110. Q145 has sufficient power, current and voltage speci- 
fications to handle signals of approximately +50 volts in- 
put. Disconnect transistor Q152 disconnects the input ampli- 
fier from the succeeding stages. 

If a negative signal is applied to the input, the junction 
of R124, R126, R134, and CR134 follows. When the voltage 
at this point is approximately equal to or more negative 
than the voltage at the collector Q145, CR134 becomes re- 
verse biased and thus disconnects the input amplifier from 
the supply return. If the signal becomes more negative than 
about —15 volts, CR101 and CRI02 become forward bias- 
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ed, thus locking the anode end of VR103 to approximately 
the same potential as the input signal. If the input signal 
becomes approximately equal to or more negative than 
about —21 volts, zener diode VR103 begins to conduct, 
locking the base of Q110 and the base of Q105 to a level 
about 48 volts above the input signal. As the input signal 
goes more negative, QI10 goes out of saturation and is 
turned off. This disconnects the input amplifier from the 
+25V supply. Disconnect diode CR150 disconnects the in- 
put amplifier from succeeding stages. 

Differential Signal and Common Mode Signal 
Clamps 

The disconnect circuit consists of CRI50 and Q152, with 
R152 operating as a constant current source of .5 mA to the 
base of Q152. The clamp circuit consists of VR155, CR158, 
R156, VR157, CR152 and CR154, CR252 and CR254. When 
the input signal to the 7A13 is between about +12 V and 
—12V, CRI50 is forward biased and Q152 is saturated. 
The base of Q152 is fed by a current source so that the 
base voltage, and hence the emitter voltage, can follow the 
collector voltage. CR152, CR154, CR252, CR254 serve as 
clamp diodes, clamping at a level determined by the zener 
diodes VR155 and VRI57. 

The voltages at the junction of VR155 and CR156, and at 
the junction of VR157 and CR158, are constant at about 
+12V and —12V, respectively. When the base voltage of 
Q152 exceeds +13.5 volts, CR152 and CRI56 become for- 
ward biased, clamping the base voltage of Q152 at this 
level. Similarly, the bases of Q152 and Q252 are clamped 
for negative signals by forward biasing CR154, CR252 and 
R158. If the input signal is in excess of 412.1 volts, the 
base of Q152 becomes clamped and no longer follows the 
collector voltage. The collector voltage can follow the in- 
put up to the Vce breakdown level. If the input signal is in 
excess of —12.8 volts, the base of Q152 becomes clamped 
{at —12.1) and CR150 becomes reverse biased, disconnect- 
ing the comparator from the input amplifier. 

Differential Comparator 

The Differential Comparator includes QI60A and B, 
Q170, Q270, 255, Q258 and Q165. QI60A and B actually 
form the comparator, which has a Constant Current Source 
formed by @Q255 and Q258 supplying 25mA. Bootstrap- 
ping is accomplished by Q165. The cascode connections 
are made to Q170 and Q270. 

The gain of the Differential Comparator is approximate- 
ly one. Capacitors C162, C262, C171 and C271 are adjust- 
able for good high frequency common mode rejection 
ratio (CMRR). C163 is adjustable for good transient (step) 
response. Diode VR166 is used as a DC level raising diode. 
R167 is a thermal compensating potentiometer. 

1-10 Gain-Switching Amplifier 

The X1-X10 Gain Switching Amplifier consists of QI85A 
and B, QI95A and B and associated components. When 
the VOLTS/DIV switch is not in the 1, 2 or 5 V/DIV position 
and the VAR knob is pulled out, X10 GAIN relays are set 
for an attenuation factor of 10. That is, the relay contacts



are in the labeled (on schematic No. 2) X10 positions. This 
diverts 90% of the signal current through R194, thereby re- 
ducing the overall gain by 10. R288 provides an internal 
DC balance control. R284 is the front panel X10 BAL ad- 
justment. C187 and R187 are transient response adjustments. 

1-2-5 Gain-Switching Amplifier 
The X1-X2-X5 Gain Switching Amplifier is composed of 

Q300A and B, Q320A and B and their associated compo- 
nents. The amplifier operates in a manner similar to the 
1-X 10 Gain-Switching Amplifier. However, there is one ad- 
ditional component; a thermistor-varactor diode thermal 
network across the emitters of Q300A and B. This is a tran- 
sient response “fixer” for temperature variations of the 
many transistor parameters. In effect, the capacitance of 
the varactor diode CR401 varies in accordance with the 
thermistor-resistor bias network R300 and R303. This spikes 
up or rolls off the front corner of the step response wave- 
form as temperature is changed. The net result is a good 
square-cornered step response. 

C319 and R319 provide high frequency compensation. 

Driver Amplifier 

The Driver Amplifier is a PNP cascode circuit including 
Q330, Q430, Q340 and Q440 and associated components. 
The front panel POSITION control is connected to the emit- 
ter of Q430 and the position center adjustment to the emit- 
ter of Q330. Resistor R439 and capacitor C439 are for high 
frequency compensation. Adjustable components C432 and 
R432 also improve the transient response of the amplifier. 
The amplifier has a voltage gain of approximately 2.7. 

Output Amplifier 

The Output Amplifier is an NPN cascode amplifier with 
a voltage gain of approximately 2.7. It includes Q350, 
Q450, Q360 and Q460 and associated components. Resis- 
tor R456 and capacitor C456 are for high frequency com- 
pensation. Potentiometer R360 is a Signal DC Level adjust- 
ment for the collectors of Q360 and Q460. Diodes CR364 
and CR365 limit the output signal swing to 0.6 volts. 
C364, C464, L364, and L464 form a 3 pole 5 MHz low pass 
filter whenever the BW switch is set to 5 MHz via relay 
K490-1 and -2. 

Trigger Amplifier 

The Trigger Amplifier consists of Q370, Q470, Q380, 
Q480 and associated components. Resistor R374 and co- 
pacitor C374 provide high frequency compensation. C372, 
R477 and C477 are also added for that reason. Resistor 
R371 is the trigger DC balance adjustment. Resistor R380 is 
present to adjust the output trigger DC level at the collec- 
fors of @380 and Q480. The output triggers are applied to 
the indicator oscilloscope by pins Al3 and BI3. They are 
also applied to the Feedback Limiter via pins AN and AV 
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‘of the Output Amplifier board and Al and AK of the Input 
Amplifier board. 

Feedback Limiter 

The Feedback Limiter includes Q180, Q280, Q182 and 
Q282 and associated components. This circuit prevents all 
the amplifiers within the feedback loop from being driven 
to saturation or cutoff. This is necessary to produce good 
“recovery time” in the 7A13. (See Section 1, Specification). 

Transistors Q180, Q182, Q280 and Q282 are normally 
biased off. The feedback voltages from Q380 and Q480 
of the Trigger Amplifier are approximately zero unless the 
signal swings increase the voltage to plus and minus 0.6 
volt. As the signal swings beyond this excursion, transistors 
Q180, Q182, Q280 and Q282 start to conduct. This effec- 
tively shorts the base of QI85A to the base of Q185B which 
results in reducing the signal swing that started the cycle. 
In this manner, the Feedback Limiter controls the signal swing 
of the Output Amplifier. 

Readout Logic and Vc Decimal Lamp Driver 

The Readout Logic and Vc Decimal Lamp Logic operate 
upon the probe attenuation information from the third con- 
tacts of the + and — INPUT jacks. The Readout Logic cir- 
cuit consists of Q40, CR40 through CR43 and associated 
components. Three wafers of the VOLTS/DIV switch are 
employed to transmit attenuation information to the indicator 
oscilloscope. The total information is sent out via pins A30 
{m), A382 (<1, X2 and 5), A37 (column), B32 (UNCAL), B27 
{VOLTS}, B37 (ROW) and B33 (X1, X10 and 100) of the 
output board. The Ve Decimal Lamp Driver includes Q60, 
Q65, Q70 and Q75 and associated components. The pur- 
pose of this circuitry is to light an appropriate X1, X10 or 
100 lamp. The input signal comes from the diode pair 
CR40 and CR43 of the Readout Logic board. 

Low Voltage Power Supplies 

The Low Voltage Power Supplies operate upon receipt 
of +50V DC, +15V DC, —15V DC and —50V DC to 
produce the following voltages: +50V DC, +25V DC, 
+14V DC, +8V DC, +5V DC, —8V DC, —15V DC and 
—50V DC. These voltages are further divided into several 
decoupled supplies. For example, +-15V DC is decoupled 
five times, once for each load. Similarly the other DC sup- 
plies are decoupled from their loads. 

Comparison Voltage Generator 

The Comporison Voltage Generator operates upon re- 
ceipt of + or —50V DC depending on the Vc polarity 
switches. Zener diode VR570 is used as an 11,7 volt refer- 
ence. Approximately 10mA are supplied through R572 to 
the zener diode VR570. Potentiometer R575 and R576 set 
the one volt reference between the two poles of switch 
$W575. Potentiometer R577 is the variable COMPARISON 
VOLTAGE (Ve) FINE control. 
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Type 7A13 

SECTION 4 

MAINTENANCE 

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the 
rear of the manual. 

Information which will aid in keeping the Type 7A13 op- 
erating at its peak performance is contained in this section. 
Cleaning, lubricating and visual inspection hints are included 
under preventive maintenance. The section on corrective 
maintenance includes troubleshooting and correction pro- 
cedures. Parts identification and soldering techniques are 
included where necessary. 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

General 

The instrument should be cleaned, lubricated, inspected 
and recalibrated at regular intervals. A recommended sched- 
ule for average operating conditions is every 6 months or 
every 1000 hours of operation, whichever occurs first. 

Cleaning the Front Panel 

Loose dust may be removed with cloth and a dry paint 
brush. Water and mild detergents such as Kelite or Spray- 
White may be used. 

CAUTION 

Avoid the use of chemical agents which might dam- 
age the plastics used in this unit. Avoid chemicals 
such as benzene, toluene, xylene, acetone or simi- 

lar solvents. 

Cleaning the Interior 

Cleaning of the interior of the unit should precede cali- 
bration, since the cleaning process could alter the setting 
of the calibration adjustments. 

To clean the interior, use low-velocity compressed air to 
blow off the accumulated dust. Very high velocity air streams 
should be avoided to prevent damage to components. 

WARNING 
Use an eye-shield when cleaning with pressurized 
air. 

Hardened dirt can be removed with a paint brush, cotton 
tipped swab or cloth dampened with water and mild deter- 
gent solution Avoid the use of the following chemical clean- 
ing agents that might damage the plastic parts, especially 
the Attenuator etched circuit board: Acetone, trichloroethy!- 
ene, chloroethane, and methyl ethyl ketone. 

Visual Inspection 

The unit should be inspected occasionally for such defects 
as poor connections, broken or damaged circuit boards, im- 

properly seated transistors and heat-damaged parts. The 
remedy for most visible defects is obvious. But, damage from 
overheating is usually a symptom of less obvious trouble; 
and unless the cause is determined before parts are replaced, 
the damage may be repeated. 

Transistor Checks 

Periodic preventive maintenance checks on the transistors 
used in the unit are not recommended. The circuits within the 
unit generally provide the most satisfactory means of check- 
ing transistor usability. Performance of the circuits is thor- 
oughly checked during recalibration, and substandard tran- 
sistors will usually be detected at that time. 

Calibration 

To insure accurate measurements, the Type 7A13 cali- 
bration should be checked after each 1000 hours of operation 
‘or every six months if used intermittently. Complete cali- 
bration instructions are contained in Section 5. 

The calibration procedure can be helpful in isolating major 
troubles in the unit. Moreover, minor troubles not apparent 
during regular operation may be revealed and corrected 
during calibration. 

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 

General 

Replacement of some parts in the unit should be done by 
following a definite procedure. Some procedures, such as 
soldering and replacing components on the circuit board, are 
outlined in this portion of the manual. 

Many electrical components are mounted in a particular 
way to reduce or control stray capacitance and inductance. 
When selecting replacement parts, it is important to remem- 
ber that the physical size and shape of a component may 
affect its performance at high frequencies. When a repair 
is made, calibration and performance of the relevant por- 
tions of the circuit should be checked. Refer to Table 4-1 
and to the Performance Check/Calibration procedure in 
Section 5 and perform the applicable steps. 

Obtaining Replacement Parts 

Standard Parts. All electrical and mechanical part re- 
placements for the Type 7A13 can be obtained through your 
local Tektronix Field Office or representative. However, many 
of the standard electronic components can be obtained 
locally in less time than is required to order them from Tek- 
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TABLE 4-1 

RECALIBRATION AFTER REPAIR 

Checks & Adjustments 
Areas of Repair Affected 

Section 5 Calibration 
Step 

Input Mode Switches 
Input Attenuators response 

Input R and C, attenuator com- 
pensation, CMRR low-frequency 

Steps 12 through 16. 
Steps 18, 19, 21, 22. 

Input Amplifier DC adjustments, gain CMRR, | Steps | through 9. 
high-frequency compensation Steps 11, 17, 20, 25, 32, 33. 

Output Amplifier DC adjustments, gain, CMRR, | Steps 1 through 9. 
high-frequency compensation Steps 17, 20, 25, 26, 32, 33. 

Trigger Amplifier Gain, high-frequency response Steps 17 and 20. 
Steps 23 through 24. 

Comparison Voltage Comparison voltage Steps 27 through 31. 

tronix, Inc. Before purchasing or ordering replacement parts, 
check the parts list for value, tolerance, rating and de- 
scription. 

NOTE 

When selecting replacement parts, it is important 
to remember that the physical size and shape of 
the component may affect its performance in the 
instrument, particularly at high frequencies. All re- 
placement parts should be direct replacements un- 
less it is known that a different component will not 
adversely affect instrument performance. 

Special Parts 

Some parts are manufactured or selected by Tektronix to 
satisfy particular requirements, or are manufactured for Tek- 
tronix to our specifications. These and most mechanical parts 
should be ordered through your Tektronix Field Engineer or 
Field Office. See Parts Ordering Information and Special 
Notes and Symbols on the page immediately preceding 
Section 6. 

Soldering Techniques 

Attenuator Board. The Attenuator circuit board is made 
from polyphenylene oxide because of its excellent electrical 
characteristics. Use more than ordinary care when soldering. 
The following rules should be observed when removing or 
replacing parts on this board: 

1. Do not apply any mechanical stress to the board. 

2. Use a very small soldering iron (not over 15 watts). 

3. Use low-temperature solder. 

4, Do not apply more heat, or apply heat for a longer 
time, than is absolutely necessary. 

5. Use some form of solder removing device (desoldering 
tool) especially when removing multi-lead devices. 

Input and Output Boards. Use ordinary 60/40 solder 
and a 15 to 30 watt pencil type soldering iron on the circuit 
boards. The tip of the iron should be clean and properly 
tinned for best heat transfer to the solder joint. A higher 
wattage soldering iron may separate the etched wiring from 
the base material. 
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All Circuit Boards. The following technique should be 
used to replace a component on a circuit board. Many of 
the components can be replaced without removing the board 
from the unit. 

1. Grip the component lead with long-nose pliers. Touch 
the soldering iron to the lead at the solder connection. Do 
not touch the soldering iron tip directly on the board, as it 
may damage the board. 

NOTE 

(Alternate procedures for steps 1 and 2) 
If the board has been removed so that the solder- 
ing iron can be applied to the back of the 
board, a solder-removing device is ext ly useful 
for removing solder from the connection to expedite 
component removal. 

2. When the solder begins to melt, pull the lead out gen- 
tly. This should leave a clean hole in the board. If not, the 
hole can be cleaned by reheating the solder and placing a 
sharp object, such as a toothpick or pointed tool, into the 
hole to clean it out. Another method for cleaning the hole 
is to use a solder-removing device. 

3. Bend the leads of the new component to fit the holes in 
the board. Cut the leads of the new component to the same 
length as those of the old component. Insert the leads into 
the board until the component is firmly seated against the 

Fig. 4-1. Using needie-noise pliers as o heat sink.
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Metal Case Transistors 

Plastic Case Transistors 

Fig. 4-2. Transistor pin identification. 

board, or as positioned originally. If it does not seat proper- 
ly, heat the joint, and gently press the component into place. 

4. Apply the iron and a small amount of solder to the con- 
nection to make a firm solder joint. To protect heat-sensitive 
components, hold the lead between the component body and 
the solder joint with a pair of long-nose pliers or other heat 
sink, see Fig. 4-1. 

5. Clip the excess lead that protrudes through the board. 

6. Clean the area around the soldered connection with 
flux-remover solvent to maintain good environmental charac- 
teristics and appearance. Be careful not to remove informa- 
tion printed on the board. 

CAUTION 

Silk screen lettering dissolves when contacted by 
flux-remover. 

Metal Terminals. When soldering to metal terminals (inter- 
connecting plug pins, switch terminals, potentiometers, etc.) 
ordinary 60/40 solder can be used. The soldering iron should 
have a 40 to 75 watt rating with a Ys inch wide chisel-shaped 
tip. 

Observe the following precautions when soldering to metal 
terminals: 

1. Apply heat only long enough to make the solder flow 
freely. 

2. Apply only enough solder to form a solid connection; 
excess solder may impair the function of the part. 

3. If a wire extends beyond the solder joint, clip the excess 
close to the joint. 

4, Clean the flux from the solder joint with a flux-remover 
solvent to maintain good environmental characteristics and 
appearance. 
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Switch Replacement 

Various types of manually-operated switches are used in 
the Type 7A13: Rotary, slide, subminiature snap-action and 
pushbutton. If a switch (excluding the illuminated pushbutton 
type) is damaged, it should be replaced as a unit. If a 
illuminated pushbutton switch (Vc Polarity, BW, +!NPUT 
Mode or —INPUT Mode} needs to be replaced, the switch 
is attached to a circuit board and this assembly must be 
replaced, as a unit. Refer to the Mechanical Parts List for 
the part number of the assembly. 

Observe the soldering precautions given previously in 
this section when replacing a switch. Use the exploded view 
in the rear portion of this manual as a guide when removing 
and reassembling mechanical parts. The following replace- 
ment information is provided. 

+ INPUT or —INPUT Mode Switch. Use the following 
procedure when replacing either switch. 

1. Remove all knobs except the release latch knob, To 
remove the Vc REF-IDENT pushbutton knob, first loosen the 
POSITION knob setscrew and then pull off the POSITION 
knob. The Ve REF-IDENT knob will slide off at the same 
time. 

2, Remove the Gnd connector assembly using a */s-inch 
wrench. 

3. Remove the Ve OUT 0-I0V jack by unsoldering the 
cable wire lead and the capacitor connected to it. Then, 
use a %/,-inch wrench to loosen the jack at the front panel 
location. Use a small screwdriver as a wedge to hold the 
rear mounting nut stationary as the jack is loosened for re- 
moval. Remove the jack. 

4. Pull the release latch outward to allow removal of the 
front panel. Remove the front panel, the Rj, ~ 00 indicator 
light lens and the VOLTS counter lens holder assembly. 

NOTE 

The Rj, ~ co indicator light lens and the VOLTS 
Counter lens holder assembly fit loosely in the 
sub panel. Hold the Type 7A13 with the front 
facing upward to prevent these parts from falling 
out while removing the front panel. 

5. Remove the Attenuator electrical shield cover by re- 
moving the two screws that hold it in place. 

6. Unsolder the three Attenuator wires where they attach 
to the front end of the Input board. 

7. Unsolder the capacitors and leads where they are at- 
tached to the BNC INPUT connectors. 

NOTE 

‘To make removal of the Attenuator board as- 
sembly easier, the .019 uF coupling capacitors 
should be completely removed. 

8. Make a color-code wiring sketch of the eight wires that 
connect to the back side of the Attenuator board. Discon- 
nect these wires from their pin connectors. 
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9. Remove the screws that hold the +INPUT and —INPUT 
Mode switches to the front sub panel. 

10. Remove the ‘%/-inch nuts from the -+-INPUT and 
—INPUT BNC connectors. 

11, Remove the two screws at the rear end of the Attenu- 
ator board that fasten the Attenuator board assembly to 
the support bracket. 

12. Lift the Attenuator board assembly {includes the elec- 
trical shield fastened to the board) out of the plug-in unit. 

13. Replace the defective switch by replacing the com- 
plete board with switches attached. Be sure to save parts, 
such as the shield and switch lamp housings, that must be 
transferred to the new board. Reverse the order of the above 
procedure to re-install the Attenuator board assembly, front 
panel, knobs and other parts that have been removed. 

NOTE 

When replacing the Attenuator board assembly, 
first install the screws that hold the pushbuttons 
to the front sub panel. This ensures that the push- 
buttons will be centered in their respective square 
holes to prevent rubbing or binding when they 
are operated. 

BW or Polarity Switches. The procedure is as follows: 

1, Perform steps 1 through 4 of the +-INPUT Mode Switch 
replacement procedure. 

2. Disconnect the multi-pin connectors from the switch cir- 
cuit board. 

3. Remove the front-panel screw that holds the switch and 
circuit board assembly. 

4, Remove the switch with its circuit board. 

5. Replace the switch and circuit board assembly. 

6. To re-install the assembly, reverse the order of the 
above procedure. 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE Switch. The following replace- 
ment procedure is suggested: 

1. Perform steps 1 through 4 of the -+-INPUT Mode Switch 
replacement procedure. 

2. Disconnect the multi-pin connector from the COMPAR- 
ISON VOLTAGE switch asembly circuit board and discon- 
nect the 4-pin connector from the Vc Polarity switch board. 

3. Use Fig. 4-10 to check the color code of the switch wires 
where they connect to the pin connectors on the Output 
board. Make a note of any differences. Disconnect these 
wires. 

4. Remove the two screws that hold the switch to the 
front sub panel. 

5. Remove the switch complete with gear train and VOLTS 
Counter readout. 

VOLTS/DIV Switch. Use the following removal infor- 
mation as a guide.



1. Set the PULL VAR FOR X10 Vc RANGE knob to its 
outward position. Remove the VOLTS/DIV and VARIABLE 
knobs. 

2. Make a color code wiring sketch of the VOLTS/DIV 
switch wires. Unsolder the wires. 

3. Loosen the three setscrews that hold the VARIABLE con- 
trol shaft couplings to the VARIABLE control plastic extension 
shaft. (Do not loosen the setscrew in the plastic half coupling 
attached to the VARIABLE control drive shaft but do loosen 
the setscrew in the front half of this two-piece plastic cou- 
pling.) 

4, Slide the front half of the plastic coupling forward. 
5. Remove the plastic extension shaft with its couplings. 

6 Loosen the four %/4-inch nuts on the VOLTS/DIV switch 
that hold the rear end of the switch to the support bracket. 

7. Remove the 7/,-inch front panel nut from the VOLTS/ 
DIV switch. 

8. Loosen the nuts on the PULL VAR FOR X10 RANGE 
slide switch until they are located near the end of their 
mounting studs. Lift the slide switch to allow removal of the 
slide switch coupling off the VARIABLE control metal ex- 
tension shaft. Remove the slide switch coupling. 

9. Loosen the setscrew in the VARIABLE control shaft col- 
lar. Slide the collar off the metal extension shaft. 

10. Remove the two VARIABLE control extension shaft 
retaining rings located on each side of the rotary switch 
stop. 

11. Remove the switch. 

12. When replacing the switch, check that the plastic ex- 
tension shaft extends about ys inch into the plastic half 
coupling fastened to the VARIABLE control. This enables the 
shaft to slide smoothly into the coupling when the PULL VAR 
FOR X10 RANGE knob is pushed in, 

Lamp Replacement 

The following procedures describe replacement of the 
lamps used in this instrument. 

UNCAL Lamp. Unsnap the plastic cap from the neon 
lamp holder. Unsolder the lamp from the cap and install 
the new lamp. 

Ri, ~ «© or Ve Decimal Readout Lamps. Remove the 
two screws that hold the black plastic lamp cover in place. 
Remove the lamp cover. Partially remove the circuit board 
‘out of the instrument and disconnect the multi-pin connector. 
Replace the defective lamp. 

Ve Polarity or BW Lamp. Remove the screw that holds 
the metal lamp cover in place. Remove the lamp cover. Re- 
place the defective lamp. 

+ INPUT or —INPUT Mode Switch Lamp. Perform 
steps 1 through 12 of the +INPUT Mode Switch replacement 
procedure. Remove the screw that holds the metal lamp 
cover in place. Remove the lamp cover. Replace the de- 
fective lamp. Re-install the Attenuator board assembly, front 
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panel, knobs and other parts that have been removed. Be 
sure the pushbuttons work freely when re-installing the At- 
tenvator board assembly. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

Introduction 

The following information is provided to facilitate trouble- 
shooting of the Type 7A13. Information contained in other 
sections of this manual should be used along with the fol- 
lowing information to aid in locating the defective com- 
ponent. An understanding of the circuit operation is very 
helpful in locating troubles. See the Circuit Description sec- 
tion for complete information. 

General 

If trouble occurs in the Type 7A13, the following procedure 
is recommended to accomplish rapid and effective repairs. 

1. Check that the plug-in unit and the oscilloscope con- 
nectors are not damaged, and that the plug-in unit is properly 
inserted. 

2. Inspect the front panel of the Type 7A13 and indicator 
oscilloscope to be sure that the trouble is not from an incor- 
rect control setting. 

3. Insure that the indicator oscilloscope is not at fault by 
inserting a known properly-operating plug-in unit and check- 
ing its operation. 

4, Determine all trouble symptoms. 

5. Perform a visual inspection of the Type 7A13. 

6. Repair or replace obviously defective parts. 

7. Troubleshoot the Type 7A13 as necessary. 

8. Recalibrate the Type 7A13. 

Indicator Oscilloscope 

The quickest check of the indicator oscilloscope is to use 
it with a good plug-in unit, or check the questionable plug- 
in with another oscilloscope. Refer to the oscilloscope manual 
to verify proper operation of the oscilloscope. 

Operating Procedures and Control Settings 

Refer to the Operating Instructions Section to verify op- 
erating procedures and front panel control settings of the 
Type 7A13. 

Trouble Symptoms 

The Type 7A13 response to all front panel controls should 
be observed. The First-Time Operation in Section 2 or the 
Performance Check in Section 5 may be used for this purpose. 
All trouble symptoms should be evaluated and compared 
against each other. A circuit failure will often create a combi- 

nation of symptoms that will enable the trouble to be isolated 
to a particular area. 
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Visual Inspection 

In physically examining the Type 7A13, take special note 
of the area indicated by evaluation of symptoms. Look for 
loose or broken connections, improperly seated transistors 
and burned or otherwise damaged parts. Repair or replace 
all obviously defective components. 

Calibration Check 

Troubles can frequently be located and corrected by re- 
calibrating the instrument. Unless the circuit failure has de- 
finitely been isolated to a specific circuit, it is recommended 
that the calibration procedure in Section 5 be performed to 
provide a logical circuit troubleshooting sequence. 

DETAILED TROUBLESHOOTING 

General 

If the trouble has not been disclosed and corrected 
through the procedure outlined, a detailed troubleshootii 
analysis will have to be performed. The Circuit Descri 
section, the Schematic Diagrams, and the troubleshooting 
aids contained in this section are designed to expedite trou- 
bleshooting. 

The Circuit Description section provides a fundamental un- 
derstanding of circuit operation and is referred to the Sche- 
matic Diagrams. The Schematic Diagrams contain voltage 
and resistance values and signal waveforms. The specified 
operating conditions should be duplicated before making 
voltage or waveform comparisons. 

NOTE 

Voltages and waveforms may vary slightly between 
instruments. Those given in the schematics should 
be checked against each instrument while it is op- 
erating properly. Deviations should be noted on 
the schematics for later reference. 

Test Equipment Recommended for Trouble- 
shooting 

The test equipment listed here should suffice for most trou- 
bleshooting jobs. Test equipment required for calibration is 
listed in the Performance Check/Calibration section of this 
manval. 

High Impedance Voltmeter {20,000 2/V DC or greater) 

Ohmmeter (2 mA or less current on the X1 k@ scale} 

Test Oscilloscope and Probes 

Plug-In Extender 

Dynamic Transistor Tester 

If the output DC balance is checked first and is in error, 
work toward the front until an unbalance no longer exists. 
This localizes the trouble to the circuitry between the points 
which are balanced and the points which are unbalanced. 
The individual components must then be checked. 
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Troubleshooting by Direct Replacement 

Semi-conductor failures account for the majority of elec- 
tronic equipment troubles. The ease of replacing transistors 
‘often makes substitution the most practical means of repair. 
If this method is used, these guide lines should be followed: 

Determine that the circuit is safe for the substitute com- 
ponent. 

Use only substitute components that are known to be good. 
Remove the plug-in from the oscilloscope before substituting 

components, to protect both you and the equipment. 

Be sure components are inserted properly. Use Fig. 4-2 as 
an aid. 

Check operation after each component is replaced. 

Return good components to their original sockets. 

Check calibration after a bad component has been re- 
placed (see Table 4-1). 

Troubleshooting Aids 

Diagrams. Circuit diagrams are shown on foldout pages 
in Section 8. The circuit number and electrical value of each 
component in this unit are indicated on the diagrams. Impor- 
tant voltages and waveforms are also shown. 

Switch Wafer Identification. Wafers for the switches 
are coded on the schematic diagrams to indicate the physical 
location of the wafer on the actual switches. The number 
portion of the code refers to the wafer number on the switch 
assembly. Wafers are numbered from the first wafer located 
behind the detent section of the switch to the last wafer. The 
letters F and R indicate whether the front or rear of the wafer 
is used to perform the particular switching function. For ex- 
ample, 3F of the VOLTS/DIV switch indicates that this is the 
front side of the third wafer when counting back from the 
front panel. 

Wiring Color Code. All insulated wires in the Type 7AI3 
are colored coded to facilitate tracing the wire from one 
point to another. 

Resistor Coding. The Type 7A13 uses a number of very 
stable metal film resistors usually identified by their gray or 
light blue background color and color coding, 

If a metal-film resistor has three significant figures with a 
multipler, the resistor will be EIA color coded according to 
the sequence illustrated in Fig. 4-3. If the resistor has four 
significant figures with a multiplier, the value will be printed 
‘on the resistor. For example, a 333 kQ resistor will be color 
coded, but a 333.5 k2 resistor will have its value printed on 
the resistor. 

Circuit Board Illustrations. Fig. 4-6 through 4-11 show 
illustrations of the individual circuit boards, with the circuit 
numbers for each component identified on the board. In 
addition, the wiring color code to each pin connector is giv- 
en. On the diagram the circuit board areas are outlined 
in blue as an aid to locating components that are associated 
with a board.



Composition Resistors: 

Ceramic Capacitors: 

O@ cond (@) 1st, 2nd ond 3rd significant figures 

Q) —mutiptier; (2) tolerance; 

© —temperature coefficient. NOTE: Og Mae 
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Resistor and Capacitor Color Code 

Signifi- |__ Multiplier Tolerance 
cant | Resis- |Capaci-;  Resis- Capaci- 

Color Figures | _ tors tors tors tors 

Silver | --- | 10? | --- | +10% ==: 
Gold | --- | 10% | --- | £5% = 
Black | 0 1 1 a 20% or 

2 pF* 
Brown 1 10 10 1% | £1% or 

0.1 pF* 
Red | 2 | 10° wor | 2% | +2%_ 
Orange| 3 | 10° | 10° | +3% | +3% 
Yellow | 4 10* 10" | +4% +100% 

—0% 
Green | 5 Tor | 10" | +05% | +5% or 

| 0.5 pF* 
| eo eee 

Gray 8 +s 10% see +80% 
—20% 

or 0.25 pF* 
White | 9 z-- | 108 | --- 10% or 

1 pE* 
(none) | --- | --- === | 20% | £10% or 

| 1 pF* 
‘For capacitance of 10 pF or less. 

and/or (6) color code for capacitors depends upon 
Me not be sent in some cases. 

Fig. 4-3. Resistor and capacitor color code. 

Troubleshooting Techniques 

This troubleshooting procedure is arranged in an order 
which checks the simple trouble possibilities before proceed- 
ing with more detailed troubleshooting. The first few checks 
assure proper connection, operation and calibration. If the 
trouble is not located by these checks, the remaining steps 
aid in isolating the trouble to a particular circuit; then the 
circuit must be checked to locate the defect in the circuit. 
‘When the defect is located, the repair should be made usi 
the information previously provided in the Corrective Main- 
tenance portion of this section. 

Check Front-Panel Control Settings. Incorrect control 
settings can indicate a trouble that does not exist. For ex- 
ample, an incorrect setting of the VARIABLE control appears 
as incorrect gain. If there is any question about the correct 
function or operation of any control, see the Operating 
Instructions section for the Type 7A13 or the associated os- 
cilloscope. 

Isolate Trouble to Type 7A13 or Oscilloscope. When 
following a troubleshooting procedure, it is assumed that 
the oscilloscope’ used with the Type 7A13 is operating nor- 
mally. Since this is not always the case, check the operation 
of the oscilloscope before attempting to troubleshoot the 
Type 7A13. 

Troubles occuring in the oscilloscope can usually be de- 
tected by substituting a normal operating plug-in unit for the 
Type 7A13. Then, a trouble such as a loss of the internal 
trigger signal, can be readily isolated to either the plug-in 
unit or the oscilloscope. If a substitute unit is not available, 
the trigger signal can be isolated by using another oscillo- 
scope as a test oscilloscope for signal-tracing the Type 7A13. 

NOTE 

Be sure proper line voltage (that does not exceed 

harmonic distortion limits of the input power wave- 

form)is applied to the oscilloscope used with the 
Type 7A13. This assures that the oscilloscope low- 
voltage power supplies will regulate properly. 

Isolating DC Imbalance. A properly operating oscillo- 
scope will have its trace centered vertically on the CRT only 
when the Type 7A13 has a balanced output. The Type 7A13 
is a balanced amplifier when the POSITION control is set to 
midrange and all the DC balance controls are properly ad- 
justed. With no signal or comparison voltage applied to the 
FET gates (Q120, Q220), any point in the + Input side of the 
circuit should have a potential essentially equal (except for a 
minor voltage difference occurring in the Input Amplifier 
stages) to that at an identical point in the — Input side of the 
circuit 
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If the CRT trace is deflected off the screen as a result of 
a Type 7A13 problem, DC unbalances exist. They can be de- 
tected by connecting a DC voltmeter between identical 
points such as those listed in Table 4-2. (A plug-in extender 
is needed during this procedure to allow access to the points 
being checked.) Voltage difference limits are provided in 
the table to show how much voltage difference can be pre- 
sent between two points when the trace is positioned to the 
top or bottom of the graticule with respect to graticule cen- 
ter. If these limits are not exceeded, the trace should be 
present within the graticule viewing area. 

TABLE 4-2 

DC IMBALANCE VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE LIMITS 
(VOLTS/DIV SWITCH SET TO .1) 

Voltage 
DC Voltmeter Connected Between Difference 

wing Test Points Limits* 
‘TP360 ai 60. __ _=£0.20V DC 
Q340 Collector and Q440 Collector | -+0.07V DC _ 
Q330 Base and Q430 Base +£0.02V DC _ 
Q300A Collector and Q300B Collector | -+0.10V DC _ 
QI95A Collector and QI95B Collector | +0.02V DC 
Q170 Collector and Q270 Collector =0.03V DC 
QI152 Emitter and Q252 Emitter +0.03V DG 
QI30A Emitter and Q130B Emitter _| _-+0.04V DC? 

‘To obtain on-screen positioning of the trace. 
*Take into consideration thot an cdditional voltage difference as 
high os *0.04V can be present between these two points in a 
normal operating plug-in unit. 

As a suggested procedure, check the output DC balance 
first. If it is in error, work toward the input stages until an 
unbalance no longer is detected. This localizes the trouble 
to the circuitry between the points providing balance and 
those providing unbalance. 

Signal Tracing. A method is described here for checking 
waveform amplitude and polarity at the test point shown on 
the Attenuator & Switching, Input Amplifier and Output Am- 
plifier schematic diagrams. The technique is based on using a 
plug-in extender to operate the Type 7A13 outside the oscillo- 
scope plug-in compartment. The plug-in extender permits 
access to the circuits in the Type 7A13 for detailed signal 
tracing and troubleshooting. 

After the faulty stage is located and the trouble found 
and corrected, then it is easy to remove the extender, insert 
the plug-in in the oscilloscope and go directly to the Per- 
formance Check/Calibration procedure in Section 5 to check 
frequency compensation and other performance requirements. 

To signal trace the Type 7A13 amplifier stages, proceed 
as follows: 

1. Connect a plug-in extender between the Type 7A13 
and the indicator oscilloscope. 

2. Set the front-panel controls of the Type 7A13 to the 
same positions as listed in the IMPORTANT note located 
on the inside portion of the Block Diagram pull-out page. 

3. Apply a 4V peak to peak calibrator signal through a 
T connector and coaxial cables to the Type 7A13 Input con- 
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nector and to the test oscilloscope external Trigger Input 
connector. 

4, Set the test oscilloscope Input Coupling switch to AC, 
the V/div switch to .1, the Time/cm switch to 0.2ms, and 
the triggering controls for +-EXT triggering on the 4V cali- 
brator signal. 

5. Remove the attenuator shield. Touch the test oscillo- 
scope 10% probe tip to the soldered connection (wired end) 
of the Input connector center conductor for the channel to 
be checked. 

6. Set the test oscilloscope Triggering Level control so the 
first half cycle of the waveform is positive going. The dis- 
played waveform on the test oscilloscope should correspond 
to the waveform polarity and amplitude shown at the Input 
connector test point on the Attenuator & Switching diagram. 
Disconnect the probe. 

7. On the diagram, locate the next test point where a 
waveform is shown. Set the test oscilloscope vertical deflec- 
tion factor to correspond to the setting given at the left side 
of the diagram waveform. 

8. Locate the same test point in the Type 7A13 that cor- 
responds to the one on the diagram and connect the probe 
tip to this test point. Check the displayed waveform ampli- 
tude and polarity. Disconnect the probe. 

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 until a test point is found where 
an abnormal indication is definitely obtained. Then proceed 
with detailed troubleshooting checks between that stage and 
the preceding test point to isolate the trouble to the smallest 
possible area until the cause of the trouble is found. De- 
tailed checks consist of signal tracing the circuits between the 
test points to determine where the signal becomes abnormal. 
Then voltage checks may have to be made; semiconductors 
and other components may have to be substituted. 

Component Checks 

Transistors (excluding FET'’s). The best means of check- 
ing a transistor is by using a transistor curve display instru- 
ment such as the Tektronix Type 576. If a transistor checker 
is not readily available, a defective transistor can be located 
by signal tracing, by making in-circuit voltage checks, by 
measuring the transistor resistances or by the substitution 
method previously described. 

When troubleshooting using a voltmeter, measure the 
emitter-to-base and emitter-to-collector voltages to determine 
whether the voltages are consistent with normal circuit vol- 
tages. Voltages across a transistor vary with the device and 
its circuit function. Some of these voltages are predictable. 
A silicon transistor will normally be 0.6V. The collector- 
emitter voltage will vary with the circuit and circuit condi- 
tions, but it should always exceed 0.5 V. The best way of 
checking these devices is by connecting a voltmeter across 
the junction and using a sensitive voltmeter setting (see Fig. 
4-4). 

An ohmmeter can be used to check a transistor if the ohm- 
meter’s voltage source and current are kept within safe 
limits. 1.5V and 2mA are generally acceptable. Selecting 
the X1k® scale on most ohmmeters will provide voltage 
and current below these values. 



NPN or PNP 
TRANSISTOR 

Emitter-to-Ba: 
Voltage 

Fig. 4-4, Measuring transistor voltages. 

Table 4-3 contains the normal values of resistance to ex- 
pect when making an ohmmeter check of an otherwise un- 
connected transistor. 

TABLE 4-3 

“TRANSISTOR RESISTANCE CHECKS 

Resisiance Reading That Can be 
Expected Using the R X 1k Range 

Ohmmeter 
Connections 

High readings both ways 
High reading one way, low 
reading the other way 

High reading one way, low 
reading the other way 

Emitter-Collector 
Emitter-Base 

Base-Collector 

“Test prods from the ohmmeter are first connected to the transistor 
leads and then the test lead connections are reversed. Thus, the 
effects of the polarity reversal of the voltage applied from the ohm- 
meter to the transistor can be observed. 

Field Effect Transistor Checks. Field Effect Transistors 
(FET's) can be checked in the same manner as other transis- 
tors. However, it should be noted that normal operation in 
the Type 7A13 has the gate-to-source junction reverse biased 
just as the control grid-to-cathode is biased in vacuum tubes. 

Diodes. Diodes may be checked in much the same man- 
ner as transistors by resistance checks. The resistance should 
be high in one direction and low in the other. Again, care 
must be taken not to exceed the voltage and current limits. 

Some diodes used in the 7A13 are color coded to identify 
the diode type. The cathode end of each glass-encased diode 
is indicated by a stripe, a series of stripes or a dot. For most 
diodes with a series of stripes, the first stripe (either pink or 
blue) indicates a Tektronix part and the next three stripes 
indicate the three significant figures of the Tektronix Part 
Number. Example: a diode color coded blue-brown-gray- 
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green indicates a diode with Tektronix Part No. 152-0185-00. 
The cathode and anode of a metal-encased diode can be 
identified by the diode symbol marked on the body. See 
Fig. 4-5, Diode Polarity and Color Code. 

Resistors. Resistors can be checked with an ohmmeter. 
Check the Electrical Parts List for the tolerance of the resis- 
tors used in this unit. Resistors normally do not need to be 
replaced unless the measured value is in excess of the speci- 
fied tolerance. 

Capacitors. A leaky or shorted capacitor can be detected 
by unsoldering one end of the capacitor and then checking 
resistance with an ohmmeter, using the highest scale that 
does not exceed the voltage rating of the capacitor. The 
resistance reading should be high after the initial charge of 
the capacitor. An open capacitor can be detected with a 
capacitance meter or by checking whether the capacitor 
passes AC signals. 

71 

of Tektronix part 
number 

Pink or Blue band indi- 
cates next three bands 

translate to a Tektronix 

part number 
Example: pink-red-orange-orange 

Tektronix 152-0233-00 

Fig 4-5. Diode polarity and color code. 

INSTRUMENT REPACKAGING 

If the Type 7A13 is to be shipped for long distances by 
commercial means of transportation, it is recommended that 
the instrument be repackaged in the original manner for 
maximum protection. The original shipping carton can be 
saved and used for this purpose. Repackaging information 
and/or new shipping cartons can be obtained from Tek- 
tronix, Inc. Contact your local Tektronix Field Office or 
representative. 

NOTE 

The plug-ins should not be shipped installed in an 
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope packaging material 
is not designed to protect the plug-ins. 
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‘AH’ red on bik—> 
AH 

“AE’ vio on wht ff 

*AD’ yel-bik on wht 

‘AA’ blu-bik on wht 

a hi A 

‘AC’ brn on wht ff j 
‘AB’ red on wht 

‘2’ bik on wht 

*V" yel on wht 
*U’ gry on wht 
"T’ red on wht. 

Fig. 4-6. Portiol Input Amplifier board showing component locations and wire color code. 
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Fig. 4-7. Partial Input Amplifier board showing component locations and wire color code. 
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Fig. 4-8. Partial Output Amplifier board showing component locations. 
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Fig, 4-9. Partial Output Amplifier board showing component locations. 
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3 i = ‘ “BR’ bik 
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‘P’ yel-blk on wht 

‘O’ tan on wht 

Fig. 4-10. Output Amplifier board showing wire color code. 
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Fig.4-11. Attenuator board showing component locations. 
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SECTION 5 

PERFORMANCE CHECK/ CALIBRATION 

Change information, if any, affecting this section will be found at the 
rear of the manual. 

Introduction 

To assure instrument accuracy, check the calibration of 
the Type 7A13 every 1000 hours or every six months if used 
infrequently. Before calibration, thoroughly clean and in- 
spect this unit as outlined in the Maintenance section. 

The Performance Check/Calibration Procedure can be 
used to check instrument performance without removing the 
side covers or making internal adjustments by performing 
everything except the ADJUST part of the steps. Screw- 
driver adjustments which are accessible without removing 
the covers are adjusted as part of the performance check 
procedure. Steps 1 through 7, and 12 through 16, are cali- 
bration Procedure Only steps and therefore should be ex- 
cluded when making a performance check. 

Completion of each step in the complete Performance 
Check/Calibration Procedure insures that this instrument 
meets the electrical specifications given in Section 1. For 
best overall instrument performance when performing a 
complete calibration procedure, make each adjustment to 
the exact setting even if the CHECK is within the allowable 
tolerance. 

A Short-Form Procedure is given prior to the complete 
procedure. To facilitate instrument calibration for the ex- 
perienced calibrator, the Short-Form Procedure lists the 
calibration adjustment necessary for each step and the ap- 
plicable tolerances. This procedure also includes the step 
number and title as listed in the complete Performance 
Check/Calibration Procedure and the page number on 
which each step begins. Therefore, the Short-Form Proce- 
dure can be used as an index to locate a step in the com- 
plete procedure. This procedure may be reproduced and 
used as a permanent record of instrument calibration. 

NOTE 

All waveforms shown in this procedure were taken 
with a Tektronix Oscilloscope Camera System 

using a projected graticule. Limits, tolerances and 
waveforms in this procedure are given as calibra- 
tion guides and should not be interpreted as in- 
strument specifications except as stated in Sec- 
tion 1. 

A partial calibration is often desirable after replacing 
@ component, or to touch up an adjustment of a particular 
circuit between major recalibrations. For partial calibration, 
set the controls as given under Preliminary Procedure and 
start with the nearest test equipment picture preceding the 
desired check or checks. If any controls need to be changed 

from the preliminary settings for this portion of the calibra- 
tion procedure, they are listed under “Control Settings” 
near the equipment-required picture. To prevent unnec- 
essary recalibration of other parts of the instrument, re- 
adjust only if the tolerance given in the CHECK part of the 
step is not met. If readjustment is necessary, also check 
the calibration of any steps listed in the INTERACTION part 
of the step. 

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 

General 

The following test equipment and accessories, or equiva- 
lent, are required for a complete performance check or cali- 
bration of the Type 7A13. Specifications given are the mini- 
mum necessary for accurate performance of this instrument. 
All test equipment is assumed to be correctly calibrated and 
operating within the given specifications. If equipment is 
substituted, it must meet or exceed the specifications of the 
recommended equipment. 

For the quickest and most accurate calibration or per- 
formance check, special Tektronix calibration fixtures are 
used where necessary. These special calibration fixtures are 
available from Tektronix, Inc. Order by description and part 
number through your local Tektronix Field Office or repre- 
sentative. 

NOTE 

For performance check, the following items are 
not needed: Items 9, 12, 17, 18, 26, 28, 30 and 
31. 

Test Equipment (including calibration fixtures, 
accessories and tools) 

(1) Tektronix 7700 Series Oscilloscope with a 7B series 
Time Base plug-in unit and a polarized viewer or viewing 
hood. This procedure assumes the indicator oscilloscope and 
the time-base unit are calibrated. 

A Type 7704 Oscilloscope with a Type 7B70 Time-Base unit 
was used when preparing this procedure. The indicator oscil- 
loscope 4-mV calibrator signal, having an amplitude toler- 
ance of 1%, is used to set the gain in step 8. If greater 
accuracy is needed, use a 5-mV P-P signal from a standard 
amplitude calibrator (Tektronix calibration fixture No. 067-
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0502-00) having an amplitude accuracy of 0.25% as the 
signal source. Set the GAIN control for 5 divisions of de- 
flection. 

(2) Square-Wave Generator. Required characteristics: Out- 
put repetition rate of 100 Hz to 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz. 
Output impedance of 600 ohms or less. Risetime, 20ns or 
faster from high-amplitude output; 1 ns or faster from fast- 
tise output. High-omplitude output: Variable from 0.5V to 
12V into a 50-ohm load, about 7 V to 120V unterminated. 
Fast-rise output: Variable from 50mV to 500 mV into a 50- 
ohm load. Tektronix Type 106 Square-Wave Generator 
recommended. 

(3) Constant Amplitude Sine-Wave Generator. Required 
characteristics: Output frequencies of 3MHz and 95 MHz 
to 125MHz. Output amplitude, 800 mV into a 50-ohm load. 
Amplitude accuracy, within +3% in the 95-to-125MHz 
range using the amplitude at 3 MHz for reference. Tektronix 
Constant Amplitude Signal Generator, 067-0532-00 Calibra- 
tion Fixture, recommended. 

(4) Constant Amplitude Sine-Wave Generator. Required 
characteristics: Output frequencies of 50 kHz, 1 MHz, 5 MHz, 
10 MHz and 20MHz. Output amplitude, 80 mV into a 50- 
ohm load at 50 kHz and 5 MHz; up to 2 volts (unterminated) 
for the other frequencies. Amplitude accuracy, within -+2% 
at 5 MHz when using the amplitude at 50 kHz as a reference. 
Tektronix Type 191 Constant Amplitude Signal Generator 
recommended. 

(5) Low-Frequency Sine-Wave Generator. Required char- 
acteristics: Output frequencies of 10 kHz and 100 kHz. Out- 
put amplitude, more than 20 volts at 10kHz; 20 volts at 
100 kHz. 

General Radio Type 1310-A Oscillator, with a specified 
amplitude of 20 volts or more, was used for this procedure. 
This particular oscillator had an output of 50 volts peak- 
to-peak at 10kHz. Use a generator that can provide this 
amplitude when performing step 22. 

(6) Pulse Generator. Required characteristics: Risetime, 
250 picoseconds or less. Amplitude, adjustable from 80 mV 
to 40 V into a 50-ohm load. Repetition rate, preset between 
500 p/s and 720p/s. Pulse duration, 3.45 ns and approxi- 
mately 130.ns, when measured at the 50% amplitude level, 
items 14 and 15 are used as charge lines. Tektronix Type 
109 Pulse Generator recommended. 

(7) Precision DC Voltmeter, Required characteristcs: Non- 
loading type. Range, 100mV to 10 volts. Accuracy, 0.02% 
or better. John Fluke Differential Voltmeter, Model 825A, 
was used in this procedure. 

(8) DC Voltmeter (VOM). Required characteristics: Sen- 
sitivity of 20,000 2/V DC. Low range, 0 to 3V or less. Used 
for setting amplifier DC balance to zero volt. For example, 
Triplett Model 630 NA with test leads. 

(9) Precision DC Divider. Required characteristics: Attenu- 
ation, 10X and 100X. Accuracy, +0.01%. 
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(10) Input RC Normalizer. Required characteristics: RC = 
1 megohm X 20 pF. Equipped with BNC connectors. Tek- 
tronix Part No. 067-0066-00. 

(11) Overdrive Recovery Test Fixture. Required charactris- 
tics: Reed switch with drive coil for switching 15 volts ex- 
ternally applied. Tektronix Part No. 067-0608-00 Overdrive 
Recovery test fixture recommended. 

(12) Plug-In Extender. For Tektronix Type 7000 series in- 
struments. Tektronix Part No. 067-0589-00. 

(13) Long charge line. Required characteristics: Length, 
60ns. Impedance, 50 ohms, -+1%. Cable quality, approxi- 
mately 1.5-dB loss per 100 feet at 1000 MHz; risetime approxi- 
mately 0.1 ns. Equipped with GR connectors. Tektronix Type 
113 Delay Cable for use as a charge line recommended. 

(14) Short charge line (Optional). Length, 3.45 ns (double- 
transit time, see description that follows). Impedance, 50 
ohms. GR connector on one end; other end is open. The 
length of this charge line was obtained by connecting a 2-ns, 
Type RGS58C/U, 50-ohm cable, Tektronix Part No. 017-0505- 
00, to the Type 109 and using a Tektronix Type 561B/3T2/ 
3S2/S-1 Sampling Oscilloscope to measure the pulse width at 
the 50% amplitude level. Then, the cable was cut off at the 
free end until it was the right length to produce a 3.45-ns 
pulse width display, measured at the 50% amplitude level, on 
the sampling oscilloscope CRT. Overall length of the charge 
line used in this procedure was 14-Y inches. (This length 
does not apply to all cables because cable length is de- 
pendent on cable and generator characteristics.) Use of this 
charge line is a practical method for measuring risetime more 
accurately. This charge line is not needed if the conventional 
method of measuring risetime from the 10% to 90% points 
is used. However, when the conventional method is used, 
sweep-timing accuracy, orthogonality, and geometry in the 
measurement area on the CRT must be taken into considera- 
tion. 

(15) Coaxial cables (two). Impedance, 50 ohms; length, 
5ns; Type RG213/U; GR connectors. Tektronix Part No. 017- 
0502-00. Supplied with items 2, 4 and 6. 

(16) Coaxial cable. Impedance, 50 ohms; length, 42 inches; 
BNC connectors. Tektronix Part No. 012-0057-01. 

(17) Patch cord. 6 inches long, with a BNC plug and jack 
‘on one end and a banana plug and jack on the other end. 
Red, order Tektronix Part No. 012-0089-00. Black, order Tek- 
tronix Part No. 012-0088-00. 

(18) Patch cords (two). 6 inches long, with banana plug 
and jack connectors on each end. Red, order Tektronix Part 
No. 012-0029-00. Black, order Tektronix Part No. 012-0028- 
00. Attach one insulated alligator clip (not supplied) to one 
end of patch cord. 

(19) Patch cord. 5 inches long. Consists of a probe ground 
lead (Tektronix Part No. 175-0124-00) and a probe spring tip 
{Tektronix Part No. 206-0060-00).



(20) Termination. Impedance, 50 ohms; GR to BNC male; 
Accuracy, 1%, Tektronix Part No. 017-0083-00. Supplied 
with items 2 and 4. 

(21) 10 attenuators (two). Impedance, 50 ohms; accu- 
racy, 1% into 50 ohms; GR connectors. Tektronix Part No. 
017-0078-00. 

(22) 5X attenuator. Impedance, 50 ohms; accuracy, -+1% 
into 50 ohms; GR connectors. Tektronix Part No. 017-0079-00. 

(23) GR-to-BNC male adapter. Tektronix Part No. 017- 
0064-00. 

(24) GR-to-BNC female adapter. Tektronix Part No. 017- 
-00. 

(25) Adapter. Dual binding post to BNC male. Tektronix 
Part No. 103-0035-00. 

(26) Adapter. BNC female to clip leads. Tektronix Part 
No. 013-0076-00. 

(27) Flexible T connector. Provides matched signal transfer 

to both inputs. Tektronix Part No. 067-0525-00. 

(28) Resistor. Fixed, 1 megohm, 1/2 or 4 W, 1%. Tektronix 
Part No. 323-0481-00 for a '/2-W resistor. 

(29) Screwdriver. Three-inch shaft; %/32-inch wide bit for 
slotted screws. Tektronix Part No. 003-0192-00. 

(30) Low-capacitance screwdriver. Rod, all plastic, 5 inches 
long; has screwdriver tip on one end. Tektronix Part No. 
003-0301-00. . 

(31) Alignment tool. Consists of the following: 

Tektronix 
Description _ Part No. 

(A) Handle _ 003.0307-00 
(8) Nylon insert with recessed wire pin | 003-0308-00 
{C) Nylon insert with metal screwdriver | 003-0334-00 

tip 

SHORT-FORM PERFORMANCE 

CHECK/CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 

This short-form procedure is provided to aid in checking 
the performance or calibration of the Type 7A13. It may be 
used as a guide by the experienced operator or calibrator, 
or it may be reproduced and used as a permanent record of 
calibration. 

Since the step numbers and titles used here correspond 
to those used in the complete procedure, this procedure also 
serves as an index to locate a step in the complete procedure. 

Performance requirements that are listed after the word 
“Requirement” correspond to those given in Section 1. The 
tolerances, when given after the word “Check”, are given as 
a guide to check the Type 7A13 for correct operation and 
are not instrument specifications. 

Type 7A13, Serial No, — 

Calibration Date — 

Colibroted by. 

® 
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DC and GAIN ADJUSTMENTS 

(1. Check/Adjust Position Center (R335) and 
DC Balance (R173) 

Check: Trace positioned within +1 division of grati- 
cule center and no trace shift as VARIABLE (VOLTS/ 
DIV) control is rotated. 

Page 5-7 

(1 2. Check/Adjust X10 DC Balance (R288) Page 5-8 

Check: No trace shift as VARIABLE knob is pulled 
to its outward position. 

(1 3. Check/Adjust Step Attenuator DC Balance Page 5-8 
Check: No trace shift as VOLTS/DIV switch is set 
to each position. 

Interaction: Repeat step 2. 

(1 4. Check/Adjust Position Center (R335 final Page 5-8 
adjustment) 

Check: Voltmeter reading of 0 volts between TP360 
and TP460. 

C5. Check/Adjust Trigger DC Balance (R371) Page 5-9 

Check: Voltmeter reading of 0 volts between TP380 
and TP480. 

Interaction: Repeat step 4 and then step 5. 

(0 6. Check/Adjust Signal Output DC Level 
(R360) 

Check: Voltmeter reading of 0 volts between TP360 
and chassis ground. 

Page 5-9 

C1 7. Check/Adjust Trigger Output DC Level Page 5-9 
(R380) 
Check: Voltmeter reading of 0 volts between TP380 
and ground. 

(1 8. Check/Adjust Gain (R329 front panel) Page 5-9 

Requirement: Four divisions vertical deflection at 
ImV/div with 4-mV peak-to-peak 1-kHz square- 
wave input. 

1 9 Check Gate Current Page 5-9 

Requirement: Trace shift should not exceed 0.2 divi- 
sion (0.2 mV or 0.2 nA) as the + or — INPUT Mode 
switch is set from GND to AC. A 50-ohm termination 
is connected to the input being checked. Check both 
inputs. 

PRELIMINARY COMPARISON VOLTAGE CHECK 

& THERMAL COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENT 

Page 5-10 
Check: With 10 volts applied from the Type 7A13 Vc 
OUT 0-10V jack to the +INPUT connector trace 
deflection should be 5 divisions within +0.5 divi- 
sion when the VOLTS/DIV switch is set to 2 V and the 
+INPUT switch is set to DC. 

(1) 10. Check Comparison Voltage 
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on. Check/Adjust Common Mode Thermal 
Compensation (R167) 
Check: With 10 volts applied to the Type 7A13 input 
circuit via the Ve position of the + or —INPUT 
MODE switch the trace should return quickly (within 
one second or less) to graticule center within 0.5 divi- 
sion or less when the appropriate INPUT Mode switch 
is set to GND. Check both inputs. 

Page 5-10 

INPUT RESISTANCE & DC ATTENUATION RATIO 

O12. 

0 13. 

O15. 

oO. 

O17. 
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. Check/Adjust +INPUT 100 DC 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Check/Adjust +INPUT 10% DC 
Attenuator Ratio (R8G) 

Check: Trace shift should not exceed +0.3 division. 

Page 5-11 

See procedure for details. 

Check/Adjust +INPUT 1 DC Input 
Resistance (R7) 

Page 5-12 

Check: For a null indication with 5mV on the volt- 
meter. See procedure for details. 

Interaction: Repeat step 12. 

Page 5-13 
Attenuation Ratio (RSE) 

Check: Trace shift should not exceed -+0.3 division. 

See procedure for details. 

Check/Adjust —INPUT 10 Attenuation Page 5-13 
Ratio (R28G) 

Check: Trace shift should not exceed +03 division. 

See procedure for details. 

Check/Adjust —INPUT 1X DC Input 
Resistance (R27) 

Page 5-14 

Check: For @ null indication within 5 mV on the volt- 
meter. See procedure for details. 
Interaction: Repeat step 15. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY COMPENSATION 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Check/ Adjust High-Frequency Page 5-15 
Compensation (R196, R432, R300, C187, R187, C163, 
113, C150, C250, C213; both inputs) 

Requirement: System risetime of 3.5 nanosecond or 
less for all VOLTS/DIV switch positions. Check both 
inputs. 

Check: System aberrations using Table 5-3 in the 
procedure as a guide. Check both inputs. 

ATTENUATOR COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS 

0 18. 

O19. 

. Check/Adjust Amplifier High-Frequency 

Check/Adjust +INPUT Attenuator 
Compensation (C14, C8A, C8B, C5A, C58) 

Check: Optimum square corner and flat top within 
=+1% or +£0.06 division for a 6-division peak-to-peak 
display. Refer to Table 5-5. 

Check/Adjust —INPUT Attenuator Page 5-23 
Compensation (C34, C28A, C28B, C25A, C25B) 

Check: Optimum square corner and flat top within 
-£1% or 0.06 division for a é-division peak-to-peak 
display. Refer to Table 5-6. 

Page 5-20 

COMMON MODE ADJUSTMENTS 

Page 5-25 
Common-Mode Rejection (C171, C271, C162, C262, 
C124, C224, C134, C234 and, if necessary, readjust 
R167) 
Requirement: With the VOLTS/DIV switch set at 1 mV, 

check the common mode difference signal peak-to- 
peak amplitude using the sequence provided in the 
following chart. 

Sine-Wave Requirement 
Input Signal [~P-P Display Amplitude Z 

~ Tm or less Z 
1MHz, 10V{ ss TmVor less ——_—_—‘10,000 
20 MHz, Jv | "Amv or less 
5MHz, 2V TmV or less 

100 kHz, 20V ‘TmV or less 

O21. 

O 22. 

Interaction: Repeat step 17 and then step 20. 

Check/Adjust Attenuator Common Mode Page 5-27 
Rejection at 100 Hz (R28G, RSE) 

Requirement: With a 100-Hz 50-volt square-wave 
signal applied, peak-to-peak display amplitude 
should be 0.25 division (25 mV) or less with VOLTS/ 
DIV switch set to .1 V; Y~ of a minor division (25 mV) 
or less with VOLTS/DIV switch set to 1V. This is 
equivalent to a CMRR of 2,000:1. 

Check/Adjust Attenuator Common Mode Page 5-28 
Rejection at 10 kHz (C28A, C25A) 

Requirement: With a 10-kHz 50-volt sine-wave signal 
applied, peak-to-peak display amplitude should be 
0.25 division (25 mV) or less with VOLTS/DIV switch 
set to .1 V; Ye of a minor division (25 mV) or less with 
VOLTS/DIV switch set to 1 V. This is equivalent to a 
CMRR of 2,000:1. 

TRIGGER & SIGNAL AMPLIFIER RESPONSE 

(0 23. Check Trigger Amplifier Gain and Step 

CHECKS 

{including a trigger gain check) 

Page 5-28 
Response



0 24. 

O 2. 

Check: Using the 6-division signal amplifier waveform 
as a reference, the trigger waveform display should 
be within 15% (+:0.9 division) of the signal wave- 
form. 

Check: System risetime, with the trigger amplifier 
connected into the system, should be about 0.1 of a 
nanosecond slower than the risetime obtained when 
the signal amplifier is connected into the system. 

Check: System aberration, with the trigger amplifier 
connected into the system, should be no greater than 
+4%, —4%, or a total that does not exceed 6% 
peak to peak. 

Check Trigger Amplifier High-Frequency Page 5-30 
Sine Wave Response 

Check: High-Frequency response should not be more 
than —3dB at 100 MHz. 

Check Signal Amplifier High-Frequency Page 5-31 
Response 

Requirement: High frequency response should be 
not more than —3 dB at 100 MHz. 

. Check Signal Amplifier 5-MHz Bandwidth Page 5-31 
Sine Wave Response 

Requirement: Upper frequency response limit should 
be —3dB at 5MHz within 500 kHz. 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENTS 

O27. 

0 29. 

03. 

Check/Adjust 10-Volt Calibration (R573) Page 5-32 

Requirement: Null readings at +10 volts and —10 
volts within a tolerance of +0.015V; equivalent to 
+(0.1% of 10 volts plus 5 mV). 

. Check/Adjust 1-Volt Calibration (R575) Page 5-33 

Requirement: Null readings at +1 volt and —1 volt 
within a tolerance of +-0,006 V. 

Interaction: Repeat step 27 and then step 28. 

Check Comparison Voltage Linearity Page 5-33 

Requirement: Measure the voltages at the Ve OUT 
0-10 V jack and compare these voltages to the VOLTS 
Counter indication. Tolerance is +(0.1% of VOLTS 
Counter indication plus 5 mV). Refer to Table 5-8. 

). Check Volts Counter Mechanical Backlash Page 5-33 

Check: One digit or less; see procedure for details. 

Check Electrical Zero Page 5-34 

Requirement: Compare Vc electrical zero to ground 
reference. Trace shift should be 0.5 mV ( 0.5 division) 
or less with the VOLTS/DIV switch set to 1 mV. 
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NOISE & OVERDRIVE RECOVERY CHECKS 

0 32. Check Noise Page 5-35 

Requirement: 400 .V or less at 1 mV/div tangentially 
measured. 

(F 33. Check Overdrive Recovery Time Page 5-36 

Requirement: Trace returns to within 2 divisions (2 mV) 
of graticule center within a recovery time of 1 micro- 
second after the removal of a +10-volt or —10-volt 
pulse; trace returns within 0.5 division (0.5 mV) of 
graticule center within a recovery time of 0.1 milli- 
second. Check both inputs. 

PERFORMANCE CHECK/CALIBRATION 
PROCEDURE 

General 

The following procedure is arranged in a sequence which 
allows the Type 7A13 to be calibrated with the least inter- 
action of adjustments and reconnection of equipment. The 
steps in which adjustments are made are identified by the 
symbol @ following the title. Instrument performance is 
checked in the "CHECK" part of the step before an adjust- 
ment is made. The “ADJUST” part of the step identifies the 
point where the actual adjustment is made’ This portion of 
the step is printed in red. Steps listed in the “INTERACTION” 
part of the step may be affected by the adjustment just per- 
formed. This information is particularly helpful when only 
@ partial calibration procedure is performed. 

NOTE 

To prevent recalibration of other parts of the in- 

strument when performing a partial calibration, 
readjust only if the tolerances given in the 
“CHECK" part of the step are not met. However, 
when performing a complete calibration, best over- 
all performance is obtained if each adjustment is 
made to the exact setting even if the “CHECK” is 
within the allowable tolerance. 

In the following procedure, a test-equipment setup picture 
is shown for each major group of checks and adjustments. 
Each step continues from the equipment setup and control 
settings used in the preceding step(s) unless otherwise noted. 
If only a partial calibration or performance check is per- 
formed, start with the test equipment setup preceding the 
desired portion. External controls or adjustments of the Type 
7A13 referred to in this procedure are capitalized (e.g. 
POSITION). Internal adjustment names are initially capital- 
ized only (e.g. Position Center). 

All waveforms shown in this procedure are actual wave- 
form photographs taken with a Tektronix Oscilloscope Cam- 
era System and Projected Graticule. The following procedure 
uses the equipment listed under Test Equipment Required. 
If equipment is substituted, control settings or test equipment 
setup may need to be altered to meet the requirements of 
the equipment used. Detailed operating instructions for the 
test equipment are not given in this procedure. If in doubt 
as to the correct operation of any of the test equipment, 
refer to the instruction manual for that unit. 
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Fig. 5-1. Location of the Ri, ~ % switch $10 on the Attenvator 
board. 

NOTE 

It is assumed that performance is checked within a 
temperature range of 0° C to +50° C and cali- 
bration at +25° C, 5° C. The tolerances given 
in this procedure are for this temperature range. 
However, if the procedure is performed at some 
other temperature, check to the applicable toler- 
ances for that temperature range. 

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE 

1, Set the Type 7A13 R,, ~ co switch, S10 (see Fig. 5-1), 
to the R,, = 1 MQ (counterclockwise) position. 

2. (Performance Check only.) Insert the Type 7A13 directly 
into the Left Vert plug-in compartment of the indicator oscil- 
loscope. 

3. (Calibration Procedure only.) Remove the left side panel 
and bottom cover from the indicator oscilloscope. Remove the 
side covers from the Type 7A13. Insert the Plug-In Extender 
between the Type 7A13 and the connector in the Left Vert 
plug-in compartment of the indicator oscilloscope. 

4, Insert the time-base unit into the B Horiz plug-in com- 
partment of the indicator oscilloscope. 

5. Connect the oscilloscope power cord to the design cen- 
ter operating voltage for which the oscilloscope is wired. 

6. Turn on the oscilloscope Power switch. Allow at least 
20 minutes warmup before checking the system to the given 
accuracy. Preset the various front-panel controls to the set- 
tings given in the list that follows. This list is also used as a 
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reference for setting the controls when performing o partial 
Performance Check/Calibration procedure. Hence, the power 
and Ri,~ 0 control settings are included even though 
these controls have already been preset in steps 1 and 6 of 
this Preliminary Procedure. 

Indicator Oscilloscope 

Set for well-defined trace 
and normal brightness (after 
plug-in units are installed 
and power is turned on). 

B Intensity Focus 

Calibrator 4mV 

Rate (Calibrator) 1 kHz 

Vertical Mode Left 

Horizontal Mode B 

B Trigger Source Left Vert 

Power On (see Preliminary Proce- 
dure, step 6) 

Controls not listed are considered less important and can 
be set as desired for performing the procedure. 

Time Base Plug-In 

Triggering 
Level/Slope Positive slope region 
Mode P-P Auto 

Coupling AC 
Source Int 

Position Set so that the trace starts 

at left side of graticule 

Magnifier x1 

Time/Div 0.5 ms 
Variable (Time/Div) Pushed in 

Display Mode Time Base 

Type 7A13 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) 

Polarity Pushbuttons canceled 
VOLTS Counter (Digits set 0.000 
by Ve Selector switch and 
FINE control) 

+INPUT Mode GND 

—INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV 10 mV 

VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) CAL (clockwise, in detent) 

PULL VAR FOR X10 Pushed in 
Ve RANGE 

VAR BAL Midrange 

BW 5 MHz 

POSITION Midrange 

Rin ~ co [internal switch, Rj, = ~1 M@ (see Prelimin- 
$10, see Fig. 5-1) ary Procedure, step 1)
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50-ohm 
Termination 

DC Voltmeter (VOM) 

42-1nch 
50-ohm BNC 
Coaxial Cable 

Fig. 5-2. Equipment required when using steps | through 9 as a 

DC AND GAIN ADJUSTMENTS 

NOTE 

(Performance Check Only) 

Steps 1 through 7 are Calibration Procedure Only 
steps. For a performance check procedure, go to 
Section 2, Operating Instructions, page 2-3, and 
perform the Front Panel Adjustments procedure for 
the VAR BAL, * 10 BAL and STEP ATTEN BAL ad- 

justments. Then start with step 8 (Check/Adijust 

Gain) in this Performance Check/Calibration pro- 
cedure to continue checking the performance of the 

Type 7A13. 

1. Check/Adjust Position Center and DC ©O 
Balance 

a. Test equipment setup is shown in Fig. 5-2. 

b. Check that the controls are set as given in the Prelimi- 

nary Procedure. In addition, preset the Type 7A13 10 BAL 
and STEP ATTEN BAL front panel adjustments to the center 

of their range. 

c. CHECK—For trace positioned within +1 division of 

graticule center. 

colibration procedure. (The performance check begins with step 6. See 

d. ADJUST—If trace does not appear on the screen or 
within --1 division of graticule center, adjust the Position 
Center control R335 (see Fig. 5-3A) to position the trace to 
groticule center 

NOTE 

This is a preliminary adjustment. It is not necessary 
that the trace appear exactly at graticule center at 
this time. Final adjustment for R335 occurs in step 
4. Leave the front panel POSITION control at mid- 

range until step 7 has been completed. 

e. Rotate the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) control past the 

detent to its fully counterclockwise position. Note the posi- 
tion of the trace. 

f. CHECK—For no trace shift 

g. ADJUST—If the trace shifts as the VARIABLE (VOLTS/ 
DIV) control is rotated, r the direction of the shift. Return 

the control to its CAL (clockwise, in detent) position. If the 
trace shift is up, adjust the DC Bal control R173 (see Fig. 5-38) 
slightly in a counterclockwise direction until the trace is posi 
tioned slightly above the location noted in step le. If the 
shift is down, adjust R173 slightly in a clockwise direction to 
position the trace slightly below the location noted in step le 

h. Repeat the procedure in this step until the trace does 
not shift as the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) contro! is rotated 

back and forth throughout its range of rotation. 
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LOS 

(B) Partial view of Input board. 

Fig. 5-3. Adjustments ond test point locations used when following 
the DC and Gain Adjustments procedure. 

i. CHECK—As a final check, set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 

1 mV. Repeat steps le through Th until there is no trace shift. 

NOTE 

During the DC Bal adjustment R173 procedure 
(steps le through 1i), it may be necessary to read- 
just the Position Center control R335 to return the 

trace to graticule center. Do not use the POSITION 
control. Instead, use the Position Center control 
R335 for this purpose. 

2. Check/Adjust x10 DC Balance 0 

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 10 mV. 

b. Check that the VARIABLE control is set to the CAL posi- 
tion. Pull the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) knob outward to the 

%10 Ve position. 
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c. CHECK—For no trace shift as the VARIABLE knob is 
pulled to its outward position. 

d. ADJUST—If the trace has shifted, note the direction of 

the shift. Push the VARIABLE knob to its inward position. If 
the trace shift is up, adjust the internal 10 DC Bal control 

R288 (see Fig. 5-38) in a slightly counterclockwise direction, If 
the trace shift is down, adjust R288 slightly clockwise. 

e. Repeat the procedure given in steps 2b through 2d until 
there is no trace shift as the VARIABLE knob is pulled out and 
pushed in. 

NOTE 

When performing step 2, it may be necessary to 
readjust the Position Center control R335 to center 
the trace on the CRT screen. 

3. Check/Adjust Step Attenuator DC 0 
Balance 

a. Check that the front panel STEP ATTEN BAL control is 

set to midrange and the VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) knob is 

pushed in. 

b. Note the position of the trace. 

c. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 50 mV. 

d. CHECK—For no trace shift. 

e. If the trace shifts, note the direction of the shift and 
return the VOLTS/DIV switch to the 10 mV position. 

f. ADJUST—If the trace shifted up, adjust the internal 
Step Atten DC Bal contro! R307 (see Fig. 5-3A) slightly clock- 
wise. If the trace shifted down, adjust R307 slightly counter- 

clockwise. 

g. Repeat the procedure in this step until the trace does 
not shift in any position of the VOLTS/DIV switch; parti- 
cularly, for any position from 10 mV to 5 V. 

If trace shift is noted when setting the VOLTS/DIV 

switch to the 1, 2, and S5mV positions, recheck the internal 
X10 DC Bal adjustment R288 as described in step 2. Repeat 
steps | through 3, as necessary, to obtain proper DC balance. 

4. Check/Adjust Position Center (Final 0 
Adjustment) 

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 10 mV. 

b. Check that the front panel POSITION control is set to 
midrange. 

c. Adjust the internal Position Center control R335 so that 
the trace coincides with the graticule centerline. 

d. Connect a DC voltmeter (VOM), set to its lowest voltage 
range, from TP360 to TP460 (see Fig. 5-3A). These test points 
are connected to the Type 7A13 signal output. 

e. CHECK—For a voltmeter reading of 0 volts.



f. ADJUST—To obtain a O-volt reading, readjust the in- 
ternal Position Center control R335. This is the final adjust- 
ment for R335 

g. Disconnect the voltmeter. 

5. Check/Adjust Trigger DC Balance 0 

a. Connect the DC voltmeter (VOM), set to its lowest volt- 

age range, from TP380 to TP480 {see Fig. 5-3A). These test 
points are connected to the Type 7A13 trigger output. 

b. CHECK—For a voltmeter reading of 0 volts. 

ADJUST—To 
Balance control R371 

btain a ( reading, adjust the Trig DC 

d. Disconnect the voltmeter. 

e. INTERACTION—Repeat steps 4 and 5 as often as neces- 
sary to obtain a 0-volt reading at the signal and the trigger 
output test points. 

6. Check/Adjust Signal Output DC Level ©O 

a. With the DC Voltmeter (VOM) set to its lowest voltage 

range, connect the voltmeter from TP360 to chassis ground 

TP360 (see Fig. 5-3A) is the signal output test point. For a 
chassis ground connection, use the test point located at the 

upper center portion of the Output board (see Fig. 5-3A) 

b. CHECK—For a voltmeter reading of 0 volts. 

d. Disconnect the voltmeter. 

e. INTERACTION: Repeat step 4. 

7. Check/Adjust Trigger Output DC Level O 

a. With the DC voltmeter (VOM) set to its lowest voltage 

range, connect the voltmeter between TP380 (trigger output 
test point) and ground. Use the ground test point located in 
the upper center area of the Output board (see Fig. 5-3A). 

b. CHECK—For a voltmeter reading of 0 volts. 

AD To obt volt read adjust the Trig 
t trol R38 

d. Disconnect the voltmeter 

e. INTERACTION: Repeat step 5. 

8. Check/Adjust Gain 0 

a. Apply the 4-mV peak-to-peak square wave from the in 
dicator oscilloscope Cal output connector through a 50-ohm 
coaxial cable to the Type 7A13 +-INPUT connector. 

b. Set the Type 7A13 controls as follows: 

+INPUT Mode pc 
VOLTS/DIV Imv 
POSITION Center the display 
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4 Div 
Peak-to-Peak| 

Fig. 5-4. Waveform dit 
at 1 mV/div. Sweep ra 

lay obtained showing correct vertical gain 
0.5 ms/div. 

c. CHECK—CRT display for exactly 4 divisions of vertical 

deflection (see Fig. 5-4). 

tical deflection 

NOTE 

Performance Check: Since the Gain adjustment is 

an external control, this control may be adjusted 

as part of the performance check. 

e. Disconnect the calibrator signal 

9. Check Gate Current 

a. Connect a 50 ohm termination to the +-INPUT con: 
nector. 

b. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 mV. 

c. Check that the +-INPUT and 
are set to GND. 

INPUT Mode switches 

d. Using the POSITION control, position the trace to coin: 
cide with the graticule centerline. 

e. Set the +INPUT switch to AC. 

f. CHECK—Amount of trace deflection should not exceed 

0.2 division (0.2mV). This is equivalent to 0.2nA or less 

(0.2 mV 1MQ 0.2 nA). 

g. Move the 50 ohm termination from the -+-INPUT con: 
nector to the —!INPUT connector. 

h. Set the +INPUT Mode switch to GND and check that 

the trace is centered. 

i, Set the —INPUT Mode switch to AC. 

j. CHECK—Amount of trace deflection should not exceed 

0.2 division. 

k. Remove the 50 ohm termination.
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Patch Cord 

Fig. 5-5. Initial setup showing equipment required for performing steps 10 and 11. For a performance check the Plug-in Extender is not 
needed. 

PRELIMINARY COMPARISON VOLTAGE CHECK 

& THERMAL COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENT 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol. 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 10. 

Type 7A13 
INPUT Mode GND 
VOLTS/DIV 2V 
VOLTS Counter 999.9 plus 1 digit to obtain 

2 900.0 reading and provide 
10 volts at the Ve OUT 
0-10 V jack. 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 10 is being used as a starting point for 
partially calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary 
Procedure. 

10. Check Comparison Voltage 

0. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 

pletion of step 10c, is shown in Fig. 5-5. 

b. Connect a dual binding post to the +INPUT connector. 
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c. Connect 5-inch patch cord from the red binding post on 
the adapter to the Ve OUT 0-10 V jack. 

d. Using the Type 7A13 POSITION control, position the 
trace 3 divisions below graticule center. 

e. Depress the +Polarity pushbutton and set the +INPUT 
Mode switch to DC. 

f. CHECK—That the trace is deflected 5 divisions from its 
original position within a tolerance of +0.5 division. 

NOTE 
This is a quick check to be sure that 10 volts will 
be available for use in performing step 11. The 
tolerance is given as a guide to check for correct 
instrument operation and is not an instrument spec- 
ification. 

g. Set the +INPUT Mode switch to GND. 

h. Disconnect the patch cord and the dual binding post 
adapter. 

11. Check/Adjust Common Mode Thermal O 
Compensation 

a. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1mV. Check that the 
VOLTS Counter is set to read 9.999 plus 1 digit (9.000 or 
equivalent to a Vc output of 10 V).



b. Using the POSITION control, position the trace to co- 
incide with the graticule centerline. 

c. Set the +INPUT Mode switch to Vc. 

d, CHECK—Set the +INPUT Mode switch to GND and 
observe that the trace returns quickly (within one second or 
less) to graticule center within a tolerance of 0.5mV (0.5 
div) or less. 

NOTE 

The tolerances given in the CHECK and ADJUST 
procedures for step 11 are guides to check the 
instrument for correct operation and are not instru- 
ment specifications. 

e. ADJUST—If tolerance is exceeded, adjust the Common 

Mode Bal control R167 (see Fig. 5-6) for quickest return of 
trace (with minimum final trace drift) to within 0.5 mV from 

graticule center. 

f.. Depress the —Polarity pushbutton and set the +INPUT 
Mode switch to Ve. 

g. CHECK—Set the +INPUT Mode switch to GND and 
observe that the trace returns quickly (as described in step 
12d) to graticule center within a tolerance of 0.5 mV or less. 

h. ADJUST—If tolerance is exceeded, readjust the Com 
mon Mode Bal control R167. 

NOTE 

It may be necessary to compromise this adjustment 
setting when performing steps 11b through 11h. 
The trace should return quickly to its original posi- 
tion within a tolerance of 0.5 mV or less with the 
Polarity pushbuttons in the + or — positions. 
This is a preliminary adjustment procedure. Final 
adjustment of R167 occurs in step 20. 

i. Check that the +INPUT Mode switch is set to GND. 

j. CHECK—Using step 11b through 11d and steps 11f 
through 11g as a guide, check the —INPUT circuit of the 
Type 7A13. The trace should return quickly to graticule 
center within a tolerance of 0.5mV or less as the —INPUT 
Mode switch is set from Vc to GND for each Ve Polarity 
switch position. 

INPUT RESISTANCE & DC ATTENUATION 

RATIO ADJUSTMENTS 

NOTE 

Performance Check Only: Go to step 17. 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete calibration procedure, 
change the following control settings and proceed with step 
12. 
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Partial view of Input boord showing adjustment location 
1 

Polarity Pushbuttons canceled 

—INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV ty 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 12 is being used as a starting point for 
partially calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary 
Procedure except as follows: 

VOLTS Counter 99.99 plus 1 digit 
{to read 90.00) 

NOTE 

The tolerances given in the CHECK and ADJUST 
procedures for steps 12 through 16 are guides to 
check the instrument for correct operation and are 
not instrument specifications. 

12. Check/Adjust +INPUT 10x DC oO 
Attenuation Ratio 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 12g, is shown in Fig. 5-7. 

b. Connect a I-megohm 1% resistor from the Precision 
DC Divider Voltage Output connector to the Precision DC 
Divider Gnd connector. 

c. Connect a é-inch patch cord from the Type 7AI3 
+INPUT connector to the Precision DC Divider Voltage In- 
put connector (see Fig. 5-8). 

d. Connect a 6-inch patch cord from the Type 7A13 Gnd 
connector to the Precision DC Divider Gnd connector. 
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Fig. 5-7, Initial setup showing equipment required for performing calibration steps 12 through 16. To continue the Performance Check pro- 
cedure, go to step 16A. 

e. Disconnect the Type 7A13 brown-on-white wire from 
pin connector "0" located on the Output board (see Fig. 
5-9). This wire disconnects the Vc supply located on the 
Output board from the Vc input circuit on the Attenuator 
board but does not disconnect the Vc supply from the Vc 
OUT 0-10 V jack. 

f. Connect a 6-inch patch cord from the Precision DC 
Divider to the free end of the brown-on-white wire. 

CAUTION 

Use care when making this connection to prevent 

the brown-on-white wire from touching chassis 
ground or becoming disconnected from the pin 

connector on the Attenuator board. 

g. Connect a 42-inch 50-ohm coaxial cable to the indi- 
cator oscilloscope Cal output connector. Connect a clip 
lead adapter to the other end of the cable. Connect the 
red lead from the clip lead adapter to the Precision DC 
Divider Voltage Input connector and connect the black lead 
to the Precision DC Divider Gnd connector. 

h. Set the indicator oscilloscope Calibrator Volts switch 
to 40V and the Rate (Calibrator) switch to DC Volts. 

i. Set the +INPUT and —INPUT Mode switches simul- 
taneously to Ve. Using the POSITION control, position the 
trace to graticule center. 

j. CHECK—Set the +-INPUT Mode switch to DC and note 
the trace shift. Amount of trace shift should not exceed 
+0.3 division. 
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NOTE 

The input impedance of the Precision DC Divider 
lowers the 40-V DC calibrator output to approxi- 
mately 15 volts. This is the voltage that is applied 
to the + INPUT connector. The voltage applied 
to the brown-on-white lead is exactly one-tenth 
of the applied voltage at the + INPUT connector. 

h. ADJUST—If trace shift exceeds 0.3 division, leave 

the +INPUT Mode switch in the DC position and adjust 
R8G see Fig. 5-10) so that the trace is within the given tol 
erance. Recheck for no trace shift as the +-INPUT switch is 

set from Ve to DC. If necessary, readjust R8G. 

i, Simultaneously set both +INPUT and —INPUT Mode 
switches to GND. 

j. Disconnect the Precision DC Divider from the Type 
7A13 but leave all other connections unaltered. 

k. Leave the brown-on-white wire to pin “O" on the Out- 
put board disconnected. 

13. Check/Adjust +INPUT 1x DC Input O 
Resistance 

a. Connect the dual binding post adapter to the +INPUT 
connector.



Me 
Fig. 5-8. Closeup view of the Precision DC Divider interconnections 
to the Type 7A13. 

b. Remove the 1 megohm 1% resistor from the Precision 
DC Divider. Connect the resistor between the red binding 
post on the adapter and the Ve OUT 0-10V jack on the 
Type 7A13. 

c. Depress the +Polarity pushbutton and set the +-INPUT 
Mode switch to DC. 

NOTE 

When performing steps 13c through 13i in this 
procedure, it is normal for the trace to be deflected 
upward off the CRT. 

d. Preset the Precision DC Voltmeter to measure approxi- 
mately +5 volts. 

e. Connect the Precision DC Voltmeter between the red 
(+) and the black (ground) binding posts on the adapter. 

f. Set the voltmeter for a null reading. 

g- Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 50 mV. 

h. CHECK—For a null indication within 5 mV on the volt- 
meter. 

i. ADJUST—If a null reading is not obtained, adjust R7 

{see Fig. 5-10) for a-null indication on the Precision DC Volt 

meter. 

j. INTERACTION—If R7 was adjusted, repeat step 12. 
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k. Disconnect the voltmeter. 

|. Cancel the + Polarity pushbutton and set the +-INPUT 
Mode switch to GND. 

m. Disconnect resistor and binding post adapter. 

14. Check/Adjust +INPUT 100x DC 0 
Attenuation Ratio 

a. Reconnect the Precision DC Divider in the same manner 
as was described in step 12 and illustrated in Figs. 5-7 and 
5-8. Be sure the 1 megohm 1% resistor is connected from the 
Precision DC Divider Voltage Output connector to Gnd. 

b. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 V. 

c. Set the Precision DC Divider switch to 100:1. 

d. Simultaneously set both -+-INPUT and —INPUT Mode 
switches to Vc. 

e. Using the POSITION control, position the trace to co- 

incide with graticule center. 

f. CHECK—Set the +INPUT Mode switch to DC and note 
the trace shift. Amount of trace shift should not exceed 
+0.3 division. 

g. ADJUST—1f the tolerance is exceeded, leave the +IN: 

PUT Mode switch in the DC position and adjust RSE (see 

Fig. 5-10) for minimum trace shift. 

15. Check/Adjust —INPUT 10x Attenuation O 
Ratio 

NOTE 

No adjustment is provided for the —INPUT 100 
DC attenuation ratio. 

a. Simultaneously set both +INPUT and —INPUT switches 
to GND. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to .1V. 

b. Move the patch cord from the +INPUT connector to 
the —INPUT connector. Leave the other end of the patch 
cord connected to the Precision DC Divider Voltage Input 
connector. 

c. Set the Precision DC Divider switch to 10:1. 

d. Simultaneously set both +INPUT and —INPUT switches 
to Vc. 

e. Use the POSITION control to center the trace. 

f. CHECK—Set the —INPUT Mode switch to DC and 
check that the trace shift does not exceed -+0.3 division. 

g. ADJUST—If trace shift exceeds +1:0.3 division, leave 

the —INPUT Mode switch at DC and adjust R28G (see Fig. 

5-10) for minimum trace shift 

h. Disconnect the Precision DC Divider from the Type 
7A13 and indicator oscilloscope. Reconnect the brown-on- 
white wire to pin “0” on the output board. 
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Fig. 5-9. Partial view of Output board showing the Ve input wire 
and the Ve output pin connector location, 

16. Check/Adjust —INPUT 1x DC Input O 
Resistance 

©. Set the front panel control as follows: 
Indicator Oscilloscope 

Calibrator 4mV 

Rate (Calibrator) kHz 

Type 7A13 

—INPUT Mode GND 

b. Connect the dual-binding post adapter to the —INPUT 
connector. 

c. Connect the 1 megohm 1% resistor between the red 
binding post on the adapter and the Ve OUT 0-10 V jack 
on the Type 7A13. 

d. Set the Polarity switch to + and the —INPUT Mode 
switch to DC. 

NOTE 

When performing steps 16d through 16k, the trace 
will be deflected downward off the CRT. 
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Fig. 5-10. Attenuator beard adjustment locations used in the DC 
Input Resistance and Attenuator Ratio Adjustments procedure. 

e. Check that the Precision DC Voltmeter is set to meas- 
ure 4-5 volts. 

f. Connect the Precision DC Voltmeter between the red 
(4) and the black (—) binding posts on the adapter. 

g- Set the voltmeter for a null reading. 

h. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 50 mV. 

i. CHECK—For a null indication within 5mV on the volt- 
meter. 

j. ADJUST—If a null reading is not obtained, adjust R27 
(see Fig. 5-10) for a null indication on the Precision DC Volt 
meter. 

k. INTERACTION—If R27 was adjusted, repeat step 15. 

1. Disconnect the voltmeter. 

m. Set the Type 7A13 controls as follows: 

+Polarity Pushbutton canceled 

VOLTS Counter 0.000 

—INPUT Mode GND 

n, Disconnect the resistor and binding post adapter.
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Indicator 
Oscilloscope 

50-ohm 
Termination 

Plug-In 

Fig. 5-11. Initial setup sl 
plug-in extender is not nm 1d for a performance check. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY COMPENSATION 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol- 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 17. 

Type 7A13 
+INPUT Mode oc 

—INPUT Mode GND 
VOLTS/DIV 10 mV 
BW FULL 

Time Base Plug-in 

Time/Div 05 ps 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 17 is being used as a starting point for 

quipment required for performing the high-frequency compensation calibration checks and cdjusiments. The 

partially calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary 
Procedure. 

17. Check/Adjust High-Frequency Compen- O 
sation (both inputs) 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 17e, is shown in Fig. 5-11. 

b. Turn off the indicator oscilloscope. Remove the Plug-in 

Extender and insert the Type 7A13 directly into the indicator 

oscilloscope Left Vert plug-in compartment. Turn on the in- 
dicator oscilloscope. 

c. Set the Type 109 Pulse Generator controls as follows: 

Amplitude 9 
Voltage Range 5.0 
Pulse Polarity + 
Power On
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(see text) 

(B) Checking risetime using the narrow pulse technique or the 
10%-to-90% method. Sweep rate is 2 ns/d 

ak aberration amplitude. Sweep rate is (C) Checking peak. 
TI itude was established 

Fig. 5-12. Waveform examples showing correct high-frequency re- 
jo @ square wave generator by the Type 109 for (A) and 

generated by the Type 106 for (C). Vertical deflection factor 
is 10 mV/div for (A) and (B); 5 mV/div for (C). 
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d. Connect a 3.45-ns charge line to the Type 109 509 
Chg Line 1 connector. Connect a 5-ns coaxial from the Type 
109 50.9 Chg Line 2 connector to the Type 113 Delay Coble. 

e. From the Type 109 502 Output connector, connect the 
signal through a 10X attenuator, 5-ns coaxial cable and a 
50-ohm termination to the Type 7A13_ +INPUT connector. 
Connect all items in the given sequence (see Fig. 5-11). Re- 
move the CRT light filter and mount a polarized viewer or a 

viewing hood to the indicator oscilloscope bezel. 

f. Use the indicator oscilloscope CRT controls, the Type 
7A13 POSITION control, and the Type 109 Amplitude control 
to obtain a display 8 divisions in amplitude as shown in Fig. 
5-12A. 

NOTE 

Use these controls as desired to display the wave- 
form for best viewing when performing step 17. 

g. Depress the time base unit 10 Magnifier pushbutton 
and use the Position control to position the waveform to the 
location shown in Fig. 5-12B. 

h. CHECK—System risetime and aberrations (+-INPUT): 
Narrow pulse amplitude should be 80% or more of the wide 
pulse amplitude. This is equal to 6.4 divisions peak to peak 
(see Fig. 5-12B) or more when the wide pulse is 8 divisions 
in amplitude as shown in Fig. 5-12A. This is also equivalent 
to a system risetime of 3.5 ns as measured between the 10% 
and 90% ponts on the rising portion of the wide pulse (see 
Fig. 5-12B) based on an 8-division pulse amplitude (see Fig. 
5-12A). 

Using Table 5-1 and the procedure that follows as a guide, 
check the system risetime and aberrations for all the VOLTS/ 
DIV switch settings given in the table. 

Calibration Procedure Only: When performing step 17h, 
check the 50 mV to 1 mV VOLTS/DIV switch settings for both 
inputs. If the instrument operates properly, check the re- 
maining VOLTS/DIV switch settings. If the instrument needs 
recalibration, perform the high frequency adjustments as 
described in the remaining portion of this procedure. Then 
perform steps 18 through 20. Next, repeat step 17 to re- 
check the VOLTS/DIV switch settings for both inputs. 

Performance Check and/or Calibration Procedure: 
When checking aberrations, use the information given in 
Table 5-2 and the NOTE that follows. 

NOTE 

The aberration tolerance is given as a guide to 
check the instrument for correct operation and is 
not in instrument specification. The tolerance meas- 

urement excludes the thickness of the trace. Fig. 
5-12C shows an example of a waveform obtained 
when using a Type 106 as a generator. When 
using the Type 109 as a generator, the tolerance 

measurement also excludes the sloping front cor- 
ner of the waveform caused by the characteristics 
of the Type 113 Delay Cable used as a charge line 
to produce the wide pulse. 
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TABLE 5-1 

Check Step Response Risetime & Aberrations (both inputs) 

CHECK 
Generator VOLTS/DIV | Use 10X] Use 502 System System 

Switch Setting Atten. Term. Risetime’ | Aberrations* 

10 mV x x x 

5mV x x x 

2mV x x x No 
TmV x x x Check 

Type | _- 20 mV x x 
109 50 mV x x 

Pulse 1V x x x 
Generator 2V x x x 

SV i xX X __Xx 
Vv | x x x 
2V Used xX Xx x 
5V x x x 

50 mV. x x 

Type 20 mV xX x 
106 10 mV x No x 

Squarewave SmV x x Check x 
Generator 2mV xX x xX 

mV x Xx Xx 

1To meet the system risetime requirement, the narrow pulse amplitude must be 80% of the wide pulse 
amplitude. With an 8-division peak-to-peak wide pulse displayed, the narrow pulse amplitude should 
be 6.4 divisions or more peak to peak. 
? Amplitude of the generator output should be maintained at 8 divisions peak to peak. Then the 
display should be positioned downward one division when applying the signal to the + INPUT connec- 
tor (as shown in Fig. 5-12C) and the Time/Div switch set to 10 ns/div to permit visual measurement of 
the aberrations. When the signal is applied to the — INPUT connector, the 8-division waveform should 
be positioned one division above the bottom of the graticule. 

TABLE 5-2 

Step Response Aberration Tolerances (both inputs) 

Signal VOLTS/DIV Aberration Tolerance® 
Applied to: Switch (No greater than) 

Settings 

ImV to 5V | +25%, —2.5%, or a total 

INPUT of 4% peak to peak 
Connector | 1V to 5V +7%, —7%, or a total of 

10% peak to peak 

TmV to .5V | +3%, —3%, or a total of 

—INPUT 5% peak to peak 
Connector | 1V to 5V +7%, —7%o, oF a total of 

10% peak to peak 
°This is not on instrument specification; see the NOTE in step 17h. 
When checking the aberrations, use a 10-ns/div sweep rate and 
measure the total peak-to-peak aberration in the form of 
rounding, ringing, or tilt expressed as a percer f 
tude. Exclude the thickness of the trace in 
using the Type 109 with a Type 113 os a 

er slope from 
reference level is the av 
the 90% point of the 

the front 

5-12C). 

jershoot, 

nerator, also exclude 
osurement.) The pulse amplitude 

in the 40 ns to 50 ns period after 

When the checks using the Type 109 Pulse Generator as 
the signal source are completed, turn off the generator and 
disconnect it from the Type 7A13. To complete the checks 
listed in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 using the Type 106 Square-Wave 
Generator as the signal source, set the controls as follows: 

Type 106 

Repetition Rate Range 100 kHz 
Multiplier 1 

Symmetry As is 

Amplitude Not applicable 

Hi Amplitude/Fast Rise Fast Rise 

+Transition Amplitude Fully CCW 

—Transition Amplitude Not applicable 

Power On 

Type 7A13 

VOLTS/DIV 50 mV
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Time Base Plug-In 

Magnifier x1 

Time/Div 5s 

Apply the signal from the Type 106 +Output connector 
through a 5-ns coaxial cable and 50-ohm termination to the 
Type 7A13 +-INPUT connector. Set the Type 106 +Transition 
Amplitude and Symmetry controls for a symmetrical wave- 
form 8 divisions peak to peak in amplitude. Set the time-base 
unit Magnifier switch to 10 and the Time/Div switch to .1. 

Recheck the amplitude of the step waveform and reset the 
generator +Transition Amplitude control as necessary, to 

obtain 8 divisions of vertical deflection in the 40 ns to 50 ns 

region as described earlier (step 17h). Check aberrations 
for the 50 mV to 1 mV positions of the Type 7A13 VOLTS/ 
DIV switch. 

i. After checking the system step response and aberrations 
with the signal applied to the +-INPUT connector, discon- 
nect the signal from the +INPUT connector and apply it to 

the —INPUT connector 

j. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 

+INPUT Mode GND 

—INPUT Mode Dc 

Time Base Unit 

Level/Slope (Triggering) Negative slope region 

k. CHECK—System isetime and aberrations (—INPUT): 
Use step 17h with Tables 5-1 and 5-2 as guide to check 

the system step response. The waveforms will appear similar 

to those shown in Figs. 5-12B and 5-12C except that the 
waveforms will be negative-going. 

|. For Performance Check Only, go to step 18. 

m. ADJUST—R196, R432, R300, C187, R187, C163, C113, 
C150, C250 and C213 (see Figs. 5-13 and 5-14) in the given 

order for optimum response to a square wave. C250 and 
C213 are mainly —INPUT adjustments. To perform the ad 
justments, use the information in the procedure that follows 

n. After performing steps 17a through 17k and it is deter. 
mined that the Type 7A13 high-frequency square-wave re- 
sponse needs to be improved, a suggested sequence is out- 
lined in Table 5-3. The steps that follow provide additional 

information based on this sequence. Read the procedure and 
study the table to determine, if possible, the adjustments 
that need to be made to restore the Type 7A13 to its required 
performance. 
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Fig. 5-13. Locations of the high-frequency adjustments on the Input 
board. 

Fig. 5-14, Partial view of the Output board showing locations of the 
high-frequency adjustments. 

0, Turn off the indicator oscilloscope. Insert the Plug-In 
Extender between the Type 7A13 and the indicator oscillo- 

scope. Turn on the indicator oscilloscope.
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TABLE 5-3 

High-Frequency Compensation Adjustment Sequence 

Type 106 Signal Time Base | Adjust- | Approximate 
Repetition | Applied Sweep ment Time Procedure 

Rate to: Rate Domain‘ 

10 kHz + INPUT 50 ps/div R196° 50 ps Turn off the oscilloscope. Insert the Plug-In Extender be- 
Connector or tween the Type 7A13 and indicator oscilloscope. Turn on 

20 ps/div the indicator oscilloscope. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 
10 mV and the BW switch to 5MHz. Adjust for best flat 
top. Reset BW switch to FULL for remaining adjustments. 

100 kHz Tys/div | R432 100 ns Adjust for optimum square corner. (Ignore fast spike, if 
any, that may remain on the top front corner.) 

-lus/div | R300 50 ns Adjust for best flat top. 

Sns/div C187 5ns to 10ns | Turn off indicator oscilloscope. Remove the Plug-In Ex- 
RIS? 7 tender and insert the Type 7A13 directly into the indicator 

kal 2ns to 7s _| oscilloscope. Turn on indicator oscilloscope. Adjust for 
10 ns/div C163 Qns optimum square corner. Leave the Type 7A13 inserted 

directly in the indicator oscilloscope for the remaining ad- 
justments. 

C13. 2ns to 4ns_ | Adjust for minimum ripple near front corner. 

C50 Ins to 3ns_ | Adjust for optimum square corner. Adjust in equal incre- 
ments to maintain C150 and C250 at or nearly the same 

C250 | Ins to7 Y ns to 71S | physical positions. 

—INPUT 10 ns/div C213 2ns to 6ns 
Connector Repeat steps 17i and j. Adjust for optimum square corner. 

C250 Ins to 5ns 

++ INPUT Sns/div C150 | Same as given} Repeat applicable portions of step 17p. Readjust for opti- 
Connector cil3 previously | mum square corner. 

C163 

—INPUT 5ns/div C213 | Same as given|Repeat steps 17i and j. Readjust for optimum square corner. 
Connector C250 previously 

+ INPUT 5ns/div | C163 Repeat applicable portions of step 17p. Readjust for opti- 
Connector . mum square corner. Set Type 7A13 for 1 mV and readjust 

cus Sane Gs given for optimum square corner. Repeat steps 17h through 17k. 
C150 p S!Y | If a bump is present in the 5 ns to 10 ns region, perform step 

20. 

C187 | Same as given| After performing step 20, C187 may need to be readjusted. 
previously Repeat steps 17h through 17k. 

‘The 90% point on the rising portion of the waveform (see Fig. 5-15C for location) is the time reference used 10 determine the time domain 
or area affected by the adjustment. For example, with the sweep rate set at 5 ns/div, adjustment of C187 will affect the 5-ns to 10-ns area 
near the top front comer of the waveform when measured with respect to the 90% point on the rising portion of the waveform. 

“Hf R196 Is adjusted, repeat step 3. 

p. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13. 
INPUT Mode pc 
—INPUT Mode GND 
VOLTS/DIV 10 mV 
Bw 5 MHz 

Time Base Plug-in 
Level/Slope (Triggering) Positive slope region 
Magnifier x1 

Time/Div 50 ps 

Type 106 

Repetition Rate Range 10 kHz 
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Correct| 

A) Waveform example showing correct high-frequency respon: 
lo a 10-kHz square wave at a sweep rate of 50 us/div. 

(B) R196 is misadjusted to show its effect on the 10-kHz wave- 
form. Sweep rate is 50 ys/div. 

(C) Waveform 
to a 100-kKHz squat 

ple showing correct high-frequency response 
wave at a sweep rate of 10 ns/div. 

Fig. 5-15. Waveform examples obtained when performing the high- 

frequency adjustments procedure using the Type 106 os a signal 
generator. Vertical deflection factor is 10 mV/div. 
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q. Remove the 10 attenuator and connect the 5-ns coax- 

ial cable directly to the Type 106 +OUTPUT connector. Dis- 
connect the Type 106 signal from the Type 7A13 —INPUT 
connector and apply it to the +-INPUT connector. 

r. Using Table 5-3 and 5-15 as a guide, perform the 
high-frequency compensation adjustments. Note that when 
using the table, the Plug-In Extender is used while adjusting 
R196, R432 and R300. For all the remaining adjustments, the 

Plug-In Extender is removed and the Type 7A13 is inserted 
directly into the indicator oscilloscope. Use a 6-division peak 
to peak waveform amplitude during the adjustment pro- 
cedure. Keep the waveform positioned about one division 
below the top of the graticule when using the +INPUT 
connector and about one division above the bottom of the 
graticule when using the —INPUT connector. 

s. After completing the high-frequency compensation ad- 
justments and checking that the instrument operates properly 

for all VOLTS/DIV switch settings from 50 mV to 1 mV, per- 
form steps 18 through 20. Then, repeat step 17 to recheck 
all the VOLTS/DIV switch settings. 

t. Disconnect the signal from the Type 7A13 and leave 
the generator turned on. 

ATTENUATOR COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol- 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 18. 

Type 7A13 

-FINPUT Mode DC 
INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV 10mv 

BW 5 MHz 

Time-Base Plug-In 
Level/Slope (Triggering) 

Time/Div 0.5 ms 

Positive slope region 

Magnifier x1 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 18 is being used as a starting point for 
partially calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary 
Procedure. 

18. Check/Adjust +INPUT Attenuator oO 
Compensation 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 18c, is shown in Fig. 5-16. 

b. Set the Type 106 Square-Wave Generator controls to 
the following positions:
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GR-to-BNC 
Adapter 

10x 
Attenuator 

Fig, 5-16. Equipment required when performing steps 18 ond 19. 

Repetition Rate Range 1 kHz 

Multiplier 1 
Symmetry Midrange 

Amplitude Fully CCW 

Hi Amplitude 
Not Applicable 

Hi Amplitude/Fast Rise 

Fast Rise controls 

c. Apply the 1 kHz signal from the Type 106 high ampli- 
tude Output connector through a 10> attenvator, 5-ns coax- 
ial cable, 50-ohm in-line termination and a 20-pF input RC 
normalizer to the Type 7A13 + INPUT connector. 

d. Set the Type 106 Amplitude control to produce a dis- 
play 6 divisions in amplitude. Use the Type 7A13 POSITION 
control to center the display. 

e. Set the Type 106 Symmetry control for a symmetrical 
waveshape and, if necessary, reset the Multiplier control to 

obtain the 1 kHz output repetition rate. 

f. CHECK—The waveform should have a flat top similar 
to the illustration shown in Fig. 5-17A. Aberrations should not 

exceed -+1% or -+-0.06 division for a 6-division peak-to-peak 
display. 

Using Table 5-4 as a guide, check the waveform for a flat 
top and square front top corner in the 10 mV to 5 V positions 

of the VOLTS/DIV switch. Use a 6 division display amplitude 
for each switch position. 

NOTE 

The aberration tolerance described in this step 
is given as a guide to correct instrument operation 
and is not an instrument specification. 

g. ADJUST—The +INPUT shunt capacitance and the at 
tenvator adjustments listed in Table 5-4 for optimum square 
corner and flat top (see Fig. 5-17A). Readjust the generator 
output with each setting of the VOLTS/DIV switch to obtain 6 

divisions of deflection. Remove the 10 attenuator and the 
50-ohm termination when necessary to obtain more signal 
drive. In the 2V/DIV position, replace the 50-ohm termi: 
nation with a GR-to-BNC adapter 

Figs. 5-17B through 5-17E are some waveform examples 
obtained when the adjustments were misadjusted. Fig. 5-18 
shows the location of the adjustments. 
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(C) Input shunt capacitance adjustment incorrect. (E) Input attenuator adjustments incorrect. 

Fig. 5-17. Examples of waveforms obtained when performing step 18. Sweep rate is 0.5 ms/div. 
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TABLE 5-4 

+-INPUT Attenuator Adjustments 

Adjust for Optimum 

VOLTS/DIV Use 10 Use 509 | Use GR-to-BNC | Use RC Top Front Flat Top 
Switch Setting Atten. Term. Adapter Norm. Corner Squareness 
== 

10 mV x x x cl4 

20 mV x x x No Adjustment Check 
50 mV x x Not x Check 
ay: x Used x C8A C8B 
2V x x Check Check 
SV, Not Xx x Check Check 
lv Used x x CSA C5B 
2Vv Not x x Check Check 
5Vv Used x x Check Check 

—s 

Fig. 5-18. Adjustment locations used in the Attenvator Compensation 
Adjustments procedure. 

19. Check/Adjust —INPUT Attenuator 0 
Compensation 

a. Set the Type 106 Amplitude control for minimum output. 

If the waveform aberrations exceed the +1% tolerance 
requirement when performing the “Check” portion of the 
table, it may be necessary to compromise the adjustment(s) 
that precede the Check. For example, to minimize the top 
front corner aberration in the .5 V position, slightly readjust 
C8A; then recheck the .2 V.and .1 V switch positions to deter- 
mine if the tolerance is within the specified requirement. 

When adjusting C8A and CSA, the indicator oscilloscope 
can be set for a sweep rate of 0.2 ms/div. 

b. Disconnect the 20-pF input RC normalizer from the 
+INPUT connector and connect it to the —INPUT connector. 

c. Insert the 50-ohm termination in place of the GR-to-BNC 
adapter. Reconnect the 10 attenuator between the coaxial 
cable and Type 106 Output connector. This is the same setup 
as shown in Fig. 5-16 except the signal is applied to the 
—INPUT connector. 

d. Set the Type 7A13 controls as follows: 

+INPUT Mode GND 

—INPUT Mode oc 

VOLTS/DIV 10 mV 
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e. Check that the time-base plug-in unit Time/Div switch 

is set to Sms. 

f. Set the Type 106 Amplitude control to obtain a display 

6 divisions in amplitude. 

g. Set the time base plug-in unit Level/Slope control in 
the negative slope region. 

h. CHECK—The waveform should have a flat bottom as 
illustrated in Fig. 5-19. Aberrations should not exceed =:1% 
or ++0.06 division for a 6 division peak-to-peak display. 

Using Table 5-5 as a guide, check the waveform for a flat 

bottom and square front bottom corner in the 10mV to 5V 
positions of the VOLTS/DIV switch. Use a 6 division display 
amplitude for each switch position. 

NOTE 

The aberration tolerance described in this step is 

given as a guide to correct instrument operation 

and is not an instrument specification. 

i. ADJUST The 
2 square 

flat bottom The procedure 
© the pro d in performing step 

he locations tments. 

‘Optimum square corner 
and flat bottom 

Fig. 5-19. Checking for optimum —INPUT waveform at sweep rate 
of .5 ms/div. 

j. Disconnect the signal from the —INPUT connector and 
turn off the generator. 

TABLE 5-5 

—INPUT Attenuator Adjustments 

] lL Adjust for Optimum 
VOLTS/DIV Use 10% | Use 509 | Use GR-to-BNC Use RC Bottom Front Flat 

Switch Setting Atten. Term, — _Adapter Norm. | Corner Squareness | Bottom 

10 mV x [| mT 

20 mV I _ = | x No Adjustment 
5 

Not ~ Used ____C2BA 
Check _ 

__5\ Not | xX ____ Check 

Used = S| = C25A 

as i Check 

=i _ —_it ss Check 
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GR to BNC 
Adapter 

Fig. 5-20. Initio! setup showing equipment required for steps 20 through 22. 

COMMON MODE REJECTION ADJUSTMENTS 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol- 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 20. 

Type 7A13 

+INPUT Mode oc 

—INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV ay 

BW FULL 

Time Base Plug-In 
Level/Slope (Triggering) Positive slope region 

Time/Div 50 pis 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 20 is being used as a starting point for 
partially calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary 
Procedure. 

20. Check/Adjust Amplifier High-Frequency O 
Common Mode Rejection 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 20d is shown in Fig. 5-20. 

b. Set the Type 191 Constant Amplitude Signal Generator 

controls as follows: 

Frequency dial 10 MHz 
Frequency Range 8.18 
Amplitude 50 
Variable Cal 
Amplitude Range 50-500 mV 
Power On 
c. Connect the 10-MHz signal from the Type 191 Output 

connector through a 5-ns coaxial cable and GR-to-BNC 
adapter to the flexible T connector. 

d. Use the positioning controls to position the display for 
best viewing. 

e. Set the Type 191 Variable control to obtain a display 
5 divisions peak to peak in amplitude. This indicates that a 
1-volt signal is applied to the Type 7A13. 
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Fig. 5-21, Measuring the peak-to-peak amplitude of a common mode 
difference signal. Vertical deflection factor: 1 mV/div; sweep rate: 
05 ps/ div. 

f. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 
—INPUT Mode Dc 

VOLTS/DIV TmvV 

Time Base Plug-In 

Time/Div 05 ps 

g. CHECK—One division or less display amplitude. This is 
equivalent to a CMRR of 1,000:1 or greater. Measure the 
peak to peak excursion, excluding the trace thickness, as 
shown in Fig. 5-21. 

h. ADJUST—CI71, C271, C162, C262, C124 and C224 (see 
Fig. 5-22) to reduce the display amplitude. 

Next, adjust either C134 or C234 (see Fig. 5-22) by turning 
the slug clockwise several turns, Then, readjust C124 and 
C224 for minimum display amplitude. If the minimum ampli- 
tude thus obtained is not less than the amplitude obtained 

before C134 or C234 was adjusted, turn C134 or C234 slug 
(whichever was previously adjusted) to a position that is 
further outward than the original position. Readjust C124 
and C224 for minimum amplitude. 

Repeat, if necessary, the procedure for adjusting C134 

(or C234), C124 and C224 to obtain minimum display ampli- 
tude. Also, if necessary readjust R167 (see Fig. 5-6). 

Readjust C124 and C224 for minimum amplitude. Repeat, 
if necessary, the procedure for adjusting C134 (or C234), C124 
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and C224 to obtain minimum display amplitude. Also, if 
necessary readjust R167 (see Fig. 5-6). 

i. Set the controls as follows to apply a 10-volt 1-MHz 
common mode signal to the Type 7A13. 

Type 191 
Frequency dial 1 MHz 
Frequency Range 75.1.6 
Amplitude Range 55V 

Time Base Plug-In 

Time/Div Sus 

j. CHECK—One division or less display amplitude. This is 
equivalent to a CMRR of 10,000:1 or greater. 

k. ADJUST—If necessary, readjust C162, C262, C17] and 
C271 to obtain minimum display amplitude. 

|. INTERACTION—Repeat steps 20a through 20i using the 
l-volt 10-MHz signal. Readjust C134 or C234 (see Fig. 5-22) 
and R167 (see Fig. 5-6) @ slight amount to obtain minimum 
amplitude. The procedure and all adjustments given in step 
20 may need to be readjusted several times to obtain the best 

compromise between the display amplitude obtained using 
the 10-MHz signal and the one obtained using the 1-MHz 

signal. 

m, CHECK—Using Table 5-6 as a guide, check the peak-to- 

peak display amplitude at the given frequencies.
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TABLE 5-6 

Common Mode Rejection Checks 

Generator VOLTS/ P-P Display 
Generator | Frequency | Amplitude DIV Time/Div | Amplitude CMRR 

Type 20 MHz TV TmV | .02ps or | 4 div or less 250:1 
191 05 jus 

5 MHz 2Vv TmV Lys or | 1 div or less | 2,000:1 
2s 

Low-Freq. 100 kHz 20V TmV 104s or | 1 div or less | 20,000:1 
Sine-Wave Sps 
Generator 

n. Disconnect the signal from the flexible T connector. NOTE 

0. INTERACTION—Repeat step 17 ond then step 20 as 
often as necessary to meet the performance requirements. 

21. Check/Adjust Attenuator Common Mode O 
Rejection at 100 Hz 

a. Set the controls as follows: 

To check that the signal is set to the proper am- 
plitude, press the Ve REF-IDENT button and check 
that the trace is positioned to graticule center. 
Release the Vc REF-IDENT button. Readjust, if n 
essary, the generator Amplitude control to position 
the bottom of the square waves to coincide with 
graticule center. 

f, Set the controls as follows: 
Type 7A13 

4-INPUT Mode GND TyReAts 
—INPUT Mode GND —INPUT Mode oc 
VOLTS/DIV av VOLTS/DIV av 

Polarity _ 
VOLTS Counter 050.0 Hints) Bate Bisa 
BW SMHe Time/Div 2ms 

g. CHECK—For a 0.25 division (25mV) or less display 
Time Base Plug-in amplitude when comparing the flat top and bottom portions 

Tei = of the common mode difference signal. This is equivalent to 
ime] Orv ne a CMRR of 2,000:1 or greater. Ignore the spikes on the lead- 

ing portions of the square waves. 
Type 106 

o h. ADJUST—R28G (see Fig. 5-98) for minimum square 
Repetition Rate Range 100 Hz wave display amplitude when comparing the flat portions of 
Multiplier 1 the signal. 
Symmetry Midrange i. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 V. 

Anopitude ; Be i. CHECK—For Vp of a minor division (25 mV) or less dis- 
Hi Amplitude/Fast Rise Hi Amplitude play amplitude when comparing the flat top and bottom 
Fast Rise controls Not Applicable 
Power On 

b. Apply the 100-Hz signal from the Type 106 Output con- 
nector through a 5-ns coaxial cable and a GR-to-BNC 
adapter to the flexible T connector attached to the Type 
7A13. 

c. Using the Type 7A13 POSITION control, position the 
trace to graticule center. 

d. Simultaneously set the +-INPUT Mode switch to DC 
and the —INPUT Mode switch to Vc. 

e. Set the Type 106 Amplitude control to position the bot- 
tom of the square waves to coincide with graticule center. 
At this point in the procedure, the Type 106 generator is set 
for a —50 volts to 0 volt peak amplitude square-wave out- 
put signal. 

portions of the square wave. This is equivalent to a CMRR 
of 2,000:1 or greater. 

NOTE 

Ye minor divi {about % trace width) is dif- 
ficult to measure. However, measure the ampli- 
tude as closely as possible to determine whether 
or not the requirement is met. 
Calibration Procedure Only: If there is some doubt, 
slight adjustment of RSE (part k of this step) re- 
duces the amplitude to a straight line so that the 
Type 7A13 will have a CMRR of 2,000:1 or greater. 

k, ADJUST—RSE {see Fig. 5-98) for minimum square wave 
display amplitude when comparing the flat portions of the 
signal. 

|. Disconnect the signal from the flexible T connector and 
turn off the generator. 
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22. Check/Adjust Attenuator Common Mode O 
Rejection at 10 kHz 

a. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 

+INPUT Mode GND 

—INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV 2Vv 

VOLTS Counter 025.0 

Time Base Plug-In 

Time/Div Sms 

Low-Frequency Sine-Wave Generator 

Frequency switch 2 kHz-20 kHz 

Frequency dial 10 

Level control As is 

b. Apply the 10 kHz signal from the low frequency sine- 
wave generator Output connector through a 42-inch 50- 
ohm coaxial cable to the flexible T connector attached to 
the Type 7A13. 

c. Using the Type 7A13 POSITION control, position the 
trace to graticule center. 

d. Simultaneously set the --INPUT Mode switch to DC 
and the —INPUT Mode switch to Vc. 

e. Set the generator Level control so that the bottom tips 
of the sine waves coincide with graticule center. At this 
point in the procedure, the generator is set for a 50-volt 
peak-to-peak output signal. 

NOTE 

To check that the signal is set to the proper am- 
plitude, press the Vc REF-IDENT button and check 
that the trace is positioned to graticule center. 
Release the Vc REF-IDENT button. Readjust, if 
necessary, the generator Level control to position 
the sine wave tips to coincide with graticule cen- 
ter. 

f. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 
—INPUT Mode oc 

VOLTS/DIV av 

Time Base Plug-In 

Time/Div .2ms 

g. CHECK—For 0.25 division (25 mV) or less display am- 
plitude. This is equivalent to a CMRR of 2,000:1 or greater. 

h. ADJUST—C28A [see Fig. 5-98) slightly for minimum dis 
play amplitude. 
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i, Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 V. 

j. CHECK—For % of a minor division (25 mV) or less dis- 
play amplitude. This is equivalent to a CMRR of 2,000:1 or 
greater. 

NOTE 

Measure the amplitude as closely as possible. 
Exclude the thickness of the trace when making 
the measurement. Calibration Procedure Only: 
If there is doubt whether or not the display am- 
plitude meets the requirement, slight adjustment 
of C25A (part k of this step) causes a noticeable 
effect on the display and it is easy to observe 
when the minimum amplitude point is reached. 

k. ADJUST—C25A (see Fig. 5-98) slightly for minimum dis- 
play omplitude. 

|. Disconnect the signal and turn off the generator. Remove 
the flexible T connector from the Type 7A13. 

TRIGGER & SIGNAL AMPLIFIER 

RESPONSE CHECKS 

{including a trigger gain check) 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol- 
lowing contro! settings and proceed with step 23. 

Type 7A13 

—INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV 10mV 

VOLTS Counter 0,000 

Polarity Pushbuttons canceled 

BW FULL 

Time Base Plug-in 

Time/Div 05 ps 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 23 is being used as starting point for parti- 
ally calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary Pro- 
cedure except as follows: 

Type 7A13 
INPUT Mode pc 

23. Check Trigger Amplifier Gain and Step 
Response 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 23c, is shown in Fig. 5-23.
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50-ohm 
Termination 

Constant Amplitude 
Sine Wave Generator 

(067-0532-00 Calibration 
Fixture) 

Constant Amplitude 
‘Sine Wave Generator 

(Type 191) 

5-ns 50-ohm 
Coaxial Cable 

Fig. 5-23. Initial setup and the equipment required for checking the trigi 

b. Insert the Plug-In Extender between the Type 7A13 and 
the indicator oscilloscope Left Vert plug-in connector. 

¢. Repeat steps 17c through 17g except that the generator 
should be set to obtain a é-division peak-to-peak display 
amplitude. 

d. Note the amplitude of the narrow pulse or check the 
risetime by measuring the time interval between the 10% 
and 90% amplitude points on the rising portion of the wide 
pulse waveform. 

e. Partially remove the Plug-In Extender (with Type 7A13. 
attached). Interchange the signal and trigger coaxial cables 
on the Plug-In Extender. Fig. 5-24 shows the locations of the 
coaxial cables on the right side of the Plug-In Extender. The 
cables on the left side of the extender are in similar loca- 
tions. (After interchanging the cables, the signal from pins 
All and BI] on the Type 7A13 Output board connector 
will be applied via the coaxial cables to the trigger con- 
nectors on each side of the Plug-In Extender. The trigger 
from pins Al3 and B13 on the Output board will now be 
applied via the coaxial cables to the signal connectors on 
each side of the Plug-In Extender). 

f. Re-insert the Plug-In Extender (with Type 7A13 attached) 
into the indicator oscilloscope. 

g. Calibration Procedure Only. Check the trigger ampli- 
tude to signal amplitude gain matching by measuring the 

1 and signal amplifier response described in steps 23 through 26. 

amplitude of the wide pulse trigger waveform, The ampli- 
tude of the wide pulse should be within 15% (-1-0.9 division) 
of the 6-division signal amplitude used as a reference in step 

23d. 

Signat _Signat 
Coaxial Coaxial Connector 
Cable Cable 
—_—_——— 

Interchange these cables 
to display the trigger 

Fig. 5-24. Right side view of the Plug-In Extender showing the 
locations of the signal and trigger connectors with their associated 
coaxial cables, Left side view (not shown) is the some. 
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NOTE 

This 15% gain matching tolerance is given as a 
guide to check the instrument for correct operation 
and is not an instrument specification. There are 
other ways to check trigger gain if it is desired to 
perform this check out of sequence using another 
signal source. For example, use the indicator oscil- 
loscope 4-mV calibrator as a reference signal and 
perform the check after step 8. 

h. Set the generator output amplitude to obtain a 6-division 
peak-to-peak wide pulse display ampiltude. 

i. CHECK—System risetime using the trigger. The meas- 
urement is performed as follows: Using a wide pulse ampli- 
tude of 6 divisions as a reference, the narrow pulse ampli- 
tude should be 0.4 division (or less) lower in amplitude than 
the amplitude of the pulse noted in step 23d. For example, 
if step 23d pulse amplitude is 4.9 divisions, the trigger pulse 
amplitude should be 4.5 divisions or more in amplitude. The 
risetime of the wide pulse, measured from the 10% to the 
90% points, should be about 0.1 ns slower (or less) for the 
trigger waveform as compared to the signal waveform. For 
example, if the signal waveform had a risetime of 3.5 ns, the 
risetime of the trigger waveform should be 3.6 ns or less. 

NOTE 

The risetime measurements are given as a guide 
to check the instrument for correct operation and 
is not an instrument specification. 

j. Return the signal and trigger cooxial cables on the 
Plug-In Extender to their original connections. 

k. Set the Type 106 controls to the settings given in step 
17h and use step 17h as a guide for applying the signal to 
the Type 7A13. Leave the VOLTS/DIV switch at 10 mV. 

|. Check that the display is 6 divisions peak to peak in 
amplitude in the 40 ns to 50ns region when using a sweep 
rate of 10 ns/div. 

m. Position the display 2 divisions below the top of the 
graticule and measure the total peak to peak aberration in 
the form of overshoot, rounding, ringing, or tilt, expressed as 
@ percentage of square-wave amplitude. Exclude the thick- 
ness of the trace in the measurement. Use this information 
as a guide to check the trigger aberrations in the procedure 
that follows. 

n. Interchange the signal and trigger coaxial cables on 
the Plug-In Extender to permit viewing the trigger. 

©. Reset the generator to obtain a 6-division display ampli- 
tude. 

p. CHECK—System aberration using the trigger. Measure 
the total peak to peak aberration in the form of overshoot, 
rounding, ringing, or tilt, expressed as a percentage of square- 
wave amplitude. 

The trigger waveform should appear very similar to the 
signal waveform noted in step 23n. The peak to peak aber- 
ration should be no greater than +4%, —4%, or a total that 

does not exceed 6% peak to peak. 
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(A) Reference amplitude. 

(B) High-frequency 3-dB down point. 

Fig. 5-25. CRT display obtained when checking high-frequency 
upper-limit sine-wave response. Sweep rate is 50 us/div. 

NOTE 

The aberration tolerance is given as a guide to 
check the instrument for correct operation and is 
not an instrument specification. 

q. Disconnect the signal and turn off the Type 106 genera- 
tor. 

24. Check Trigger Amplifier High-Frequency 
Sine Wave Response 

a. Set the controls as follows: 

Time Base Plug-in 

Magnifier x1 
Time/Diy 50 ps



Constant Amplitude Signal Generator 
(067-0532-00 Calibration Fixture) 

Frequency dial 9 

Amplitude 5 

Variable Cal 

Frequency Range 3.0 (MHz) 
Power On 

b. Apply the 3-MHz sine wave signal from the 067-0532- 
00 generator through a 10X attenuator and 50-ohm termina- 
tion to the Type 7A13 + INPUT connector. 

c. Adjust the generator Variable (Amplitude) control to 
obtain a display 8 divisions in amplitude. This is the reference 
amplitude (see Fig. 5-25A). 

d. Set the generator Frequency Range switch to 65-500. 
e. Without changing the generator output amplitude, in- 

crease the output frequency until the vertical deflection of 
the display is reduced to 5.66 divisions (see Fig. 5-258). This 
is the 30% down voltage point that is equivalent to the 
—3dB point. 

f. CHECK—Output frequency should be 100MHz or 
higher. 

NOTE 
This upper limit bandwidth check is given as a guide 
to check the instrument for correct operation and is 
not an instrument specification. 

g. Remove the Plug-In Extender and insert the Type 7A13 
directly into the Left Vert plug-in compartment of the indica- 
tor oscilloscope. Leave the signal applied to the Type 7A13. 

h. Interchange the coaxial cables on the Plug-In Extender 
to return the cables to their respective connectors. The Plug- 
In Extender will not be needed for the remaining steps. 

25. Check Signal Amplifier High-Frequency 
Sine Wave Response 

a. Set the 0£7-0532-00 generator controls as follows: 

Frequency dial 95 

Frequency Range 3.0 

b. Set the generator Variable (Amplitude) control to obtain 
a display 8 divisions in amplitude. 

c. Set the generator Frequency Range switch to 65-500. 

d. Without changing the generator output amplitude, in- 
crease the output frequency until the vertical deflection of 
the display is reduced to 5.66 divisions. 

e. CHECK—Output frequency should be 100MHz or 
higher. 

f. Disconnect the signal and turn off the generator. 
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26. Check Signal Amplifier 5-MHz Bandwidth 
Sine Wave Response 

a. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 

VOLTS/DIV 10 mV 

BW 5 MHz 

Time Base Plug-in 

Time/Div Sms 

Type 191 

Frequency dial 3.6 MHz 

Frequency Range 50 kHz Only 

Amplitude 5 

Variable Cal 

Amplitude Range 50-500 mV 

Power On 

b. Apply the generator signal through a 5-ns coaxial cable 
and 50-ohm termination to the Type 7A13 +-INPUT connector. 

c. Set the Type 191 Variable control to obtain a display 
8 divisions peak to peak in amplitude. Use the positioning 
controls to position the display for best viewing. 

d. Set the Type 191 Frequency Range switch to 3.6-8. 

e. Slowly increase the Type 191 frequency until the ampli- 
tude of the display is 5.66 divisions peak to peak in ampli- 
tude. 

f. CHECK—The setting of the Type 191 Frequency dial. The 
frequency should be between 4.5 MHz and 5.5 MHz. 

g- Disconnect the signal and turn off the generator. 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENTS 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure change the fol- 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 27. 

Type 7A13. 
9.999 plus 1 digit to indicate 
9.000 (equivalent to a Vc 
output of 10 V) 

VOLTS Counter 

Polarity + 

+INPUT Mode GND 

VOLTS/DIV TmV 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper set- 
tings or if step 27 is being used as a starting point for parti- 
ally calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary Pro- 
cedure. 
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Fig. 5-26. Initial setup showing equipment required for 

27. Check/Adjust 10-Volt Calibration 0 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 27d, is shown in Fig. 5-26. 

b. Using the POSITION control, position the trace to coin 
cide with the graticule centerline. 

c. Preset the Precision DC Voltmeter to measure +10 volts. 

d. Connect the Precision DC Voltmeter between the Vc 
OUT 0-10 V jack and Gnd on the Type 7A13. 

e. CHECK—For a null reading at +10V on the Precision 
DC Voltmeter, within a tolerance of -+0.015V. [This is 
equivalent to 0.1% times 10V plus 5mV.) 

f. Simultaneously set the Type 7A13 and Precision DC 
Voltmeter Polarity switches to — 

g. CHECK—For a null reading at —10V on the Precision 
DC Voltmeter, within a tolerance of +0.015V. 

h. Calibration Procedure Only. Lay the indicator oscillo- 
scope on its right side. 

ADJUST—10 V Cai 

ation on the Pre 

Type 7A13 

(see Fig. 5-27) to obtain 
n DC Voltmet simultane. 

sion DC Voltmeter Px 

through 27i. If nec 
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forming steps 27 through 31. 

readjust R573 to obtain a compromise setting between the + 

ond Polarity null indications 

Fig, 5-27. Comparison Voltage adjustment locations on the Output 
beard,



28. Check/Adjust 1-Volt Calibration 0 

a. Decrease the sensitivity of the Precision DC Voltmeter 
‘and set it to measure —1 V. Check that the Type 7A13 Po- 
larity switch is set to —. 

b. Set the Type 7A13 VOLTS Counter to indicate 0.999 plus 
one digit to provide a Ve output of one volt. 

c. Increase the sensitivity of the Precision DC Voltmeter. 

d. CHECK—For a null reading at —1 V on the Precision DC 
Voltmeter, within a tolerance of -+-0,006 V. (This is equivalent 
to 0.1% times 1 V plus 5 mV.) 

¢. Simultaneously set the Type 7A13 and Precision DC Volt- 
meter Polarity switches to +. 

f. CHECK—For a null reading at +1 V on the Precision 
DC Voltmeter, within a tolerance of +-0.006 V. 

g. ADJUST—1 V Cal contro! R575 (see Fig. 5-27) to obtain 
a null indication on the Precision DC Voltmeter. Simultane- 
ously set the Type 7A13 and Precision DC Voltmeter Polarity 
switches to —. Repeat steps 28d through 28g. If necessary 
readjust R575 to obtain a compromise setting between the 
+ and — Polarity null indications. 

h. INTERACTION—Repeat steps 27 and 28 (up to step 
28g) several times due to interaction between R573 and R575. 

i. Calibration Procedure Only. Place the indicator oscillo- 
scope in its upright position. 

29. Check Comparison Voltage Linearity 

a. Check that the Type 7A13 and Precision DC Voltmeter 
Polarity switches are set to +. 

b. Set the Type 7A13 VOLTS Counter to 0.100 and preset 
the Precision DC Voltmeter to measure 100 mV. 

¢. CHECK—Using Table 5-7 as a guide, check the accuracy 
of the VOLTS Counter readout. Use the Precision DC Volt- 
meter to measure the voltages. The voltage range given in 
the table is the tolerance and is derived as follows: 0.1% 
times the VOLTS Counter indication plus 5 mV. 

30. Check Volts Counter Mechanical Backlash 

a. Decrease the sensitivity of the Precision DC Voltmeter 
and set it to measure +5.5V. Check that the Type 7A13 
Polarity switch is set to +. 

b. Set the VOLTS Counter to indicate 5.300. 

¢. Rotate the Type 7A13 FINE control slowly clockwise to- 
ward 5.500. When appropriate, increase the sensitivity of the 
Precision DC Voltmeter to obtain optimum readout resolution. 
As the Precision DC Voltmeter reaches the null indication, stop 
rotating the FINE control in the clockwise direction. 
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TABLE 5-7 

Comparison Voltage Linearity 

VOLTS Counter Voltage Output 
at Ve OUT 0-10 V Jack 

0.100 40.0949 V to 40.1051 V 
0.200 +0.1948 V to 40.2052 V 

0.300 +0.2947 V to 40.3053 V 
0.400 +0.3946 V to _+0.4054 V 

0.500 +0.4945 V to +0.5055 V 
0.600 40.5944 V to +-0.6056 V 

0,700 +0.6943 V to 40.7057 V 
0.800 +0.7942 V to +0.8058 V 

0.900 +0.8941 V to +0.9059 V 

1,000" +0.994 V to +1.006V 

2.000 +1.993V to +2.007 V 
3.000 +2.992 V to 43.008 V 
4,000 +3.991 V to +4.009 V 

5.000 +4.990V to +5.010V 
6.000 +5.989. V to +6.011 V 
7.000 +6.988V to +7.012V 

8.000 +7.987 V to +8.013V 
9,000 +8.986 V to +9.014V 
9.999 plus 1 digit +9.985V to +10.015V 

“FINE contro! set fully counterclockwise so that the last three digits 
indicate oll zeros for this reading and all remaining readings through 
9.000. 

NOTE 

While performing this step, do not rotate the FINE 
control counterclockwise at any time. But, do rotate 
the FINE control slowly in the clockwise direction. 
As soon as the null point is reached immediately 
stop rotating the control. 

d. Note the exact VOLTS Counter reading; i.e., note the 
exact position of the last digit by estimating the reading to 
the 4th decimal place. 

e. Decrease the sensitivity of the Precision DC Voltmeter 
and set the VOLTS Counter to indicate 5.700. 

f, Rotate the FINE control slowly counterclockwise toward 
5,500. When appropriate, increase the sensitivity of the Pre- 
cision DC Voltmeter to obtain optimum readout resolution. As 
the Precision DC Voltmeter reaches the null indication, stop 
rotating the FINE control in the counterclockwise direction. 

g. Note the exact VOLTS Counter reading. 

h. CHECK—The difference between the VOLTS Counter 
reading noted in step 30d and the reading obtained in step 
30g should be less than 1 digit. For example, if step 30d 
reading is 5.5004 (estimated 4th decimal place reading) and 
step 30g reading is 5.501, the difference between the two 
readings is 0.0006, which is within the 1 digit tolerance for 
correct instrument operation. 
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Fig. 5-28, Equipment setup for step 32 

NOTE 

The one digit tolerance is given as a guide to cor- 
rect instrument operation and is not an instrument 

specification. 

i, Disconnect and turn off the Precision DC Voltmeter. 

31. Check Electrical Zero 

a. Set the VOLTS Counter to 0.000. 

b. If desired, check the settings of the remaining Type 7A13 
controls: 

Polarity + 
+INPUT Mode GND 
—INPUT Mode GND 
VOLTS/DIV 1 mV 
VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) Cal 
PULL VAR FOR X10 Pushed in 

Ve RANGE 
VAR BAL Properly adjusted 
BW 5 MHz 
POSITION Trace centered 
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¢. Set the +INPUT Mode switch to Vc. 

d. CHECK—For trace shift that does not exceed 0.5 divi- 

sion. Exclude the thickness of the trace when making this 
measurement. 

NOISE & OVERDRIVE RECOVERY CHECKS 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol- 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 32. 

Type 7A13 

Polarity Pushbuttons canceled 
INPUT Mode oc 
—INPUT Mode GND 
BW FULL 

Time Base Unit 

Triggering Mode Auto 
Time/Div 10 ps



{C) Measuring the square wave amplitude, step 32h 

Fig. 5-29. Noise measurement displays. Sweep rote: 10us/div, free 
running. 
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If the remaining contiols need to be checked for proper 
settings or if step 32 is being used as a starting point for 
partially calibrating the Type 7A13, refer to the Preliminary 
Procedure except as follows: 

Type 7A13 

VOLTS/DIV lmV 

32. Check Noise’ 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com 
pletion of step 32c, is shown in Fig. 5-28. 

b. Set the Type 106 Square-Wave Generator controls as 

follows: 

Repetition Rate Range 1 kHz 

Multiplier 1 
Symmetry Midrange 

+Transistion Amplitude Midrange 

Hi Amplitude/Fast Rise Fast Rise 

Hi Amplitude 
Power On 

Not applicable 

c. Apply the 1 kHz signal from the Type 106 +Output 

connector through two 10 attenuators (connected in series), 
a 5X attenuator, a 5-ns coaxial cable, and a 50-ohm termi- 
nation to the Type 7A13 +INPUT connector. Fig. 5-28 shows 

the connecting sequence for the items. 

d. Set the Type 106 +Transition Amplitude control to pro: 

vide two separate traces on the CRT. Set the Level/Slope on 
the Time Base unit to obtain a free-running sweep. These 
traces are caused by the upper and lower excursions of the 
square waves being presented on the free running sweep. 

e. Rotate the +Transition Amplitude control slowly count 

erclockwise to just eliminate the dark line between the two 

traces. Use Fig. 5-29A and B as guides 

f. Set the VOLTS/DIV switch to 10 mV. 

g. Remove two 10X attenuators so that the 5 attenuator 

is connected to the Type 106 +Output connector. This in- 
creases the signal drive by 100 times, allowing more accurate 
measurement of displayed noise 

h. CHECK—Noise amplitude. Measure the distance be- 

tween trace centers in mV (see Fig. 5-29C). This is the free- 
running square-wave amplitude. Divide the amplitude in mV 
by 100. The result should be 400 ,:V, or less, noise tangenti- 
ally measured. Division by 100 compensates for the removed 
attenuators. 

Using Fig. 5-29C as an example, the actual square-wave 
amplitude is 2.3 divisions or 23mV. 23mV divided by 100 

is 0.23 mV or 230 :V of displayed noise. This amplitude is 
within the 400 ;cV noise requirement. 

i. Disconnect the signal from the Type 7A13. 

ional Oscillo~ 
1, April 1969 

"Val Goruts and Charles Samuel, “Measuring Con 
scope Noise", Tektronix, Inc., Oregon, 1969. Poges 8 
“Tekscope", Vol. 1, No. 2 
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42-inch 
50-ohm Coaxial Cable 

Test Fixture 

Fig. 5-30. Equipment setup required for performing step 23. 

Control Settings 

When performing a complete procedure, change the fol- 
lowing control settings and proceed with step 33. 

Type 7A13 

VOLTS/DIV 2Vv 

Time Base Plug-In 

Level/Slope (Triggering) Negative slope region 

Triggering Mode P-P Auto 

Time/Div I ms 

If the remaining controls need to be checked for proper 
settings, refer to the Preliminary Procedure except as follows: 

Type 7A13 

+INPUT Mode Dc 

BW FULL 

33. Check Overdrive Recovery Time 

a. Test equipment setup, with connections made at com- 
pletion of step 33f, is shown in Fig. 5-30. 

b. Connect the Overdrive Recovery test fixture output 
connector to the Type 7A13 +INPUT connector. 
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c. Connect the Overdrive Recovery test fixture power 

cable to the indicator oscilloscope rear panel Probe Power 

connector. 

d. Set the Overdrive Recovery test fixture Polarity switch 
to + and the Level control to its fully counterclockwise posi- 
tion. 

e. Set the Type 106 controls as follows: 

Repetition Rate Range 100 Hz 

Multiplier 5 

Symmetry Midrange 
Amplitude Midrange 

“Hi Amplitude/Fast Rise Hi Amplitude 

Fast Rise controls Not Applicable 

f. Apply the signal from the Type 106 high amplitude Out- 
put connector through a GR-to-BNC adapter and a 42-inch 
50-ohm coaxial cable to the Switch Drive connector on the 
Overdrive Recovery test fixture. 

g. Adjust the Type 106 Symmetry, Multiplier, and (if neces- 
sary) the Amplitude controls for audible reed reasonance. 

NOTE 

Do not exceed the midrange setting of the Ampli- 
tude control. Excessive amplitude will cause the 
reed drive coil to overheat.
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(A) Reference amplitude, step 33h. Sweep rate: 1 ms/div. (D) +INPUT +polarity overdrive recovery time waveform, step 330, 
Sweep rate: 20 us/div. 

Trace returns to 
within 1.5 div of 

graticule center 
within 1 ys. 

(8) Bottom of display properly positioned, step 33). Sweep rate: 1 (E) + INPUT —polarity overdrive recovery time waveform, step 
33w. Sweep rate: 0.2 us/div. ms/div. 

Trace returns to 
within 1.5 div of 
graticule center 

y within 1 us. 

(F) —INPUT —polarity overdrive recovery time waveform, step 33z step 33m 
Sweep rate: 0.2 us/ 

(C) +INPUT +polarity overdrive recovery waveform 
Sweep rate: 0.2 us/div. 

Vertical deflection factor for waveforms (A) ond (B) is Examples of woveforms obtained when checking overdrive recovery time. Fig. 5-31 
2 V/div; remaining waveforms are 1 mV/div. 
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h. Adjust the Overdrive Recovery test fixture Level control 
to obtain a 5-division display amplitude (see Fig. 5-31A). 

i. If necessary, repeat step 33g to obtain a steady display. 

j. Using the position controls, position the bottom of the 
display to coincide with the graticule centerline and to start 
at the I-division graticule line (see Fig. 5-318). 

k. Set the Time/Div switch to .2 us, increase the trace in- 
tensity and use the time base Postion control to reposition if 
necessary, the bottom front corner of the display to start at 

ivision graticule line that will be used as a time refer- 

|. Set the Type 7A13 VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 mV. Set the 
Overdrive Recovery test fixture Polarity switch to ‘0’ and use 
the POSITION control to position the trace to graticule center. 
This is the zero amplitude reference. Set the Overdrive Re- 
covery test fixture Polarity switch to +. 

m. CHECK— That the trace returns to within 1.5 divisions of 
graticule vertical center within a recovery time of 1 ps (5 
horizontal divisions) when measured with respect to the 1- 
division graticule line as shown in Fig. 5-31C. 

n. Set the Time/Div switch to 20 us and decrease the trace 
intensity. 

0. CHECK—That the trace returns to within 0.5 division 
of graticule vertical center within a recovery time of 0.1 ms. 
Recovery time is measured with respect to the 1-division grati- 
cule line (see Fig. 5-31D). 

p. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 

VOLTS/DIV 2Vv 

Time Base Plug-In 

Level/Slope (Triggering) Positive slope region 
Time/Div Tms 

Overdrive Recovery Test Fixture 

Polarity 

q. Check that the display is 5 divisions in amplitude. If 
necessary, readjust the Overdrive Recovery test fixture Level 
control to obtain the proper amplitude. 

r. Position the top of the display to coincide with grati- 
cule center and to start at the 1-division graticule line. 
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s. Set the Time/Div switch to .2 us, increase the trace 
intensity and use the time base Position control to reposi- 
tion, if necessary, the top front corner of display to start 
at the 1-division graticule line. 

t. Set the Type 7A13 VOLTS/DIV switch to 1 mV. Set the 
Overdrive Recovery test fixture Polarity switch to ‘0’ and use 
the POSITION control to position the trace to graticule center. 
Set the Overdrive test fixture Polarity switch to +. 

vu. CHECK—That the trace returns to within 1.5 divisions of 
graticule vertical center within a recovery time of 1 us when 
measured with respect to the 1-division graticule line (see Fig. 
5-31). 

v. Set the Time/Div switch to 20 us and decrease the trace 
intensity. 

w. CHECK—That the trace returns to within 0.5 division of 
graticule vertical center within a recovery time of 0.1 ms. 
Recovery time is measured with respect to the 1-division grati- 
cule line as described previously. The waveform will be 
similar to Fig. 5-31D except that it will be inverted. 

x. Set the controls as follows: 

Type 7A13 

+INPUT Mode GND 

—INPUT Mode Dc 

VOLTS/DIV 2Vv 

Time Base Plug-In 

Level/Slope (Triggering) Negative slope region 

Time/Div Tims 

y. Disconnect the Overdrive Recovery test fixture from the 
+INPUT connector and reconnect it to the —INPUT con- 
nector. Do not change any other connections. 

z. CHECK—Using step 33h and steps 33) through 33w as 
a guide, check the overdrive recovery time for the —INPUT. 
Fig. 5-31F shows an example of a —INPUT —polarity over- 
drive recovery time waveform. 

aa. Disconnect and turn off all equipment. 

This completes the Performance Check and/or Calibration 
procedure. If removed, replace the side covers on the Type 
7A13; replace the left side and bottom covers on the indica- 
tor oscilloscope. If the Type 7AI3 has been completely 
checked and adjusted to the tolerances given in this pro- 
cedure, it will meet or exceed the specifications given in 
Section 1.



PARTS LIST ABBREVIATIONS 

binding head brass 

binding head steel 

capacitor 

ceramic 

composition 

connector 

cathode-ray tube 

countersunk 

double end 

diameter 

division 

electrolytic 

electrolytic, metal cased 

electrolytic, metal tubular 

external 

focus and intensity 

flat head brass 

flat head steel 

fillister head brass 

fillister head steel 

height or high 
hexagonal 

hex head brass 

hex head steel 

hex socket brass 

hex socket steel 

inside diameter 

incandescent 

SE 

SN or S/N 

SW 

TC 

THB 

thk 

THS 

tub. 

var 

w 

Www 

internal 

length or long 

metal 

mounting hardware 

outside diameter 

oval head brass 

oval head steel 

pan head brass 

pan head steel 

plastic 

paper, metal cased 

polystyrene 

precision 

paper, tubular 

paper or plastic, tubular, molded 
round head brass 

round head steel 

single end 
serial number 

switch 

temperature compensated 

truss head brass 

thick 

truss head steel 

tubular 

variable 

wide or width 
wire-wound



PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION 

Replacement parts are available from or through your local Tektronix, Inc. Field 
Office or representative. 

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimes made to accommodate improved 
components as they become available, and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit 
improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when 
ordering parts, to include the following information in your order: Part number, instrument 
type or number, serial or model number, and modification number if applicable. 

If a part you hove ordered has been replaced with a new or improved part, your 
local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representative will contact you concerning any change 
in part number. 

SPECIAL NOTES AND SYMBOLS 

000 Part first added at this serial number 

00X Part removed after this serial number 

*000-0000-00 Asterisk preceding Tektronix Part Number indicates manufactured by 
or for Tektronix, Inc., or reworked or checked components. 

Use mn Part number indicated is direct replacement. 

Screwdriver adjustment. 

an Control, adjustment or connector.
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Type 7A13 

SECTION 6 

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST 
Values are fixed unless marked Variable. 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

CHASSIS 

Bulb 

DS47 150-0084-00 Neon 2AA 

Capacitors 

Tolerance ++20% unless otherwise indicated. 

ci *295-0116-00 0.019 nF MT 600 V 2% 
C2 283-0000-00 0.001 F Cer 500 V 
c2i* *295-0116-00 0.019 nF MT 600 V 2% 
C22 283-0000-00 0.001 F Cer 500 V 
C582 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

Connectors 

J 131-0679-00 BNC, receptacle, electrical 
J21 131-0679-00 BNC, receptacle, electrical 

Inductors 

12 *108-0536-00 165 pH (blue) 
4 *108-0535-00 165 nH (brown) 
125? 
1267 
L27* 

L40? 
L42° 

Resistors 

Resistors are fixed, composition, +10% unless otherwise indicated. 

R175 311-0641-00 
R287 311-0467-00 
R309 311-0361-00 
R435° 311-0880-00 

‘C1 and C21 furnished os a matched pair. 

“Furnished os a unit with Main Chassis Cable. 

“Furnished as a unit with S40. 

200k, Var 
100 kQ, Var 
500 k2, Var 
5kQ, Var 
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CHASSIS (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Dise Description 

Switches 

Wired or Unwired 

$40¢ 311-0880-00 
$50 260-1033-00 Rotary VOLTS/DIV 
$80 260-0816-00 Slide PULL VAR FOR X10 Vc 

POLARITY Circuit Board Assembly 

*670-1042-00 Complete Board 

Bulb 

Dss570 *150-0093-01 Incandescent 13/4, selected 

Semiconductor Device, Diode 

R570 152-0171-00 Zener IN944 11,7V 5% 

Switch 

Wired or Unwired 

$570° *670-1042-00 Pushbutton Ve POLARITY 

ATTENUATOR Circuit Board Assembly 

*670-1043-00 Complete Board 

Bulbs 

Ds! *150-0057-01 Incandescent 7153AS15, selected 
Ds21 *150-0057-01 Incandescent 7153AS15, selected 

Capacitors 

Tolerance +:20% unless otherwise indicated. 

c 283-0175-00 10 pF Cer 200 V 5% 
C4 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 
CSA 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
CSB 281-0081-00 1.8-13 pF, Var Air 
csc 281-0627-00 1 pF Cer 600 V 

‘Furnished os unit with R435. 

“See Mechanical Parts List for replocement ports. 
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ATTENUATOR Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Serial/Model No. 
Eff Ckt. No. Part No. Disc Description 

Capacitors (cont) 

Cc5D 283-0159-00 18 pF Cer 50V 5% 

cé 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

7 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

C8A 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
C8B 281-0080-00 17-11 pF, Var Air 

c8c 283-0159-00 18 pF Cer 50V 5% 
c8D 283.0160-00 1.5 pF Cer 50V 10% 
C8E 281-0627-00 1 pF Cer 600 V 

clo 283-0155-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

cl2 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

C13 281-0537-00 0.68 pF Cer 500 V 
cl4 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 

cis 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200V +100%—0% 
C23 283.0175-00 10 pF Cer 200V 5% 

C24 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200V +100%—0% 
C25A 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
C25B 281-0081-00 1.8-13 pF, Var Air 

C25C 281-0661-00 0.8 pF Cer 500 V £0.1 pF 

25D 283-0159-00 18 pF Cer 50V 5% 

C26 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

C27 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

C28A 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 

C28B 281-0080-00 17-11 pF, Var Air 

C28C 283-0159-00 18 pF Cer 50V 5% 

28D 283-0160-00 1.5 pF Cer 50V 10% 

C28E 281-0627-00 1 pF Cer 600 V 

C30 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

C31 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200V +100%—0% _ 

C32 283-0156-00 1000 pF Cer 200 V +100%—0% 

C33 281-0537-00 0.68 pF Cer 500 V 
C34 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 

Relays 

K6 *148-0055-00 Grounded Armature, spdt & spst, 15 V DC 
K7 *1.48-0054-00 Grounded Armature, spdt & spst, 15V DC 
K10 *148-0050-00 Grounded Armature, spdt, 15V DC 

K26 *148-0055-00 Grounded Armature, spdt & spst, 15 V DC 
K27 *148-0054-00 Grounded Armature, spdt & spst, 15 V DC 
K30 *148-0050-00 Grounded Armature, spdt, 15V DC



Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

ATTENUATOR Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Resistors 

Resistors are fixed, composition, +10% unless otherwise indicated. 

RI 317-0105-00 1102 Ye W 5% 
R2 307-0112-00 4302 YW 5% 
R3 317-0470-00 472 Ve W 5% 
RSA® 325-0004-00 900 kQ YW Prec 1/10% 
R5C 317-0111-00 1102 Ye W 5% 

RSD? 325-0020-00 110.6 k2 Ye W Prec 1/10% 
RSE 311-0635-00 1kQ, Var 
R6 322-0625-01 995 ka YW Prec Yate 
R7 311-0607-00 10k2, Var 
R8AS 325-0004-00 900 kQ. YW Prec 1/10% 

R8D 317-0511-00 5102 Ye W 5% 
REE 317-0241-00 2409 Ye W 5% 
R8F* 325-0038-00 110.8 ka Ye W Prec 1/10% 
REG 311-0634-00 500 2, Var 
R10 317-0101-00 1002 Ye W 5% 

R14 321-0181-00 7502 Ye W Prec 1% 
R21 317-0105-00 1MQ Ya W 5% 
R22 307-0112-00 4309 MW 5% 
R23 317-0470-00 479 Ye W 5% 
R25A" 325-0004-00 900 kn YW Prec 1/10% 

R25C 317-0201-00 200 2 Ye W 5% 
R25D* 325-0020-00 T1k2 VeW Prec 1/10% 
R26 322-0625-01 995 kQ YW Prec hah 
R27 311-0607-00 10k9, Var 
R28A* 325-0004-00 900 kn YW Prec 1/10% 

R28D 317-0511-00 5102 Ya W 5% 
R28E 317-0151-00 1502 Ye W 5% 
R28F° 325-0038-00 110.8 ka Ye W Prec 1/10% 
R28G. 311-0634-00 500 2, Var 
R30 317-0101-00 1002 Ye W 5% 
R34 321-0181-00 7502 Ye W Prec 1% 

Switches 

Wired or Unwired 

sie *670-1043-00 Pushbutton +AC-GND-DC 
$10” *670-1043-00 Plug-in ATTENUATOR 
s2ie *670-1043-00 Pushbutton —AC-GND-DC 

‘RSA and R25A furnished os a matched pair. 
‘RSD and R25D furnished as a matched palr. 

"RBA and R28A furnished as a matched pair. 

"REF ond R28F furnished os a matched pair. 
"See Mechanical Parts List for replacement parts. 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

*670-1044-00 Complete Board 

Capacitors 

Tolerance +20% unless otherwise indicated. 

40 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500V 
cal 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C42 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 
C43 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 
C44 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 

C45 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer S00V 
C46 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 
ca7 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 
C48 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 
cao 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 

50 283.0032-00 470 pF Cer 500V 
51 283.0000.00 0.001 pF Cer 500 
52 283-0032.00 470 pF Cer 500 
53 283-0032-00 470 pF Cer S00 
C54 283-0032-00 470 pF Cer 500 

C55 283.-0000.00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
300 281.0524-00 150 pF Cer 500 V 
301 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350V 
304 283-0032.00 470 pF Cer 500V 
308 283.0000.00 0.001 jF Cer 500 

31 281.0616-00 6.8 pF Cer 200V 
313 281.0618-00 47 pF Cer 200V 
C315 281-0645-00 8.2 pF Cer 500 V 
318 281.0618-00 47 pF Cer 200V 
319 281.0618-00 47 pF Cer 200V 

326 283.0108.00 220 pF Cer 200V 
328 281.0616-00 68 pF Cer 200 
C337 283.0103-00 180 pF Cer 500 V 
C355 283.0000.00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C364 283-0193.00 510 pF Cer 100V 

372 281-0650-00 18 pF Cer 200V 
374 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350 
0375 283.0000.00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C404 283.0032-00 470 pF Cer 500 V 
408 283-0000.00 0.001 pF Cer 500 

can 281.0616-00 68 pF Cer 200 
C413 281.0618-00 47 pF Cer —-200V 
C415 281-0645-00 8.2 pF Cer 500 
C418 281.0618-00 47 pF Cer 200 
C426 283-0108.00 220 pF Cer 200V 

5% 

5% 
5% 
5% 

5% 

0.5 pF 
£0.25 pF 
-£0.5 pF 
£05 pF 

10% 

5% 

2% 

10% 

5% 

-£0.5 pF 
+£0.25 pF 
+£0.5 pF 

10% 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Capacitors (cont) 

C428 281-0616-00 6.8 pF Cer 200 V 

C432 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350V 

C434 283-0000-00 0.001 .F Cer 500 V 

C437 283-0103-00 180 pF Cer 500 V 5% 

C439 281-0612-00 5.6 pF Cer 200 V +0.5 pF 

C455 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

C456 281-0612-00 5.6 pF Cer 200 V +0.5 pF 

C464 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350 V 

C4475 283-0000-00 0.001 ,.F Cer 500 V 
C477 281-0612-00 5.6 pF Cer 200 V 0.5 pF 

C490 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C505 290-0340-00 10 oF Elect. 50V 10% 

C505 283-0134-00 0.47 nF Cer 50V + 80%—20% 

C514 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C515 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

C517 283-0177-00 1 F Cer 25V +80%—20% 
C518 290-0201-00 100 pF Elect. 15V 
C519 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
522 283-0000-00 0.001 nF Cer 500 V 
C530 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

C532 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C537 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C542 283-0177-00 LaF Cer 25V +80%—20%, 
C543 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C548 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 

C549 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C552 283-0134-00 0.47 pF Cer 50V +80%,—20% 
C553 290-0340-00 10 WF Elect. 50V 10% 
C578 283-0059-00 1 Cer 25V +80%—20% 
C580 283-0000-00 0.00) .F Cer 500 V 
C581 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 

Semiconductor Device, Diodes 

R40 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
R41 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
CR42 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
CR43 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
CR45 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 

CR46 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
CR364 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
CR365 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
CR401 152-0271-00 Silicon Voltage Variable Capacitance 

V-10E



OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Relays 

K47 *148-0034-00 Armature, dpdt, 15 V DC 
K48 *148-0034-00 Armature, dpdt, 15 V DC 
K490 =148-0034-00 Armature, dpdt, 15 V DC 

Inductors 

(364 *108-0095-01 1.4 pH 
L464 *108-0095-01 1.4 pH 
1503 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
505 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1515 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 

L517, 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1540 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1542 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
L550 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1552 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 

LR47 *108-0520-00 2.2"H_ (wound on a 229, %W, 5% resistor) 
LR4B *108-0520-00 2.21H (wound on a 222, \,W, 5% resistor) 
LR504 *108-0537-00 200 «H (wound on a 302, YaW, 5% resistor) 
LR507 *108-0520-00 2.2.H (wound on a 22, ¥,W, 5% resistor) 
LR508 *108-0520-00 2.2 1H (wound on a 222, %,W, 5% resistor) 

LRS509 *108-0520-00 2.2nH (wound on a 229, 4 W, 5% resistor) 
LRS11 *108-0519-00 2.2 nH (wound on a 109, %4W, 5% resistor) 
LR512 *108-0519-00 2.2nH (wound on a 102, %,W, 5% resistor) 
LRS14 *108-0520-00 2.2 uH (wound on a 222, 4 W, 5% resistor) 
LR516 *108-0537-00 200 H (wound on a 3029, YW, 5% resistor) 

LR520 *108-0520-00 2.2 4H (wound on a resistor) 
LR530 *108-0520-00 2.2 .H_ (wound on a resistor) 
LR537 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a resistor) 
LR541 *108-0537-00 200 1H {wound on a resistor) 
LR544 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a resistor) 

LR545 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a 222, 4 W, 5% resistor) 
LR548 *108-0520-00 2.2 »H (wound on a 229, YW, 5% resistor) 
LR549 *108-0520-00 2.2xH (wound on a 229, YW, 5% resistor) 
LR551 *108-0537-00 200 »H (wound on a 302, YW, 5% resistor) 
LR554 *108-0520-00 2.2 "H (wound on a 222, YW, 5% resistor) 

LR555 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a 222, YW, 5% resistor) 
LR557 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a 229, YW, 5% resistor) 

Transistors 

Q40 *150-0190-01 Silicon Tek Spec 
Q300 *151-0268-00 Silicon Dual, Tek Spec 
Q320 *151-0267-00 Silicon Dual, Tek Spec 
Q330 151-0202-00 Silicon 2N4261 

Q340 151-0202-00 Silicon 2N4261 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Transistors (cont) 

Q350 *151-0212-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
Q3'0 *151-0259-00 icon Selected from 2N3563 
Q370 *151-0212.00 icon Tek Spec 
Q380 *151-0259-00 Silicon Selected from 2N3563 

Q430 151-0202-00 Silicon 2N4261 

Q440 151-0202-00 Silicon 2N4261 
Q450 *151-0212-00 Silicon Tek Spec 

Q460 *151-0259-00 Silicon Selected from 2N3563 
Qa70 *151-0212-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
480 +151-0259-00 Silicon Selected from 2N3563 

Q520 *151-0190-01 Silicon Tek Spec 
Q530 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 

Resistors 

Resistors are fixed, composition, +10% unless otherwise indicated. 

R41 321-0215-00 1.69 k2 Va W Prec 1% 

R42 321-0215-00 1.69 kQ Ya W Prec 1% 
R45 315-0123-00 12k2 Ya W 5% 
R46 315-0363-00 36k2 “a W 5% 
R47 315-0104-00 100 kQ YW 5% 

R49 321-0292-00 10.7 kQ Ve W Prec 1% 
RSIA 315-0154-00 150 kQ YW 5% 
RSIB 315-0753-00 75k2 YW 5% 
R52A 321-0344-00 37.4k2 Ye W Prec 1% 
R52B 315-0154-00 150 kQ VW 5% 

R53 315-0753-00 75k2 YW 5% 
R54 315-0154-00 150 kQ YW 5% 
R55 315-0513-00 51k2 YW 5% 
R56 315-0753-00 75 kQ YW 5% 
RS7 315-0154-00 150 ko YW 5% 

R58 315-0753-00 75 kQ YW 5% 
R59 321-0344-00 37.4k2 Ye W Prec 1% 
R177 311-0816-00 2.5k2, Var 
R300 311-0635-00 1kQ, Vor 
R301 321-0032-00 212 Ye W Prec 1% 

R302 321-0182-00 7682 Ye W Prec 1% 
R303 307-0124-00 5kQ Thermal 
R304 317-0271-00 2702 Ye W 5% 
R305 322-0212-00 1,58 kQ YW Prec 1% 
R306 317-0124-00 120 ka Ya W 5% 

R307 311-0827-00 2509, Var 
R308 317-0683-00 68k2 Ve W 5% 
R311 321-0051-00 33.22 Ye W Prec 1% 
R312 321-0702-00 302 Ye W Prec Yate 
R313 325-0043-00 22.52 Ye W Prec “e%



Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Resistors (cont) 

R315 321-0039-00 24.92 Ye W Prec 1% 
R316, 321-0793-03 7.52 Ya W Prec V%o 
R318 321-0058-00 39.22 Ye W Prec 1% 
R319 317-0130-00 139 Ye W 5% 
R320 322-0205-00 1.33 ka YW Prec 1% 

R322 317-0561-00 5602 Ye W 5% 
R323 317-0332-00 3.3k2 Ve W 5% 
R326 317-0471-00 4702 Ye W 5% 
R327, 321-0097-00 1009 Ye W Prec 1% 
R328 321-0120-00 1749 Ye W Prec 1% 

R329 311-0828-00 5kQ, Vor 
R331 321-0181-00 7502 YW Prec 1% 
R332 321-0055-00 36.52 Ye W Prec 1% 
R334 315-0512-00 5.1k2 VW 5% 
R335 311-0607-00 10kQ, Var 

R337 317-0391-00 3902 Ve W 5% 
R340 321-0088-00 80.62 Ye W Prec 1% 
R344 317-0101-00 1002 Ye W 5% 
R350 321-0039-00 24.92 Yew Prec 1% 
R351 321-0168-00 549.0 Ye W Prec 1% 

R354 315-0151-00 1509 YW 5% 
R357 317-0132-00 1.3ko Ye W 5% 
R358 317-0272-00 2.7 k2 Ye W 5% 
R360 311-0643-00 50.9, Var 
R362 321-0147-00 3322 Ve W Prec 1% 

R370 315-0470-00 472 YW 5% 
R371 311-0605-00 2002, Var 
R372 321-0024-00 1742 Ye W Prec 1% 
R373 321-0153-00 383.9 Ya W Prec 1% 
R374 317-0151-00 1502 Ve W 5% 

R375 315-0151-00 1502 v4 W 5% 
R377 317-0132-00 1.3kQ Ye W 5% 
R378 : 317-0272-00 27 ka Ya W 5% 
R380 311-0643-00 509, Var 
R382 321-0147-00 3322 Ye W Prec 1% 

R401 321-0032-00 219 Ye W Prec 1% 
R402 321-0182-00 7682 Ve W Prec 1% 
R404 317-0271-00 2702 Ve W 5% 
R407 322-0215-00 1.69 k2 YW Prec 1% 
R408 317-0683-00 68kQ Ye W 5% 

R411 321-0051-00 33.29 Ye W Prec 1% 
R413 325-0043.00 2252 Ye W Prec a %o 
R415 321-0039-00 2492 Ye W Prec W% 
R416 321-0793-03 97.52 Ve W Prec “Us 
R418 321-0058-00 39.22 Ye W Prec 1%



Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Resistors (cont) 

R420 322-0205-00 1.33 ka YW Prec 1% 
R426 317-0471-00 4702 YW 5% 
R427 321-0097-00 1002 Ye W Prec 1% 
R428 321-0120-00 1749 Ye W Prec 1% 
R431 321-0181-00 7502 Ye W Prec 1% 

R432 311-0609-00 2kQ, Var 
R434 315-0302-00 3k2 YW 5% 
R437 317-0391-00 3902 Ye W 5% 
R439 317-0121-00 1202 Ye W 5% 
R440 321-0088-00 80.62 VY— W Prec 1% 

R451 321-0168-00 5492 Ye W Prec 1% 
R454 315-0151-00 1509 YW 5% 
R456 317-0150-00 152 Ye W 5% 
R462 321-0147-00 3322 Ye W Prec 1% 
R470 315-0470-00 472 YW 5% 

R473 321-0153-00 383.2 Yew Prec 1% 
R475, 315-0151-00 1502 YW 5% 
R477 317-0047-00 472 Ye W 5% 
R482 321-0147-00 3322 Ye W Prec 1% 
R521 321-0212-00 1.58 kQ Ye W Prec 1% 

R522 321-0226-00 2.21 kQ Ve W Prec 1% 
R523 315-0241-00 2402 YW 5% 
R525 315-0681-00 680 2 YW 5% 
R531 321-0226-00 2.21 ka Ye W Prec 1% 
R532 321-0212-00 158k Ye W Prec 1% 

R533 315-0241-00 2402 YW 5% 
R535 301-0241-00 2402 Y,W 5% 
R570 308-0530-00 4.51 kQ 1W WW 1% 
R572 308-0530-00 451 kQ 1W WW 1% 
R573 311-0558-00 500 2, Var 

R574 308-0528-00 1.45 kQ (nominal value) Selected 
R575 311-0226-00 500 2, Var 
R576 308-0316-00 31kQ YW WW 1% 
R578 315-0102-00 1ka YW 5% 
R579 315-0102-00 1kQ YW 5% 
R580 315-0103-00 10kQ YW 5% 

R589 
R590 
R591 
R592 
R593 
R594 308-0547-00 1kQ Matched set 
R595 
R596 

R597 
R598 
R599



Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

OUTPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
ff Ckt. No. Part No. E Disc Description 

Switch 

Wired or Unwired 

S45 260-0760-00 Micro 

DECIMAL LIGHTS Circuit Board Assembly 

*670-1045-00 Complete Board 

Bulbs 

Ds10 *150-0048-01 Incandescent #683, selected 
DSé5 *150-0048-01 Incandescent #683, selected 
S70 *150-0048-01 Incandescent #683, selected 
Ds75 *150-0048-01 Incandescent #683, selected 

Resistor 

Resistors are fixed, composition, 10% unless otherwise indicated. 

R577" *670-1045-00 5kQ, Var 

Switch 

Wired or Unwired 

R575" *670-1045-00 Rotary COMPARISON 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly 

*670-1046-00 Complete Board 

Capacitors 

Tolerance -+20% unless otherwise indicated. 
60 283-0059-00 1 yF Cer 25V +80% —20% 
C63 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C65 283-0000-00 0.001 nF Cer 500 V 
C66 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
70 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

C75 283-0000-00 0.001 F Cer 500 V 
102 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350V 
cio 281-0525-00 470 pF Cer 500 V 
cn2 283-0594-00 0.001 uF Mica 100 V 1% 
C13 281-0123-00 5-25 pF Cer 100 V 

See Mechanical Parts List for replacement ports. 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Capacitors (cont) 

Cl7z 281-0672-00 11.4 pF Cer 500 V 1% 
122 281-0650-00 18 pF Cer 200 V 10% 
C124 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
131 283-0651-00 430 pF Mica 500 V \% 
134 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var ‘Tub. 

143 283.0026-00 0.2 nF Cer 25V 
C150 281-0092-00 9-35 pF, Var Cer 
C162 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
C163 281-0122-00 2.5-9 pF, Var Cer 100V 
C166 283-0000-00 0.001 .F Cer 500 V 

C170 281-0653-00 3.3 pF Cer 200V +1 pF 
c7 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
C172 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C176 283-0000-00 0.001 nF Cer 500 V 
C178 281-0650-00 18 pF Cer 200 V 10% 

c181 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C183 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350 V 
C187 281-0123-00 5-25 pF, Var Cer 100 V 
190 283-0077-00 330 pF Cer 500 V 5% 
cig 281-0609-00 1 pF Cer 200 V 10%, 

C197 281-0543-00 270 pF Cer 500 V 10% 
202 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350 V 
C210 281-0525-00 470 pF Cer 500 V 
C212 283-0594-00 0.001 pF Mica 100 V Ww 
C213 281-0123-00 5-25-pF, Var Cer 100V 

C217 281-0672-00 11.4 pF Cer 500 V 1% 
C222 281-0650-00 18 pF Cer 200V 10%, 
C224 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
C231 283-0651-00 430 pF Mica 500 V 1% 
C234 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 

C243 283-0026-00 0.2 F Cer 25V 
C250 281-0092-00 9-35 pF, Var Cer 
C262 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
C271 281-0064-00 0.25-1.5 pF, Var Tub. 
272 283-0000-00 0.001 nF Cer 500 V 

C278 281-0656-00 22 pF Cer 200V 5% 
C281 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C283 281-0523-00 100 pF Cer 350 V 
290 283.0077-00 330 pF Cer 500 V 5% 
C291 281-0609-00 1 pF Cer 200 V 10% 

C297 281-0543-00 270 pF Cer 500 V 10% 
C507 283-0000-00 0.001 F Cer 500 V 
508 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
509 283-0000-00 0.001 .F Cer 500 V 
csi 283-0001-00 0.005 j.F Cer 500V



Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Capacitors (cont) 

C512 283-0001-00 0.005 pF Cer 500 V 
520 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
527 283-0000-00 0.001 pF Cer 500 V 
C528 283-0178-00 0.1 ar Cer 100V +80%—20% 
C538 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

C544 283-0000-00 0.001 .F Cer 500 V 
C545 283-0000-00 0.001 .F Cer 500 V 
C546 283-0000-00 0.001 »F Cer 500 V 
C554 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 
C555 283-0000-00 0.001 uF Cer 500 V 

C557 283-0000-00 0.001 nF Cer 500 V 
C562 283-0177-00 1 pF Cer 25V +80% —20% 
C565 290-0139-00 180 pF Elect. 6v 
C546 283-0177-00 VF Cer 25V +80%—20% 
C567 290-0114-00 47 iF Elect. 6v 

C568 283-0177-00 1 aF Cer 25V +80%—20% 
C569 283-0000-00 0.001 .F Cer 500 V 

Semiconductor Device, Diodes 

CROs *152.0185.00 n Replaceable by 1N4152 
CRO? *152-0185-00 n Replaceable by 1N4152 
R77 *152-0185-00 si Replaceable by 1N4152 
cri01 *152-0367-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
R102 *152.0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 

R103 152-0394-00 Zener 1N3046B, 1 W, 47V, 5% 
cRII0 *152.0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
cRI12 *152-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
R134 *152-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
R150" *153-0039-01 Silicon Tek Spec 

R152 *152.0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
R154 *152.0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by IN4152 
VRI55 152.0395-00 Zener IN749A, 400 mW, 4.3V, 5% 
R156 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
VRI57 152.0395-00 Zener IN749A, 400 mW, 4.3V, 5% 

R158 *152.0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
R166 152-0395-00 IN749A, 400 mW, 4.3V, 5% 
cri82 *152-0185-00 Replaceable by 1N4152 
R201 *152-0367-00 Tek Spec 
R202 *152.0061-00 Tek Spec 

R203 152-0394.00 Zener 1N3036B 1 W, 47V, 5% 
R210 *152-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
R212 *152-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
R234 *152-0061-00 Silicon Tek Spec 
R250"? *153.0039-01 Silicon Tek Spec 

*CRISO and CR250 fumished os a matched poir. 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Semiconductor Device, Diodes (cont) 

R252 *152-0185-00 Replaceable by 1N4152 
R254 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 
R282 *152-0185-00 Silicon Replaceable by 1N4152 

Relays 

K60A *148-0035-00 Armature, spdt, 15 V DC 
K60B *148-0035-00 Armature, spdt, 15 V DC 

Inductors 

1278 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1563 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1564 *120-0382-00 Toroid, 14 turns single 
1565 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
1566 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 

1567 *120-0382-00 Toroid, 14 turns single 
1568 276-0507-00 Core, ferramic suppressor 
LR527 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a 229, YW, 5% resistor) 
LR538 *108-0520-00 2.2 nH (wound on a 222, 4 W, 5% resistor) 
LR546 *108-0520-00 2.2 wH (wound on a 222, 4 W, 5% resistor) 
LR569 *108-0520-00 2.2 xH (wound on a 222, ' W, 5% resistor) 

Transistors 

Q60 *151-0192-00 Silicon Replaceable by MPS 6521 
Q65 151-0254-00 Silicon TO-98 D16P4 
Q70 151-0254-00 Silicon TO-98 DI6P4 
Q75 151-0254-00 Silicon TO-98 DI6P4 
Q105 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 

Qilo 151-0250-00 Silicon 2N5184 
Quis *151-0103-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N2219 
Qiis *151-0230-00 Silicon Selected from 40235 
Qi20" *153-0559-00 FET Tek Spec 
Q130 *151-0268-00 Silicon Dual, Tek Spec 

Q140 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 
Ql4s* *153-0576-00 Selected from SE7056 
Q1s2"* *153-0575-00 Selected from 40235 
Q160 *151-0268-00 Silicon Dual, Tek Spec 
Ql65 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 

“Fumished os © matched pair with Q220. 
“Furnished os a matched pair with Q245. 

“Furnished as a matched pair with Q252. 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Transistors (cont) 

Qi7o" *153.0574-00 Silicon Selected from 2N2219 
Qi80 *151-0190-01 Silicon Tek Spec 
Qis2 151-0221-00 Silicon 2N4258 
Qigs *151.0272-00 Silicon Dual, Tek Spec 
Q195 *151-0272.00 Silicon Dual, Tek Spec 

205 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 
Q20 151-0250-00 Silicon 2N5184 
Q2i5 *151-0103-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N2219 
Q2i8 *151-0230-00 Silicon Selected from 40235 
Q220"* *153-0559.00 FET Tek Spec 

Q240 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 
Q245'* *153-0576-00 Silicon Selected from SE7056 
252" *153.0575-00 Silicon Selected from 40235 
Q255 *151-0103-00 Silicon Replaceable by 2N2219 
258 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 

Q2770" *153-0574-00 Silicon Selected from 2N2219 
280 *151-0190-01 Silicon Tek Spec 
Q282 151-0221-00 Silicon 2N4258 
500 151-0220-00 Silicon 2N4122 
505 151-0260-00 Silicon 2N5189 

Resistors 
Resistors are fixed, composition, +10% unless otherwise indicated. 

R61 315-0822-00 8.2ka YW 5% 
R63 321-0271-00 6.49 kD Ye W Prec 1% 
R64 321-0352-00 45.3k2 Ye W Prec 1% 
R6S 321-0404-00 158 kQ Ye W Prec 1% 

R66 321-0434-00 324 kQ “ew Prec 1% 
R71 321-0349-00 42.2k2 Ye W Prec 1% 
R72 315-0302-00 3ka UW 5% 
R73 321-0281-00 8.25 ka Ya W Prec 1% 
R74 321-0377-00 82.5 ko Ye W Prec 1% 

R75, 321-0297-00 12.1 kQ Ya W Prec 1% 
R76 315-0512-00 5.1kQ YW 5% 
R77 321-0347-00 40.2 ka Ve W Prec 1% 
R103 317-0104-00 100 k2 Ye W 5% 
R104 323-0318-00 20kQ Ya W Prec 1% 

“Q170 and Q270 fumished os a matched poir. 
“Furnished os @ matched pair with Q120. 
“Furnished os @ matched pair with Q145. 
Furnished as a matched pair with Q152. 
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Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Resistors (cont) 

R105 315-0221-00 2202 YW 5% 
R109 323-0304-00 14,3 ka YW Prec 1% 
R112 321-0276-00 7.32 ka %W Prec 1% 
R113 317-0750-00 752 “mW 5% 
RIS 317-0101-00 1002 YW 5% 

R17 317-0222.00 22k2Q YW 5% 
R119 317-0181-00 1800 YW 5% 
R122 317-0111-00 1109 Ye W 5% 
R124 321-0212.00 1.58 ko YW Prec 1% 
R126 321-0190-00 919 Ye W Prec 1% 

R131 315-0681-00 6802 “WwW 5% 
R134 321-0195-00 1.05 ka “WwW Prec 1% 
R140 321-0356-00 49.9 k2 YW Prec 1% 
R141 321-0356-00 49.9 kQ % W Prec 1% 
R143, 321-0308-00 15.8kQ Ye W Prec 1% 

R145 317-0101-00 1002 Ve W 5% 
R147 308-0527-00 1.4k2 3w ww 1% 
R152 321-0314-00 18.2k2 YW Prec 1% 
R155 317-0472-00 47kQ YW 5% 
R156 315-0103-00 10kQ YW 5% 

R157 317-0472-00 47k2 Ye W 5% 
R160 317-0562-00 5.6kQ YeW 5% 
R162 321-0099-00 105.2 Ye W Prec 1% 
R163 315-0301-00 300.2 YW 5% 
R164 317-0331-00 3309 YW 5% 

R166 315-0163.00 16k2 YW 5% 
R167 311-0609-00 2kQ, Var 
R168 317-0202-00 2k2 Yew 5% 
R169 317-0200-00 202 Ye W 5% 
R170 317-0300-00 302 Ye W 5% 

R172 317-0203-00 20k2 Yew 5% 
R173 311-0497-00 50k2, Var 
RI74 315-0393-00 39 kN YW 5% 
R176 315-0304.00 300 ka YW 5% 
R178 321-0077-00 61.9k2 YW Prec 1% 

R179 317-0221-00 2202 Ve W 5% 
R180 317-0752-00 7.5k2Q Ye W 5% 
Rig} 315-0513-00 51 k2 YW 5% 
R182 315-0103-00 10k2 YW 5% 
R183 315-0302-00 3kQ YW 5% 

R184 321-0093-00 90.92 Ye W Prec 1% 
R185 321-0047-00 30.19 Ye W Prec 1% 
R186 308-0526.00 2.37 ka 3wW ww 1% 
R187 311-0622-00 1002, Var 
R188 321-0095-00 95.32 YW Prec 1% 
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INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt. No. Part No. Eff Disc Description 

Resistors (cont) 

R189 323-0193-00 1kQ YW Prec 1% 
R190 321-0150-00 3572 Ye W Prec 1% 
RI91 321-0072-00 54.92 Ye W Prec 1% 
R192 321-0072-00 5499 Ye W Prec 1% 
R193 321-0794-03 6752 Ye W Prec Ya% 

R194 325-0042-00 152 Ya W Prec ato 
R195 322-0193-00 1kQ YW Prec 1% 
R196 311-0704-00 5002, Var 
R197 315-0271-00 2702 YW 5% 
R198 315-0101-00 1002 Va W 5% 

R199 321-0120-00 17492 Ye W Prec 1% 
R203 317-0104-00 100 ka Ve W 5% 
R204 323-0318-00 20k2 YW Prec 1% 
R205 315-0221-00 2202 YW 5% 
R209 323-0304-00 14.3k2 Yo W Prec 1% 

R212 321-0276-00 7.32k2 Ye W Prec 1% 
R213 317-0750-00 752 Ye W 5% 
R215 317-0101-00 1002 Ye W 5% 
R217 317-0222-00 2.2ka Ya W 5% 
R219 317-0181-00 18092 Ye W 5% 

R222 317-0111-00 1109 Ya W 5% 
R224 321-0212-00 1.58kQ Ve W Prec 1% 
R226 321-0190-00 9312 Ve W Prec 1% 
R231 315-0681-00 6802 YW 5% 
R234 321-0195-00 1.05 ko Ye W Prec 1% 

R240 321-0356-00 49.9 kD Ye W Prec 1% 
R241 321-0356-00 49.IkD Ya W Prec 1% 
R243 321-0308-00 15.8 ko Ve W Prec 1% 
R245, 317-0101-00 1002 Ya W 5% 
R247 308-0527-00 1.4kQ 3W Www 1% 

R252 321-0314-00 18.2 kQ Ye W Prec 1% 
R254 321-0356-00 49IKD Ve W Prec 1% 
R255 321-0356-00 49.9 kD Ye W Prec 1% 
R256 315-0103-00 10kQ YW 5% 
R257 315-0243-00 24kO YW 5% 

R258 317-0101-00 1002 Ye W 5% 
R259 308-0496-00 1ka 2.5W Ww 1% 
R260 317-0562-00 5.6k2 Ye W 5% 
R262 321-0099-00 1052 Ya W Prec 1% 
R269 317-0200-00 202 Ya W 5% 

R272 317-0203-00 20k2 Ve W 5% 
R278 321-0077-00 6192 Ya W Prec 1% 
R279 317-0221-00 2202 Ve W 5% 
R280 317-0752-00 7.5kQ Ye W 5% 
R281 315-0513-00 51ko YW 5%



Electrical Parts List—Type 7A13 

INPUT Circuit Board Assembly (cont) 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Eff Ckt. No. Part No. Disc Description 

Resistors (cont) 

10 ko YW 
3kQ YW 
9.92 Ya W 
30.19 Ye W 
2.37 ka 3W 

100.2, Var 
1kQ %,W 
3572 Ya W 
54.9.0 “My W 
54.92 “mW 

6752 YW 
1ko YW 
2709 YW 
1749 Ye W 
24.9 kQ Y_W 

24.9 k2 Ve W 
8.2k2 YW 
3002 1W 
3019 YW 
192 “Ww 

519 Yew 
519 “%W 

BANDWIDTH Circuit Board Assembly 

R282 315.0103.00 
R283 315.0302-00 
R284 321-0093-00 
R285 321-0047-00 
R286 308-0526.00 

R288 311-0433.00 
R289 323-0193.00 
R290 321-0150.00 
R291 321-0072-00 
R292 321-0072.00 

R293 321-0794.03 
R295 322-0193-00 
R297 315.0271-00 
R299 321-0120.00 
R501 321-0327-00 

R502 321-0327-00 
R503 315-0822-00 
R505 303-0301 -00 
R528 321-0143.00 
R563 *308.0433-00 

R565 317-0510-00 
R566 317-0510-00 

*670-1073-00 

Ds490 *150-0093-01 

Wired or Unwired 

$490" *670-1073-00 

“See Mechanical Parts List for replacement parts. 
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SECTION 7 

DIAGRAMS 

and 

MECHANICAL PARTS ILLUSTRATIONS 

The following special symbols are used on the diagrams: 

@ Screwdriver adjustment 

| | Front or rear-panel control or connector. 

& Refers to the indicated diagram. 

—o4— connection soldered to circuit board. 

“eZ > Nhe line encloses components located on 
circuit board. 

mn a4 Test point. 
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VOLTAGE AND WAVEFORM CONDITIONS 

DC circuit voltages were measured with a digital multimeter having an 
accuracy of 0.1%; input impedance is greater than 1 kKMQ on the 1.500 volt 
range and 10 MQ on the higher ranges. All voltages were measured with 
respect to chassis ground unless noted otherwise. 

Waveforms shown are actual photographs taken with a Tektronix Oscillo- 
scope Camera System and Projected Graticule. Test oscilloscope* deflection 
factor and sweep rate conditions are noted adjacent to each waveform. AC 
coupling was used to obtain photographs of the waveform amplitudes. The 
test oscilloscope was externally triggered by the 4 V calibrator signal that 
was applied from the Indicator oscilloscope* to the Type 7A13 and Test 
oscilloscope. External triggering enables the waveform polarity to be shown 
with respect to the input signal. 

The test oscilloscope used for obtaining the waveform photographs had 
the following minimum characteristics: Deflection factor, 1 mV/div to .1 

V/div (10 mV/div to 1 V/div with a 10X probe); AC coupled input; fre- 
quency response, 2 Hz to 10 MHz; sweep rate, 0.2 ms/div. 

Type 7A13 Control Settings 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) 
Polarity Pushbuttons released 
Selector As is 
FINE As is 

AC (for waveforms) 
INPUT Mode GND (for voltages) 
—INPUT Mode GND 
VOLTS/DIV 1V 
VARIABLE (VOLTS/DIV) CAL (CW, in detent) 
PULL VAR FOR X10 Vc RANGE Pushed in 
VAR BAL As is 

BW 5 MHz 

POSITION For centered trace 
or display 

Rin ~ ~ (see Fig. 2-1, Operating Instructions) Rin = ~1 MQ 

*The test oscilloscope is used for signal tracing and obtaining waveform photographs. The indicator 

oscilloscope is the oscilloscope that accepts the Type 7A13 Plug-In Unit.
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FIGURE AND INDEX NUMBERS 

Items in this section are referenced by figure and index numbers to the illustrations which 
appear either on the back of the diagrams or on pullout pages immediately following the 
diagrams of the instruction manval. 

INDENTATION SYSTEM 

This mechanical parts list is indented to indicate item relationships. Following is an 
example of the indentation system used in the Description column. 

Assembly and/or Component 
Detail Part of Assembly and/or Component 
mounting hardware for Detail Part 

Ports of Detail Part 
mounting hardware for Parts of Detail Part 

mounting hardware for Assembly and/or Component 

Mounting hardware always appears in the same indentation as the item it mounts, 
while the detail parts are indented to the right. Indented items are part of, and included 
with, the next higher indentation. 

Mounting hardware must be purchased separately, unless otherwise specificed. 

PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION 

Replacement parts are available from or through your local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office 
or representative. 

Changes to Tektronix instruments are sometimes made to accommodate improved 
components as they become available, and to give you the benefit of the latest circuit 
improvements developed in our engineering department. It is therefore important, when 
ordering parts, to include the following information in your order: Part number, instru- 
ment type or number, serial or model number, and modification number if applicable. 

If a part you have ordered has been replaced with a new or improved part, your 
local Tektronix, Inc. Field Office or representative will contact you concerning any change 
in part number. 

Change information, if any, is located at the rear of this manual. 

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

For an explanation of the abbreviations and symbols used in this section, please refer 
to the page immediately preceding the Electrical Parts List in this instruction manual.
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Type 7A13 

SECTION 8 

MECHANICAL PARTS LIST 
FIGURE 1 EXPLODED 

Fig. & Q 
No. Tektronix Serial/Model No. t Faery 

Index Part No. Eff Diss yy tacas Description 

1-1 366-1023-00 1 KNOB, gray—FINE 
ttre - knob includes: 
213-0153-00 1 SETSCREW, 5-40 x 0.125 inch, HSS 

-2  366-1170-00 1 KNOB, gray—-COMPARISON VOLTAGE 
ctr - knob includes: 

213-0153-00 1 SETSCREW, 5-40 x 0.125 inch, HSS 
-3 670-1045-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board —COMPARISON VOLTAGE (Vc) 

settee - assembly includes: 
388-1142-00 1 BOARD, circuit 

-4—— 131-0589-00 5 TERMINAL, pin, 0.50 inch long 
-5 — 200-1034-00 1 COVER, lamp 

see eee - mounting hardware: (not included w/cover) 
-6 — 211-0097-00 2 SCREW, 4-40 x 5/16 inch, PHS 

settee = mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly) 
7 —-211-0538-00 2 SCREW, 6-32 x 5/1 inch, 100° csk, FHS 

-8 — 366-1170-00 1 KNOB, gray—VAR BAL 
settee - knob includes: 
213-0153-00 1 SETSCREW, 5-40 x 0.125 inch, HSS 

-- eee 1 RESISTOR, variable (not shown) 
- ste - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor) 

-9 — 361-0143-00 1 SPACER, ring 
-10  210-0583-00 1 NUT, hex., 1/4-32 x 5/g inch 

-11 366-1059-00 1 PUSHBUTTON, gray—Vec REF-IDENT 
-12  366-1077-00 1 KNOB, gray—POSITION 
cee - knob includes: 

213-0020-00 1 SETSCREW, 6-32 x Ye inch, HSS 
AZ o------ 1 RESISTOR, variable 

cote - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor) 
-14 210-0046-00 1 WASHER, lock, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD 
15 210-0583-00 1 NUT, hex., 4-32 x %/6 inch 

-16 366-1082-00 1 KNOB, gray—VARIABLE CAL 

cette - knob includes: 
213-0153-00 1 SETSCREW, 5-40 x 0.125 inch, HSS 

17 366-1123-00 1 KNOB, gray—VOLTS/DIV 
-seeee - knob includes: 
213-0153-00 1 SETSCREW, 5-40 x 0.125 inch, HSS 

-18 — 260-1033-00 1 SWITCH, unwired—VOLTS/DIV 
is 3 Se & - mounting hardware: (not included w/ switch) 

19 210-1084-00 1 WASHER, key 
-20 210-0590-00 1 NUT, hex., /¢-32 x 7/1 inch 
-21  210-0405-00 4 NUT, hex., 2-56 x 7/4 inch 

-22  210-0001-00 4 WASHER, lock, internal, #2



Mechanical Parts List—Type 7A13 

FIGURE 1 EXPLODED (cont) 

Fig. & Q 
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t tpt 
No. Part No. Eff Diss ya 2o4s Derrinfien 

1-23 384-0701-00 1 EXTENSION SHAFT 
-24  105-0077-00 1 STOP, rotary switch 

steele - stop includes: 
213-0048-00 1 SETSCREW, 4-40 x V/s inch, HSS 

-25 354-0330-00 2 RING, retaining 
-26 105-0078-00 1 STOP, rotary switch 
-27 —343-0178-00 1 COLLAR, shaft 

trl : collar includes: 
213-0048-00 1 SETSCREW, 4-40 x Ys inch, HSS 

-28 376-0058-00 1 COUPLING, slide switch 
-29  376-0039-00 1 COUPLING 

st astra s coupling includes: 
213-0075-00 2 SETSCREW, 4-40 x 3/32 inch, HSS 

-30 — 260-0816-00 1 SWITCH, slide 
ttc = mounting hardware: (not included w/switch) 
210-0053-00 2 WASHER, lock, split, #2 

-31  210-0405-00 2 NUT, hex., 2-56 x %/¢ inch 

-32  384-0487-00 1 SHAFT, extension, plastic 
-33  376-0073-00 1 COUPLING HALF, shaft 

Sid = ees - coupling half includes: 
213-0048-00 1 SETSCREW, 4-40 x Ye inch, HSS 

-34  376-0072-00 1 COUPLING HALF, shaft 
a8 8 net 3 coupling half includes’ 
213-0048-00 1 SETSCREW, 4-40 x Ve inch, HSS 

-35  670-1073-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—BANDWIDTH 
se sees 2 assembly includes: 

-36 131-0589-00 3 TERMINAL, pin, 0.50 inch long 
-37 131-0590-00 i} TERMINAL, pin, 0.71 inch long 

380-0153-00 1 HOUSING, light 
se Gia * mounting hardware: (not included w/housing) 
213-0181-00 1 SCREW, thread forming, #2x 0.375 inch, PHS 
So 2 Se = - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly) 

-38 211-0156-00 1 SCREW, 1-72 1, inch, 82° esk, FHS 

-39  670-1042-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—VC POLARITY 
--- eee - assembly includes: 

-40 131-0589-00 6 TERMINAL, pin, 0.50 inch long 
380-0153-00 1 HOUSING, light 
fs eee ¢ mounting hardware: (not included w/housing) 
213-0181-00 1 SCREW, thread forming, #2 x 0.375 inch, PHS 
cee = mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly) 

-41— 211-0156-00 1 SCREW, 1-72x / inch, 82° csk, FHS 

42 670-1043-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board —ATTENUATOR 
2 Des2 - assembly includes: 

-43 131-0608-00 8 TERMINAL, pin, 0.364 inch long 
-44 — 136-0252-01 38 SOCKET, pin connector 

380-0155-00 2. HOUSING, light 
cee - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/housing) 
213-0181-00 1 SCREW, thread forming, #2 x 0.375 inch, PHS 
Se tone - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly) 

-45  211-0156-00 4 SCREW, 1-71 x Vy inch, 82° ¢sk, FHS 

8-2



Mechanical Parts List—Type 7A13 

FIGURE 1 EXPLODED (cont) 

Fig. & Q 
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t _ 
No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 12345 Description 

1-46 136-0187-00 SOCKET, 1 pin, black 1 
ass 2 oe = mounting hardware: (not included w/socket) 

47 210-0940-00 1 WASHER, flat, %4 ID x Yq inch OD 
1 

1 
-48 — 210-0223-00 LUG, solder, %4 ID x 7/6 inch OD, SE 

210-0583-00 NUT, hex., 4-32 x 5/6 

-49 — 358-0378-00 1 BUSHING, sleeve, plastic 
-50 358-0301-02 2 BUSHING, sleeve, plastic, 0.250 inch diameter 
Slo ------ 1 RESISTOR, variable 

cette - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor) 
210-0046-00 2 WASHER, lock, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD 

52 129-0213-00 1 POST, hex., 1.156 inches long 
-53  358-0377-00 1 BUSHING 

54 ------ 1 RESISTOR, variable 
-s-- ee - mounting hardware: {not included w/resistor) 
210-0046-00 2 WASHER, lock, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD 

55 210-0471-00 1 NUT, hex., 4-32 x S/g x '%/2 inch long 
-56 —358-0377-00 1 BUSHING 

-57 — 200-0103-00 1 CAP, binding post 
-58  355-0131-00 1 STUD, binding post 
-59 — 131-0679-00 2 CONNECTOR, receptacle, BNC w/hardware 
-60 378-0613-00 1 LENS, indicator light 
-61  378-0621-00 1 LENS HOLDER ASSEMBLY 
-62 384-0488-00 1 SHAFT, extension 
-63  376-0029-00 1 COUPLING 

vee ee ‘ coupling includes: 
213-0075-00 2 SETSCREW, 4-40 x %/32 inch, HSS 

-64 —384-0700-00 1 EXTENSION SHAFT, plastic 
-65 376-0051-00 1 COUPLING, flexible 
— = coupting includes: 
354-0251-00 2 RING, coupling 
376-0049-00 1 COUPLING, plastic 
213-0048-00 4 SETSCREW, 4-40 x Ye inch, HSS 

-66 352-0084-01 1 HOLDER, neon 
-67 378-0541-00 1 LENS, neon 
-68 — 200-0609-00 1 CAP, lamp holder, plastic 
-69 —333-1095-00 1 PANEL, front 
-70 386-1447-03 1 SUBPANEL, front 
71 366-1058-02 1 KNOB, latch 

cet - mounting hardware: (not included w/knob) 
214-1095-00 1 PIN, spring, split 

72 105-0076-00 1 RELEASE BAR, latch 
73 214-1280-00 1 SPRING, helical compression 
74 348-0235-00 2 SHIELDING GASKET 
75 214-1054-00 1 SPRING, flat, latch detent 
-76 —105-0075-00 1 BODY, latch, plastic 
77 214-1061-00 1 SPRING, flat, sliding ground 
78 426-0499-01 1 FRAME SECTION, bottom 

sete - mounting hardware’ (not included w/frame section) 
79 213-0192-00 2 SCREW, thread forming, 6-32 x 1/2 inch, Fil HS 

8-3



Mechanical Parts List—Type 7A13 

FIGURE 1 EXPLODED (cont) 

Fig. & Q 
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t _ 
No. Part No. Eff Diss yy 12345 Description 

1-80 426.0505.01 1 FRAME SECTION, top 
ose alice - mounting hardwore: (not included w/frame section) 

81 213.0192.00 2 SCREW, thread forming, 6-32 x "Vy inch, Fil HS 

82. 407-0493-00 1 BRACKET, support 
ene = mounting hardware: (not included w/bracket) 
210-0586.00 3 NUT, keps, 4-40 x '%y inch 

83 211-0101-00 3 SCREW, 4-40 x '/, inch, 100° esk, FHS 

84 348-0171-00 1 GROMMET, plastic, U shaped 
‘85 337-1040.00 1 SHIELD, electrical, bottom 
eee = mounting hardware: {not included w/shield) 
213-0055.01 4 SCREW, thread forming, 2-32 3/4 inch, PHS 

86 337-1042.00 1 SHIELD ASSEMBLY, electrical 
voles = mounting hardware: (not included w/shield assembly) 
213.0055.01 4 SCREW, thread forming, 2-32 x 3/, inch, PHS 
210-1008-00 xB010128 4 WASHER, flat, 0.090 ID x 0.188 inch OD 
211-0008.00 2 SCREW, 4.40 x Ys inch, PHS 

87 337-1041-00 1 SHIELD, electrical, top 
a inc 3 I = mounting hardware: (not included w/shield) 
213-0088-00 2 SCREW, thread forming, #4 x Vy inch, PHS 

88 670-1044.00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—OUTPUT 
ee = assembly includes: 
388.1141-00 1 BOARD, circuit 

89 131-0566.00 2 LINK, terminal 
"90 131-0589.00 43 TERMINAL, pin, 0.50 inch long 
91 131-0590-00 27 TERMINAL, pin, 0.71 inch long 
92 131-0608.00 2 TERMINAL, pin, 0.375 inch long 
93 136-0220.00 3 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin, square 
94 136-0252.01 48 SOCKET, pin connector 
95 136-0337-00 3 SOCKET, relay, 8 pin 
96 214.0579.00 13 PIN, fest point 
7 sshies 1 RESISTOR, variable 
rer - mounting hardware: (not included w/resistor) 

98 407.0581.00 1 BRACKET, component 
210-0046-00 1 WASHER, lock, internal, 0.261 ID x 0.400 inch OD 

99 210.0583-00 1 NUT, hex, 4-32 x Sg inch 

100 - : 1 RESISTOR, variable 
: : = mounting hardware: {not included w/resistor) 

101 407.0580.00 1 BRACKET, component 
210-0046.00 1 WASHER’ lock, internal, 0.261 1D x 0.400 inch OD 

102. 210.0583.00 1 NUT, hex, 4-32 x Sf inch 
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Mechanical Parts List—Type 7A13 

FIGURE 1 EXPLODED (cont) 

Fig. & Q 
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t says 

No. _ Part No. Eff Disc y_2aes Description 

1-103. 260-0760-00 1 SWITCH, sensitive snap action 
wee : mounting hardware: (not included w/switch) 

-104 407-0498-00 1 BRACKET, switch 
-105  211-0034-00 2 SCREW, 2-56 x 1/2 inch, RHS 

210-0938-00 2 WASHER, flat, #2 
210-0001 -00 2 WASHER, lock, internal, #2 

-106 210-0405-00 2 NUT, hex., 2-56 x %/¢ inch 
-107 220-0547-01 6 NUT, block 

settee - mounting hardware for each: (not included w/nut) 
-108 211-0116-00 1 SCREW, sems, 4-40 x 5/6 inch, PHB 

ttre - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly) 
-109 211-0101-00 6 SCREW, 4-40°x '/, inch, 100° csk, FHS. 

-110 388-1195-00 1 CIRCUIT BOARD, RF shield 
-111 670-1046-00 1 ASSEMBLY, circuit board—INPUT 

Bie 5 6 fee - assembly includes: 
388-1143-00 1 BOARD, circuit 

-112 131-0183-00 2 CONNECTOR, terminal feed-thru 
358-0136-00 2 BUSHING, plastic 

-113 131-0566-00 4 LINK, terminal 
-114 131-0589-00 15 TERMINAL, pin, 0.50 inch long 
-115 136-0183-00 3 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin 
-116 136-0220-00 10 SOCKET, transistor, 3 pin, square 
-117 136-0252-01 72 SOCKET, pin connector 
-118 136-0263-01 7 SOCKET, pin terminal 
-119 136-0323-00 2 SOCKET, transistor, 4 pin, plastic 
-120 136-0336-00 2 SOCKET, relay, 5 pin 
-121 136-0352-00 4 SOCKET, connector pin 
-122 214-0579-00 1 PIN, test point 
-123 214-0781-00 2 INSULATOR, plastic 

-124 214-1121-00 1 HEAT SINK, transistor 

-125 352-0044-00 1 HOLDER, plastic 
werkt th se egies : mounting hardware: (not included w/holder) 

-126 211-0007-00 2 SCREW, 4-40 x 3, inch, PHS 
385-0149-00 1 POST, plastic 

-127 211-0097-00 1 SCREW, 4-40 x %/14 inch, PHS 

-128 200-0945-00 1 COVER, half transistor 
-129 200-0945-01 1 COVER, half transistor, threaded 

Wisi oe Sow - mounting hardware: (not included w/cover) 
211-0062-00 1 SCREW, 2-56 x 5/16 inch, RHS 

-130 211-0155-00 6 SCREW, 4-40 x 0,081 inch, PHS 
Siete 34 mse - mounting hardware: (not included w/assembly) 

-131 214-1140-00 6 SPRING, helical compression 

-132 386-1402-00 1 PANEL, rear 
must es sae - mounting hardware: (not included w/panel) 

-133 213-0192-00 4 SCREW, thread forming, 6-32 x ¥/2 inch, Fil HS 
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Mechanical Parts List—Type 7A13 

FIGURE 1 EXPLODED (cont) 

Fig. & Q 
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. t ‘pti 
No. Part No. Eff Disc Y 12345 Description 

1-134 179-1430-00 1 WIRING HARNESS, main 
settee - wiring harness includes: 

-135 131-0621-00 40 CONNECTOR, terminal, straight 
-136 131-0707-00 13 CONNECTOR, terminal, straight 
-137  352-0163-00 2 HOLDER, terminal connector, 5 wire 
-138 352-0169-00 1 HOLDER, terminal connector, 2 wire 
-139 352-0171-00 9 HOLDER, terminal connector, 1 wire 
-140_ 179-1431-00 1 WIRING HARNESS, readout 
cee - wiring harness includes: 

141 131-0621-00 0 CONNECTOR, terminal, straight 
-142_ 131-0707-00 5 CONNECTOR, terminal, straight 
143 352-0162-00 1 HOLDER, terminal connector, 4 wire 

1 
1 

1 

i 
-144 337-1160-00 SHIELD, electrical, left 
-145 337-1163-00 SHIELD, electrical, right 
tee shield includes: 

-146 337-1167-00 SHIELD, electrical, plastic 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES 

070-0978-00 2 MANUAL, instruction (not shown) 
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FIGURE 1 EXPLODED 
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MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION 

At Tektronix, we continually strive to keep up with latest 
electronic developments by adding circuit and component 
improvements to our instruments as soon as they are devel- 
oped and tested. 

Sometimes, due to printing and shipping requirements, we 
can't get these changes immediately into printed manuals. 
Hence, your manual may contain new change information on 
following pages. 

A single change may affect several sections. Sections of 
the manual are often printed at different times, so some of 
the information on the change pages may already be in 
your manual. Since the change information sheets are carried 
in the manual until ALL changes are permanently entered, 
some duplication may occur. If no such change pages appear 
in this section, your manual is correct as printed.
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